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<td>CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL</td>
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<td>p0006</td>
<td>A79-12554</td>
</tr>
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The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter. When the title is insufficiently descriptive of the document content, a title extension is added, separated from the title by three hyphens. The NASA or AIAA accession number is included in each entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in the abstract section of this supplement. If applicable, a report number is also included as an aid in identifying the document.
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Overall loudness of steady sounds according to theory and experiment [NASA-PP-1001] p0210 N79-25753
Acoustic attitude orientation p0318 N79-33816

ACOUSTO-OPTICS

Analyses for noninvasive monitoring of arterial blood pressure by /i/ phone cuff-sphygmomanometry, for discrete measurements and /i/ arterial ultrasonic imaging, for continuous measurements p0294 A79-51037
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ACRYLIC RESINS

Acrylic resins with and without aminated functional end groups for incorporation into monolithic systems for reaction contaminant studies of MSC adsorbent [NASA-CR-160148] p0177 N79-21769

ACTH


ACTIVATED CARBON

Mechanisms of activated carbon degradation by peracetic acid [AD-A008572] p0080 N79-14777

ACTIVITY (BIOLOGY)

An inductively powered telemetry system for temperature, pH, and activity monitoring [AD-A009872] p0228 A79-41424

Synaptosomal uptake of hypothalamic monoamines and recovery of pituitary-adrenal activity following medial forebrain bundle lesions in rats p0275 A79-50232

Determination of a generalized output index of a biological experiment after multiple tests p0076 N79-14744

Suppression of the immune response by ultrasound p0142 N79-18560

Observability of electrical heart activity studied with singular value decomposition [TM-78-8-91] p0144 N79-18584

Changes in calcium ion activity due to magnetization of solution as the possible mechanism of biological action of magnetic fields p0173 N79-20741

Biologically active short-chain peptides [PS-4-3005-01] p0261 N79-29785

Immunochemical reactivity of the body under hyperbaric and hypoxic conditions p0310 N79-33790

Effect of restricted activity on vestibular function p0312 N79-33802
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On the man's adaptation to the operator's work under stressful conditions of space flight [IAP PAPER 78-A-56] p0003 A79-11345

Voluntary movement control and adaptation to cross-coupled stimulation --- motion sickness avoidance p0009 A79-12860

Influence of high-altitude conditions on the metabolites of nucleic acids and proteins in the thymocytes of the rat p0069 A79-19425

315'-cyclic AMP content in rat tissues during hypoxic adaptation and gamma irradiation p0069 A79-19426

Structure of biorythms as one of the criteria for physiological adaptability of the human organism p0097 A79-20653

Cyclic nucleotides and adaptation of the organism --- Russian Book p0133 A79-26500

Early cardiovascular adaptation to simulated zero gravity p0162 A79-29727

Paradoxical reaction of some intracollular antioxidants and adaptation of the organism to hypoxia p0162 A79-29727

Energetic aspects of adaptation --- Russian book p0165 A79-30696
Some forms of adaptation to extreme influences in the blood system p0167 A79-31906

Ecological physiology of animals. I - General ecological physiology and physiology of adaptations --- Russian book p0275 A79-50474

The effect of microwave fields on muscle oxygen pressure and temperature in animals previously adapted to hypoxia p0296 A79-51116

Reciprocal interaction between the photopic and scotopic systems of the visual analyzer in man p0296 A79-53272

Development of adaptation to hypodynamism on rat and its readaptability to ambulatory life [IAP PAPER 79-76] p0301 A79-53285

Early cardiovascular adaptation to zero gravity simulated by head-down tilt [IAP PAPER 79-77] p0301 A79-53286

Problems of human adaption to spaceflight p0157 N79-19985


Possibilities of preventing adverse reactions in simulating the acute period of adaptation to weightlessness p0248 A79-27825

ADAPTIVE CONTROL

MT LEARNING MACHINES

Models for automated motor skills training --- computer controlled adaptive instruction p0035 A79-13182

Communications management by the remote system - An adaptive approach --- modeling of RPV autopilot/operator systems p0041 A79-13226

How does the saccadic eye movement controller adapt for pathological states p0046 A79-14961

Adaptive supervisory control of remote manipulation p0046 A79-14967

Adaptive control of a robotic manipulator p0046 A79-15001

Robots and artificial intelligence --- Russian book p0061 A79-17569

Augmented feedback in adaptive motor skill training p0062 A79-18208

The effects of participatory mode and task workload on the detection of dynamic system failures p0069 A79-21156


Adaptive estimation schemes for minimizing uncertainty in manual control tasks p0269 A79-48013

A formal model of the adaptive and discrete control behaviors of human operators [AD-1050639] p0059 N79-13717

A construct validation of adaptive achievement testing [AP-106340] p0173 N79-20742

An adaptive controller which displays human operator limitations for a fighter type aircraft p0177 N79-21767

An adaptive controller which displays human operator limitations for a fighter type aircraft p0223 A79-25763

ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS

MT ADAPTIVE CONTROL

ADDITION RESINS

MT ACRYLIC RESINS

ADDITIONS

MT BIBORNUCLEIC ACIDS

ADENOSINES

3'-cyclic AMP content in rat tissues during hypoxic adaptation and gamma irradiation p0069 A79-19426

Prebiotic condensation of oligonucleotide p0069 A79-37945

ADRENAL GLAND

Beta-adrenerceptor antagonists: Central effects p0027 N79-11702
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ANGULAR ACCELERATION

Computation of rigid-body rotation in three-dimensional space from body-fixed linear acceleration measurements
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/SD-5] p0069 #79-19759

Nystaglographic characterization of responses to rotation of persons with different vestibular-vegetative stability
p1088 #79-35122

Characteristics of vestibular nystagmus in rats
p0106 #79-10714

An examination of statistical impact acceleration injury prediction models based on Gx accelerometer data from subhuman primates
[AD-A057276] p0025 #79-11690

Vestibular models and thresholds of motion perception. Result of tests in a flight simulator
[VTH-LE-265] p0146 #79-18595

A-15
ANGULAR MOTION

Balance training of the equilibrum organ and its effect on flight strategy

Distinctions of influence of the reticular formation of the midbrain on the heart and respiration with exposure to centripetal accelerations

ANGULAR VELOCITY

Dynamics of an image viewed through a rotating mirror

ANIMALS

ANTHOCYANINS

ANTIBODIES

ANTIBIOTICS

ANTIADRENERGICS

ANOMALIES

ANOREXIA

Temporal correlation between onset of cell anoxia and ischemic contractile failure

Molecular determinants for the prediction and survival of ischemic anoxic stress pathology

A-16

ANTHROPOLOGY

Seating, console and workplace design - Seated operator reach profiles

Seating, console, and workplace design - Integration of literature and accommodation model

Estimating percentiles of nonnormal anthropometric populations - Final report

Anatomical frames of reference and biomechanics

A theoretical model to estimate some oropsonic parameters from age, height and weight

Anthropometric source book. Volume 1: Anthropometry for designers

Anthropometric changes in weightlessness

Variability in human body size

Anthropometry

Arm-leg reach and workspace layout

Range of joint motion

Anthropometry in sizing and design

Statistical considerations in man-machine designs

Reach capability of men and women: A three-dimensional analysis

Walking procedure for anthropometric survey data

The use of biostereometry in helicopter cockpit design --- using a simulator and analytic geometry

Performance evaluation of test dummies with flesh parts produced with substitute foaming compounds

Guidelines for fit testing and evaluation of USAF personal-protective clothing and equipment

Procedures used to generate input data sets for the articulated total body model from anthropometric data

United States Army anthropometry: 1946-1977

Analysis of body size measurements for US Navy women's clothing and pattern design

ANTIMICROBIALS

Effects of propranolol on Time of Useful Function

Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities on infected uines without isolation

ANTIDOTES

MT GAMMA GLOBULIN

ANTIBIOTICS

ANTIGENS

Design of polymeric immunospheres for cell labelling and cell separation

Clinical and morphological studies of people in the course of long-term hypokinesia and subsequent readaptation

Isolation of virus-augmented tumor antigens

ANTHEMIONICS

MT UPHOST ELETRAGE

Cardiorespiratory assessment of decongestant-antihistamine effects on altitude, +Gz, and fatigue tolerances

Effects of altitude and two decongestant-antihistamine preparations on...
physiological function and performance

Indomethacin-antihistamine combination for gastric ulceration control

ANTIINFECTIVES AND ANTIMICROBIALS
Microbial Check Valve for Shuttle (NASA PAPER 78-MWAS-27) p0087 A79-12576

ANTIMETABOLITES
Role of n-alphabenoic acid in repairing UV and gamma radiation damage p0301 A79-53211

AORTA
Better definition of eye to aortic valve distance in high acceleration cockpit /HAC/ seating geometries p0183 A79-33632

Aortic blood flow velocity during exercise in man p0216 A79-25710

APERTURES
In the measurement of hazardous e.m. fields radiated through an aperture p0233 A79-42486

ARPNA

APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
Biological study of tobacco seeds flown in the joint Apollo-Soyuz test-project p0006 A79-12519

Genetic effects of cosmic radiation on bacteriophage T4 +/+- /On materials of biological experiment Soyuz-Apollo/ p0229 A79-41708

APPENDAGES
NT ARM (ANATOMY)
NT FORARM
NT HAND (ANATOMY)
NT LEG (ANATOMY)
APPLICATION
U UTILIZATION
APPROACH
NT INSTRUMENT APPROACH
A safety margin and flight reference system and display for powered-lift aircraft p0090 A79-15614
The limited range of the human eye for optical aircraft acquisition p0291 A79-31948

APPROACH CONTROL
Manual landings in Category 3 conditions p0297 A79-52055

APPROACH INDICATORS
Pilot performance during simulated approaches and landings made with various computer-generated visual glidepath indicators p0297 A79-52276

APPROACH CONTROL

APPROACH INDICATORS
Pilot performance in basic electricity and electronics and A schools (AD-A0620918) p0085 A79-15584
Some variations on derivations by Primoff and their extensions (PB-282617/0) p0112 A79-16548

AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
Prebiotic condensation of oligonucleotide p0204 A79-37945

AQUICULTURE
Impact of large scale aquatic biomass systems (PB-282617/0) p0013 A79-10697
Nitrogen fixation with photosynthetic marine microorganisms (PB-282600/5) p0083 A79-15570

ARCTIC REGIONS
Man and material in the cold regions, part 1 (AD-A063752) p0178 A79-21771

ARIMA NAVIGATION
Response surface methodology as a manipulator of complex task difficulty --- for computer generated aircraft area navigation control-display systems evaluation p0309 A79-13211

ARGON
Molecular sieve oxygen generating system - The argon question /A brief review/ --- effects of 5 percent Ar in breathing gas p0274 A79-49994

ARGON-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERES
Tissue gas and blood analyses of human subjects p0274 A79-49994

breathing 80% argon and 20% oxygen p0164 A79-30655

ARGUMENTS (MATHEMATICS)
U INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

ARIP (IMPACT PREDICTION)
U COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION

ARKASAS
Distribution of phytoplankton in Arkansas lakes (PB-292772/4) p0240 A79-26768

ARM (ANATOMY)
NT FOREARM
A prediction model of arm push strength in the transverse plane p0037 A79-13195
Arm-leg reach and workspace layout p0033 A79-11739

ARMED FORCES
NT ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES)
NT NAVY
ARPA authoring system (AD-A0624723) p0190 A79-22762

ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES)
Acute toxicity of a number of chemicals of interest to the Air Force (AD-A0657313) p0220 A79-25742
United States Army anthropometry: 1946-1977 (P8-286696/0) p0085 A79-13213

Analysis of body size measurements for US Navy women's clothing and pattern design (AD-A063600) p0290 A79-31939
Three decades of NASA efforts to reduce human error accidents, 1947-1977 (AD-A068600) p0290 A79-31943

ARTHYRHYTHMIA
6z tolerance correlation with clinical parameters p0235 A79-43213
Cardiac arrhythmia following passimersion 6z accelerations (P8-286696/0) p0085 A79-13213
The significance of rhythm disturbances in asymptomatic persons p0027 A79-11698

ARTERIES
Development capacity of artemiacysts and Lettuce seeds flown in Cosmos 936 and directly exposed to cosmic rays p0127 A79-24632

ARTERIES
NT AORTA
Effect of exercise on collateral development in dogs with normal coronary arteries p0067 A79-18960
Responses of pial arterioles after prolonged hypercapnia and hypoxia in the awake rabbit (P8-292792/12) p0077 A79-26768
Circulatory response to arterial hyperoxia p0221 A79-36048
Noradrenaline action on smooth muscle cells of coronary arteries (P8-292792/14) p0085 A79-13213
Analyses for noninvasive monitoring of arterial blood pressure by /I/ phono cuff-sphygmomanometry, for discrete measurements and /II/ arterial ultrasonic imaging, for continuous measurements (PB-282617/0) p0204 A79-38149

Regulation of the carbon dioxide tension in arterial blood during inhalation of carbon dioxide in birds and mammals p0169 A79-20713
Mechanics of arterial blood flow (PB-282617/0) p0247 A79-27846
Mass transport in arteries (PB-282617/0) p0247 A79-27846

ARTERIOSCLEROSIS
Ruptured arteriovenous anomaly in a former woman astronaut candidate p0128 A79-24640
Predicting coronary artery disease with treadmill stress testing Changes in R-wave amplitude compared with ST segment depression (P8-292792/11) p0086 A79-34204

The development of a digital video subtraction system for intravenous angiography (P8-292792/12) p0085 A79-15581
Development and evaluation of instrument systems for noninvasive detection, characterization and quantification of atherosclerotic lesions

Ergonomic tests in expert medical certification of flight personnel

Effects of dietary fats on atherosclerosis and thrombosis

Aspects of dietary prevention of arteriosclerosis

Artificial Intelligence

Visual motion perception by intelligent systems

Robots and artificial intelligence --- Russian book

Overview of the use of robots in space missions

Artificial Heart Valves

Functional outcomes of prostatic cardiac valve replacement

Development of an electrical energy converter for a circulatory device

Application of numerical methods to physiological flows --- Navier-Stokes equation, prosthetic heart valves and venoconstriction

Development of an electrical energy converter for driving left heart assist blood pumps

Arthropods

Selected examples of dispersal of arthropods associated with agricultural crop and animal production

Visual motion --- Book

Multi-PIERRE - A learning robot system

Goal-directed mechanics of controlled manipulators

Visual motion perception by intelligent systems

Artificial Satellites

NT ORBITAL ASSEMBLY

NT ORBITAL WORKSHOPS

NT INTERCOSMOS SATELLITES

NT BIOSATELLITES

NT COSMOS SATELLITES

NT SPACE STATION

NT ORBITAL WORKSHOPS

Artillery

Effects of target motion and image on AAA tracking

Anti-Aircraft Artillery

Arts

Arts Abilities

Ascorbic Acid

Effect of soaking on absorption of some group B vitamins and ascorbic acid in the small intestine of dogs

Aspergillus

The effects of temperature, salinity, and other factors on the growth and formation of UV-absorbing substances by the fungus Aspergillus

Assaulting

Assaulting (assaulting)

Assembling

NT ORBITAL ASSEMBLY

General methods to enable robots with vision to acquire, orient, and transport workpieces

Simulated EVA operation of a remote connector assembly test report

Assessment Program

Experiences of a payload specialist involved with the simulated Spacelab Mission ASSESS II

Bioinstrumentation for evaluation of workload in payload specialists -- Results of ASSESS II

Assessment Program

NT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

Inverse assimilation -- A general principle of evolution of planetary surfaces

ASTP

U.A. SODUS TEST PROJECT

Astrobiology

U Enkology

ASTRONAUT LOCUMOTION

Spacecraft mobility knee joints

ASTRONAUT HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Manual maneuvering unit: User's guide

ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE

On the man's adaptation to the operator's work under stressful conditions of space flight

Caloric and exercise requirements of space flight -- Biostereometric results from Skylab

Manual alignment of structural components in space

Bionavigation for evaluation of workload in payload specialists -- Results of ASSESS II

Bionavigation for evaluation of workload in payload specialists -- Results of ASSESS II

Thoughts about man-machine interrelations in space

Air travel and duties on-board Spacelab missions

Spacelab: Selection for payload expert for the first Spacelab mission

Engineering-psychological study of information imaging systems -- manual control of spaceship docking

Astronaut Training

From the laboratory to the Spacelab -- Training program for Spacelab payload experts

Ruptured arteriovenous anomaly in a former woman astronaut candidate

Psychological selection of Spacelab payload specialists: The evaluation of German applicants

Spacelab's payload specialists, their selection and duties on-board

Selection, training, and health care of working specialists for Shuttle/Spacelab and future space station missions

Psychological training -- One of the most important factors of enhancing the safety of space flights

Some advances in astronaut radiation dosimetry

Selection of astronaut candidates -- Contribution of the exercise ECG and spirometry

Special tests for astronaut selection -- Study of cardiovascular reactions by the orthostatism test

Special test for astronaut selection -- Tests of tolerance in the centrifuge and in flight
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>BACKSCATTERING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life cycle costing of simulated vs actual equipment for intermediate maintenance training for T-16 avionics</td>
<td>p0064 A79-18217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual loadings in Category 3 conditions</td>
<td>p0297 A79-52055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimisation of pilot capability and avionic system design</td>
<td>p0113 W79-16560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimisation of pilot capability and avionic system design, introduction</td>
<td>p0113 W79-16561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot workload qualification for avionic systems</td>
<td>p150 W79-19627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human factors evaluations of today's helicopters as an aid to future systems design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVOIDANCE</td>
<td>AXES (COORDINATES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY COLLISION AVOIDANCE</td>
<td>U COORDINATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXIAL COMPRESSION LOADS</td>
<td>AXIAL LOADS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical modelling of load-deflection behavior of intervertebral discs subjected to axial compression</td>
<td>p0316 W79-33830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY AXIAL COMPRESSION LOADS</td>
<td>AXIAL STRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling the effect of axial bronchial tension on expiratory flow</td>
<td>p0067 A79-18957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXIONS</td>
<td>AXIOMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axiomatic summary and deductions from Herig's principles of visual direction</td>
<td>p0228 A79-21421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXONS</td>
<td>AZINES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A study of axonal degeneration in the optic nerves of aging mice</td>
<td>p0005 A79-12123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereological ultrastructural analysis of the axonal endings in the neuromuscular junction of rats after a flight on biosputnik 782</td>
<td>p0071 A79-23468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZOLES</td>
<td>BACKSCATTERING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clozapine metabolism in humans</td>
<td>p0232 A79-19116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT INDOLES</td>
<td>MT TRIPTOFAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT TRIPTOFAN</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BACK INJURIES</th>
<th>BACKSCATTERING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incidence of spinal disability amongst IAF pilots - Follow up of 30 cases</td>
<td>p0201 A79-37113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertebral fractures in Gnat ejections</td>
<td>p0201 A79-37134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional anatomy of vertebral column with reference to load bearing areas</td>
<td>p0272 A79-49732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiological diagnosis of spinal injuries and deformities</td>
<td>p0272 A79-49735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of spinal disabilities in relation to flying</td>
<td>p0272 A79-49736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinal injuries in the F-16 avionics</td>
<td>p0272 A79-49737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic response of vertebral elements related to USF injury</td>
<td>p0071 W79-14713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiological examination of the Packis and fitness for employment as a helicopter pilot</td>
<td>p0151 W79-19634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACKGROUND NOISE</td>
<td>EMISSIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waseemscansic model for the detection of signals observed by a human operator on a CRT screen on a noise background -- cathode-ray tube</td>
<td>p0159 A79-28566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information-handling capacity of a human operator in detection of signals against a noisy background</td>
<td>p0081 W79-19988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicting individual listener confusions in the classification of complex, steady-state sounds</td>
<td>p0222 W79-25755</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A-21
BACTERIA

BACTERIA
NT CLOSTRIDIUM BOTULINUM
NT ESCHERICHIA
NT NITROBACTER
NT SALMONELLA
Characterization of a novel extremely alkalophilic bacterium p0094 A79-11950
Effects of magnesium, calcium, and serum on reversion of stable 1-forms - of soil bacterium p0131 A79-26160
Effects of low temperature on in vivo and in vitro protein synthesis in Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas fluorescens p0131 A79-26141
Thermal resistance of naturally occurring airborne bacterial spores --- Viking spacecraft dry heat decontamination simulation p0131 A79-26147
Nitrate fermentation in Clostridium perfringens and significance in metabolic evolution p0205 A79-37968
Evolution of early life inferred from protein and ribonucleic acid sequences p0206 A79-37980
Relationship between proton motive force and potassium ion transport in Halobacterium halobium envelope vesicles p0227 A79-00775
Squalenes, phytanes and other isoprenoids as major neutral lipids of methanogenic and theromacidophilic 'archaebacteria'
Balance of the equilibria organ and its effect on flight strategy p0242 A79-27074
Balloon flight Genetic effects of balloon flight in Drosophila melanogaster p0006 A79-12520
Bandwidth BY BROADBAND
The human as a detector of changes in variance and bandwidth p0117 A79-17496
Banking flight NT TOWING FLIGHT
Bardeen approximation Q ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
Barometric pressure Q ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
Barotrauma Aeromedic acpects of otolaryngology p0136 A79-27562
Cases of probable Aero Otitis interna p0183 A79-33194
Doppler detection of thresholds for decompression-induced venous gas emboli in the awake cat p0202 A79-37707
Bayes theorem Some Bayesian inference procedures for use in developing an impact acceleration injury prediction model [AD-A067228] p0220 A79-22574
Bayesian statistics Q BAYES THEOREM
Bayes (topographic features) NT CHESAPEAKE BAY (US)
Beans (radiation) NT LIGHT BEAMS
Beans (detection) Investigations into the importance of the direction of centrifugal forces acting on the human body [B-1-LIB-TRANS-1945] p0077 A79-14758
BIODYNAMICS

Sulfate-reducing bacteria and biochemical evolution p0205 A79-37967
Possible contribution of transmissible endogenous DNA to prokaryotic evolution p0205 A79-37971
Evolution in open systems - Acquisition and conservation of information in bioids p0207 A79-37987
Squalenes, phytases and other isoprenoids as major neutral lipids of methanogenic and thermoacidophilic 'archaeabacteria' p0232 A79-42274
Mirror symmetry breaking in biochemical evolution p0254 A79-46462
Solar-driven chemical energy source for a Martian biota p0254 A79-46464
Morphological and biochemical effects of oxygen toxicity (AD-A056778) p0018 A79-10734
Dynamics of Cosmonauts' blood biochemistry during space missions p0072 A79-14717
Translations on USSR science and technology: Biomedical and behavioral sciences, No. 53. Effects of nonionizing electromagnetic radiation (JPR5-72606) p0074 A79-14716
Orthomolecular enhancement of human development p0095 A79-15895
Translantions on USSR science and technology: Biomedical and behavioral sciences, No. 57. A biochemical basis of obligate anaerobiosis p0102 A79-18561
Clozapine metabolism in humans (BIL-ETS-10902) p0102 A79-18567
Biochemical study of proteins of gastric and intestinal mucosa of rats flown aboard the Kosmos-605 biosatellite --- effects of space flight stress p0192 A79-23617
Binding of biologically active agents to plasma proteins (CL-1577-22) p0261 A79-29767
Nutagenic components of alternate energy sources (CONF-780636-8) p0280 A79-30923
Energy transfer mechanisms in photobiological reactions (C00-875-180) p0283 A79-31858
Mechanism of oxygen toxicity at the cellular level (AD-A070026) p0307 A79-32823
BIODYNAMICS

Biomechanical properties of muscles and the mechanism for the regulation of human posture p0238 A79-12827
Problem of modeling the mechanism of heart contraction p0132 A79-26350
Calcium regulation in smooth muscle: Isolation and characterization of the myosin light chain kinase p0221 A79-36098
Central and reflex mechanisms of controlling movements --- Russian book p0251 A79-43950
The application of pseudo random binary sequence input to identification of respiratory control dynamics p0268 A79-48011
Characteristics of osmotic and autonomic regulation during work of small muscle groups as a function of loading regime p0276 A79-50563
Calcium regulation in smooth muscle: Isolation and characterization of the myosin light chain kinase p0242 A79-11680
User's instructions for the 61-node thermo regulatory model (steady state version) (NASA-CR-160220) p0212 A79-24638
Acid-base homeostasis in the human system (NASA-CR-160222) p0212 A79-24640
User's instructions for the erythropoiesis regulatory model (NASA-CR-160193) p0216 A79-25711
Use of a computer model in the understanding of erythropoietic control mechanisms (NASA-CR-160203) p0217 A79-25718
Dynamic regulation of erythropoiesis: A computer model of general applicability (NASA-CR-160203) p0217 A79-25720
On a basic model of circulatory, fluid, and electrolyte regulation in the human system based upon the model of Guyton (NASA-CR-160212) p0218 A79-25725
Improvements and validation of the erythropoiesis control model for bed rest simulation (NASA-CR-160187) p0218 A79-25728
User's instructions for the Guyton circulatory dynamics model using the Univac 1110 batch and demand processing (with graphic capabilities) (NASA-CR-160215) p0218 A79-25731
Study report on guidelines and test procedures for investigating stability of nonlinear cardiovascular control system models (NASA-CR-160229) p0219 A79-25734
The application of systems analysis and mathematical models to the study of erythropoiesis during space flight (NASA-CR-160218) p0219 A79-25739
BIODEGRADATION

Waste treatment options for use in closed systems --- in space colonies (AIAA PAPER 79-1409) p0187 A79-34843
BIODEGRADATION

Various modeling approaches in biomechanics --- analog simulation of impact events p0005 A79-12407
Anatomical frames of reference and biomechanics p0065 A79-18230
Anatomical coordinate systems for human body segments p0065 A79-18231
Can man be calculated - Biological models in aeronautical medicine and engineering p0161 A79-29589
Biodynamic effects of canopy loss in the TP-15 aircraft p0163 A79-30651
Process of search control of coordinated movement in man p0166 A79-30701
Improved measurements of shear modulus and pleural membrane tension of the lung p0236 A79-43702
Central and reflex mechanisms of controlling movements --- Russian book p0251 A79-43950
Biodynamics of aviation stresses on the vertebral column p0251 A79-43950
Problems of modelling the mechanism of heart contraction p0272 A79-49733
Mechanism for the regulation of human posture during movements of the feet p0275 A79-50287
Biomechanical properties of muscles and the efficiency of movement p0276 A79-50651
Possibility of quantitative evaluation of the heart's mechanical activity from seismcardiosignals p0276 A79-50658
Lung inflation and longitudinal distribution of pulmonary vascular resistance during hypoxia

Effect of hypoxia on mechanical properties of hyperthyroid cat papillary muscle

Passive resistive torques about long bone axes of major human joints

A spherical representation of a human body for visualizing movement

Theoretical foundations of cardiovascular processes

Isokinetic exercise: A review of the literature

Basic biomechanics equations for cardiovascular flow

Equations on biotransport mechanisms

Isoinetic exercise: A review of the literature

Analysis and validation of human biodynamic models

A study of the effect of forcing function characteristics on human operant dynamics in manual control

Photometric methods for the analysis of human kinesthetic responses to impact environments

Prosthesis coupling

Effects of vibration on the human organism

Operator performance and localized muscle fatigue in a simulated space vehicle control task

Models and Analogues for the Evaluation of Human Biodynamic Response, Performance and Protection

--- conferences, human tolerance of acceleration, vibration, and shock

Prediction of whole-body response to impact forces in flight environments

Procedures used to generate input data sets for the articulated total body model from anthropometric data

A three dimensional discrete element model of the spine, head and torso

Application of biodynamic models to the analysis of 9-16 canopy hit/struck

A failure criterion for human, vertebral, cancellous bone

The use of spinal analogue to compare human tolerance of repeated shocks with tolerance of vibration, part 1

The biodynamic response of the human body and its application to standards

Refinement and validation of a three-dimensional head-spin model

A new three-dimensional discrete element model of the brain during 49-day antithrombotic hypokinesia in individuals with early signs of vegetovascular dysfunction

Synchronous brain evoked potential correlates of directed attention in humans

Conduction difficulties of vagal origin in flight personnel - Significance of intrathoracic data on the bundle of His --- neural activity effects on heart block

Effects of vestibular stimuli on the electrical activity of muscles

Changes in the biophysical activity of some cerebral structures in rabbits exposed to microwaves

A hypothesis of plasmonic absorption of RF energy by biological objects

An empirical formula for broad-band SAR calculations of prolate spheroidal models of humans and animals --- Specific Absorption Rate

The effect of impact acceleration on the electrical activity of the brain

Distinctions of influence of the reticular formation of the midbrain on the heart and respiration with exposure to centripetal accelerations

Methods for localization of electrical sources in the human brain and applications to the visual system

Development of electrophysiological indices of neurological toxicity for organophosphate pesticides and depressant drugs

Experimental and theoretical investigations concerning a frequency filter behavior of the human retina regarding electric pulse currents

BIOENGINEERING

MT ANTHROPOMETRY

MT BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION

MT BIOMETRICS

MT BIOMECHANICS

MT BODY MEASUREMENT (BIOLOGY)

MT CARDIOGRAPHY

MT ECOCARDIOGRAPHY

MT ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY

MT ELECTROMYOGRAPHY

MT ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY

MT ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY

MT ELECTROPHYSIOGRAPHY

MT ELECTROPHYSIOGRAPHY

MT MAGNETOCARDIOGRAPHY

MT PROTONICOCARDIOGRAPHY

MT THERMOGRAPHY

MT SEISMOGRAPHY

MT VELOCOCARDIOGRAPHY

Medical technology transfer

A bioengineering simulator of the human visual apparatus

The anthropometric sphere model as the basis for a study of the role of geometry and inhomogeneities in electrocardiography

Closed ecology in space from a bioengineering perspective

Serendipitous solution to the problem of culturing Arabidopsis plants in sealed containers for spaceflights of long duration

Prosthetic urinary sphincter

Improved subcutaneous electrode structure

A compact low-volume, self-regenerating artificial kidney

A-26
Biosynthetic constraints on thermal protective
flight clothing design: A bioengineering analysis
[NASA-CASE-MSC-11086-1] p0015 N79-19662
Prosthesis coupling
Application of biodynamic models to the analysis
of P-16 canopy bistatic radar
p0285 N79-31911
The validation of biodynamic models
p0286 N79-31914
Frequency response of cardiovascular regulation in
children to sinusoidal acceleration at
frequencies below 1 Hz (basis for biodynamic
modeling)
p0286 N79-31915
Refinement and validation of a three-dimensional
head-slot model
[AD-A062502] p0307 N79-32826
BIOGEOSYSTEMS
BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION
BIOCHEMISTRY
Organic geochemical studies on kerogen precursors
in recently deposited algal mats and oozes
p0001 A79-10619
A biogeochemical study of the Abu Dhabi algal mats
- A simplified ecosystem
p0132 A79-26373
Chemical fingerprints of life in terrestrial soils
and their possible use for the detection of life
on Mars and other planets
p0136 A79-27929
Amino acids in southern Rauchhuka hot springs
p0182 A79-33122
Publications of the planetary biology program for
1978: A special bibliography
BIOGRAPHY
Paul Bert
BIOINSTRUMENTATION
F T BIOTELEMETRY
F T IMPLANTED ELECTRODES (BIOLOGY)
Radio tracking of a fin whale/Rasenoptera
physalis/
p0061 A79-18008
Interdisciplinary and international contributions
to research on biological effects of
electromagnetic waves - Past performances and
future challenges
p129 A79-24878
A binocular stereoscopic display system for
echocardiography
p130 A79-26072
The effects of filtering the Hiss-Parkinje system
electrocardiograms
p130 A79-26073
Use of platinum electrodes for the electrochemical
detection of bacteria
p131 A79-26146
Devices for synchronizing a digital measuring
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Some forms of adaptation to extreme influences in the blood system. 

The effect of hyperoxia on the oxygen tension of blood and cerebral tissue.

Some forms of adaptation to extreme influences in the blood system.

Dynamics of the catalase activity of the blood of athletes under the influence of local decompression.

Effects of hyperglycemia and work load on postexercise O2 consumption and blood lactate.

Changes in blood sugar content of dogs exposed to chronic gas radiation for six years.

Effects of laser radiation on morphology of peripheral circulation for dogs under normal and experimental conditions.

Dynamics of Cosmoconus' blood biochemistry during space missions.

Blood lipid changes in hypoxic rats.

Gas diffusion liquid storage bag and method of use for storing blood.

Assessment of factors possibly contributing to the susceptibility of sickle trait erythrocytes to cold hypoxia. Volume 1: Design considerations and research protocol.

Effect of 49-day space flight on parameters of immunological reactivity and protein composition of blood in the crew of Salyut-5.

Effect of methylprednisolone sodium succinate on clearance of linine E. coli from peripheral blood of dogs.

Effects of propellant hydrazines on red blood cell. Methemoglobin and Heinz body formation.

Preparation of some prostaglandin E sub 1 omega-homo-prostaglandin E sub 1 esters and their inhibiting properties on rat blood platelet aggregation.

Investigation of albumin and globulin composition of blood of the crew of the Salyut-3 orbital station.

Effect of brief head-down position on parameters of carbohydrate metabolites and beta lipoprotein content of blood.
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Blood volume and cardiorespiratory responses to lower body negative pressure.

Analysis of venous differences during rebreathing due to slow pH equilibration in blood.

Cardiac and vascular components of the systemic response of blood circulation to orthostatic influence.

Regional blood supply under hypoxic hypoxia.

Interaction between hypothalamic and bulbar levels of regulating blood circulation.

Reliability of determining the cardiac output by the method of quadruple chest impedance plethysography.

Self-regulation of cerebral circulation under orthostatic influences.

The response of the microvascular canal to a hypoxic helium-containing medium.

Application of an isolated heart model to investigate blood-oxygen delivery.

The role of lesser circulation hemodynamic changes in pulmonary gas exchange.

Bioheat transfer processes, for human thermoregulatory and circulatory characteristics measurements.

Noninvasive ultrasonic blood flow characterization.

Changes in human renal function in passive head-up and head-down positions.

The influence of mechanical vibration and noise on the peripheral blood circulation at skin level.

A study of cerebral blood flow in the goat. A. Correlations between the ventilatory and cerebrovascular responses to carbon monoxide inhalation. B. The dynamics of the cerebral blood flow response to hypoxia by frequency response analysis.
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A long term model of circulation --- human body.

Effect of hyperbaric oxygen on peripheral blood neutrophil metabolites.
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Physiological fluid dynamics.

Mechanics of arterial blood flow.
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State of blood clotting during prolonged hypokinesia.

Blood clotting factors of the vascular wall and myocardium of hypokinesic rabbits.
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Specific problems in cardiovascular fluid dynamics measurements.
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The application of MINIQUASI to thermal program boundary and initial value problems
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The effects of brain ischemia on the control of breathing in anesthetized goats
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The effect of impact acceleration on the electrical activity of the brain
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Composition of cerebral fluids in goats adapted to high altitude
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Distinctions of influence of the reticular formation of the midbrain on the heart and respiration with exposure to centrifugal accelerations
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Methods for localization of electrical sources in the human brain and applications to the visual system
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Cerebral gas exchange in rats adapted to hypoxia during inspiration of oxygen-poor mixtures
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Responses of pial arterioles after prolonged hypercapnia and hypoxia in the awake rabbit
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Central and cerebral hemodynamics and metabolism of the healthy man during head-down tilting
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Self-regulation of cerebral circulation under orthostatic influences
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Cerebral hemodynamics and visual analyzer function following exposure to bright light
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Ruptured arteriovenous anomaly in a former woman astronaut candidate
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Changes in the bioclectrical activity of some cerebral structures in rabbits exposed to microwaves
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Coma recovery
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The control and prevention of seizures in children, a developmental and environmental approach
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The application of remote sensors to a model for fish mapping
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Distribution of pulmonary ventilation and perfusion during short periods of weightlessness
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Tissue gas and blood analyses of human subjects breathing 80% argon and 20% oxygen
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Distribution of regional volumes and ventilation in excised canine lobes
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Influence of exercise and CO2 on breathing pattern of normal man
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Gas exchange under environmental stress
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The objective evaluation of aircrew protective breathing equipment. III - Improved types of mask/goggles combinations. IV - Fullface masks and hoods suitable for flight attendant use

The dynamic oxygen-regulator test stand
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The dynamic oxygen-regulator test stand
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Cerebral hemodynamics and visual analyzer function following exposure to bright light
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Perceived quantization error. Effect of quantization function, reconstruction function and number of levels
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An empirical formula for broad-band SAR calculations of prostate spheroidal models of humans and animals --- Specific Absorption Rate
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Application of an isolated heart model to investigate blood-oxygen delivery
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The metabolic demand and oxygen supply of the heart — Physiologic and clinical considerations
Temporal relation between onset of cell anoxia and ischemic contractile failure
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Cardiological findings in 115 pilots: Diagnoses and assessment of their flying fitness
Normal and pathological cardiovascular findings in applicants to the Air Force service
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Modification of cardiac function by synchronized oscillating acceleration
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Noninvasive cardiovascular measurements --- Book
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Clinical applications of new echocardiographic techniques

Cardiac blood flow measurement - A component of the comprehensive cardiovascular examination
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Beta-adrenoceptor antagonists: Central effects
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Cardiovascular studies of reducing and oxidizing agents

Development of high-resolution ultrasonic imaging techniques for detection and clinical assessment of cardiovascular disease
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Development of high-resolution ultrasonic imaging techniques for detection and clinical assessment of cardiovascular disease

Aircraft flight simulation of Spacelab experiment using an implanted telemetry system to obtain cardiovascular data from the monkey

Noninvasive techniques in the evaluation of the peripheral circulation

Cardiac adaptation to endurance training: determined by echocardiography and electrocardiography

The effects of active and passive heat acclimatization procedures on the cardiovascular, thermoregulatory, and sweat rate responses to work in the heat in male humans
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User's instructions for the high-speed version of the cardiovascular exercise model
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Study report on guidelines and test procedures for investigating stability of nonlinear cardiovascular control system models
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Study of model membrane fusion using photon correlation spectroscopy - lipid bilayer phase transition in cell membranes
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A method for separating biological cells

Effects of propellant hydrazines on red blood cells: Methemoglobin and Heinz body formation
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Direct exposure of monolayers of mammalian cells
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- Seating, console and workplace design - Seated operator reach profiles
- Seating, console, and workplace design - Integration of literature and accommodation model
- Human factors evaluation of the AN/UYQ-21 display console [AD-A056383]

**CONSTRUCTIONS**

- NT METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
- NT SPACE RATIONS
- NT SPACE RATIONS
- NT SPACE RATIONS
- NT SPACE RATIONS
- NT SPACE RATIONS

**CONSISTENCY**

- Consciousness alteration in space
- Petri nets as a modeling tool for discrete concurrent tasks of the human operator --- describing sequential and parallel demands on human operators

**CONSOLES**

- Seating, console and workplace design - Seated operator reach profiles
- Seating, console, and workplace design - Integration of literature and accommodation model
- Human factors evaluation of the AN/UYQ-21 display console [AD-A056383]

**CONSUMABLES**

- NT SPACE RATIONS
- NT CONSUMABLES (SPACECREW SUPPLIES)

**CONSUMABLES (SPACECRAFT)**

- NT DEHYDRATED FOOD
- NT POTABLE WATER
- NT SPACE RATIONS

**CONSUMABLES (SPACECRAFT SUPPLIES)**

- Food packages for Space Shuttle [ASNE PAPER 78-ENAS-13]
- Maximizing storage stability of foods to be used for resupply in a controlled ecological life supply system: Evaluation of research [NASA-CR-158046]

**CONSUMPTION**

- NT ORGANIC CONSUMPTION
- NT WATER CONSUMPTION

**CONTACT DERMATITIS**

- Allergy to lanolin [BLL-RTS-116441]
- Unerxen hyperosensitivy to contacting cold water and cool air with propagated reflex-like erythema
devastation [BLL-RTS-116441]
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Use of the optimal control model in the design of motion cue experiments / p0118 N79-17507
The systemic principles of building a man-machine control staff --- functional analysis / p0239 N79-27861
The application of control theory to the investigation of roll motion effects on human operator performance / p0288 N79-31931
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RT CARBON ATMOSPHERES / p0067 879-18955
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Convective control of long-range coherence in plant growth regulation / p0006 A79-12515
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Effect of electroconvulsive shock on monoaminergic receptor binding sites in rat brain / p0162 A79-29925
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Ephiphysis of rats under the combined action of hypoxia, hypercapnia and cooling / p0256 A79-46680
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Anatomical coordinate systems for human body segments / p0065 A79-18231
COORDINATION
Process of search control of coordinated movement in man / p0166 A79-30701
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COPPER
WT COPPER ISOTOPES
Copper content of the liver of young mice in relation to a defect in the Cu-metabolism [I11-133-77-02] / p0239 N79-26764
COPPER COMPOUNDS
Citric acid enhancement of copper sulfate toxicity to blue-green algae and other nuisance organisms [P8-289490/5] / p0170 N79-20718
Citric acid enhancement of copper sulfate toxicity to the blue-green algae "Anplanhomonas flos-aquae" and "Microcystis aeruginosa" [P8-293637/7] / p0189 N79-22751
COPPER ISOTOPES
Results of a 64Cu-loading test applied to patients with an inherited defect in their Cu-metabolism (Menken's disease) [I11-133-77-04] / p0240 N79-26774
The oral 64Cu-loading test: Applications and problems [I11-133-77-02] / p0240 N79-26775
COROLIS EFFECT
Voluntary movement control and adaptation to cross-coupled stimulation --- motion sickness avoidance / p0009 A79-12860
CORNEA
Experimental determination of maximum permissible exposure to laser radiation of 1.54-micron wavelength --- corneal damage / p0002 A79-10648
CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE
Predicting coronary artery disease with treadmill stress testing Changes in R-wave amplitude compared with ST segment depression / p0186 A79-34284
Coronary calcification in the diagnosis of coronary artery disease / p0226 A79-40465
Computer quantitation of coronary angiograms / p0133 A79-51030
The prediction of the existence or nonexistence of coronary artery disease using routine clinical laboratory measurements / p0029 N79-11703
Coronary athrosclerosis and fitness for flying / p0029 N79-11711
Detection of coronary artery disease in apparently healthy, asymptomatic aircrew members using thallium-201 myocardial perfusion scintigraphy / p0029 N79-11712
Left Anterior Hemiblock (L AH): Diagnosis and aeromedical risk / p0029 N79-11715
The impact of coronary vascular risk factors on professional aircrew license loss in the United Kingdom / p0031 N79-11724
The effect of moderate hypothermia on the circulatory and myocardial consequences of acute coronary ligation in dogs / p0099 N79-12683
Development and evaluation of instrument systems for noninvasive detection, characterization and quantification of atherosclerotic lesions [PB-286851/1] / p0085 N79-15582
CORONARY CIRCULATION
Regional coronary blood flow at rest and during high sustained Gs in a miniature swine with subclinical, inheicnic, coronary heart disease due to coronary stenosis / p0010 A79-12865
Influences of physical conditioning and deconditioning on coronary vasculature of dogs / p0067 A79-18955
Effect of exercise on collateral development in dogs with normal coronary arteries / p0067 A79-18960
Pulmonary blood volume and interventricular circulation time in physically trained and untrained subjects / p0128 A79-24700
Cardiac responses of dogs to nonsynchronous and heart synchronous whole-body vibration / p0162 A79-29728
Neural regulation of coronary circulation / p0208 A79-38198
Norpinephrine action on smooth muscle cells of coronary arteries / p0239 A79-26764
A-53
A review of recent concepts of the problems of the origin of life

COSMONAUTS
Preliminary selection of candidates for space flights
[JAIP PAPER 79-83]
Preliminary training of candidates for spaceflights
[JAIP PAPER 79-8-28]
Psychological training - One of the most important factors of enhancing the safety of spaceflights
[JAIP PAPER 79-1-28]
Physiologically ergonomic and psychogenic aspects of
Salut 6 cosmonauts extravehicular activity /EVA/

The cosmonaut in flight
[NASA-TM-17438]

Salut-6 -- Soyuz-29: Our commentary, the crew and the station

Investigation of albumin and globulin composition of blood of the crew of the Salyst-3 orbital station

COSMOS SATELLITES

The joint US-SSSR biological satellite program

US experiments flown on the Soviet satellite
COSMOS 936
[NASA-TM-78526]
The Cosmos 936 mission

Space radiation dosimetry onboard COSMOS 936: US portion of experiment K-206

Biochemical study of proteins of gastric and intestinal mucosa of rats flown aboard the Kosmos-605 biosatellite --- effects of space flight stress

COSMOS 782 SATELLITE

Radiobiological investigations in Cosmos 782 space flight /Biobloc SF experiment/

Stereological ultrastructural analysis of the axonal endings in the neuromuscular junction of rats after a flight on biosatellite

Studies of amino acid metabolism in the muscles of rats flown aboard the biosatellite Cosmos 782

US experiments flown on the Soviet Satellite
COSMOS 782

Response of crown gall tissue to space environment: Residual carbohydrates in supporting tissue --- Cosmos 782

Response of crown gall tissue to space environment: Tumor development and anatomy --- Cosmos 782

Response of crown gall tissue to space environment: Glutamine synthetase activity --- Cosmos 782

Responses to crown gall tissue to the space environment: Inosyze patterns --- Cosmos 782

The morphogenetic responses of cultured totipotent cells of carrot (Daucus carota L.) at zero gravity.

Killfish development in zero-G on COSMOS 782:
Pundusus experiment K-104

Absence of gastric ulceration in rats after flight on the Cosmos 782

Effect of space flight on cell-mediated immunity --- Cosmos 782 satellite

Histological studies on tibial bone of rats in the 1975 COSMOS-782 flight. Part 1: Endochondral osteogenesis; medullary bone turnover
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Application of a bubble formation model to decompression sickness in rats and humans
Mechanical vs. inesthetic mechanisms for decompression sickness
Doppler detection of thresholds for decompression-induced venous gas emboli in the awake rat
Scanning and transmission electron microscopy of the blood-bubble interface in decompressed rats
Cross-adaptive effects of cold, hypoxia, or physical training on decompression sickness in mice
Dynamics of the catalase activity of the blood of athletes under the influence of local decompression
Investigation of blood subjected to volume tension
Effects of endogenous factors on the process of gas bubble formation in the body related to decompression
Applied analysis of computer simulated decompression profiles
Early diagnosis for decompression sickness.
Changes in the blood found shortly after decompression. Part 2: Experiments on rats
Hyperbaric decompression by means of bubble detection
Probability of caisson disease while wearing a space suit when exiting from a spacecraft with an atmosphere close to that of earth
Compatibility test of oxygen exposures in the range of 2.2 to 2.8 bar absolute
Prophylactic effects of intermittent acceleration against physiological deconditioning in simulated weightlessness
Deconditioning-induced exercise responses as influenced by heat acclimation
Cardiorespiratory assessment of decongestant-antihistamine effects on altitude, +Gz, and fatigue tolerances
Effects of altitude and two decongestant-antihistamine preparations on physiological functions and performance
Deconditioning-induced exercise responses as influenced by heat acclimation

DEHYDRATION

Heat and acute dehydration effects on acceleration response
Specialized physiological studies in support of manned space flight
The effects of dehydration on peripheral cooling

DEHYDRATION DT BACK DEHYDRATION

DEHYDROGENATION

Possible contribution of transferable exogenous DNA to prokaryotic evolution
Subcellular organisms and evolution of cell structure
Mechanisms of recombination and function of DNA in bacteria
DNA content of animal organs during space flight
DNA content of animal organs during space flight

DEHYDRATION CONTRIBUTION TO DNA PERCEPTION

Depression of sodium-potassium pump activity after dehydr号线

DEHYDRATION EFFECTS ON DEHYDRATION

Deconditioning-induced exercise responses as influenced by heat acclimation
Cardiorespiratory assessment of decongestant-antihistamine effects on altitude, +Gz, and fatigue tolerances
Effects of altitude and two decongestant-antihistamine preparations on physiological functions and performance
Deconditioning-induced exercise responses as influenced by heat acclimation
DIFFUSE RADIATION

Accuracy of RGB approximation for computing light scattering properties of diffusing and motile bacteria. -- Rayleigh-Gans-Debye

DIFFUSION

NT GASOUS DIFFUSION
NT TURBULENT DIFFUSION
NT PARTICLE DIFFUSION

A theoretical study of membrane diffusion and lymphocyte patching

Multiple tracer diffusion methods for the evaluation of cerebral capillary permeability and capillary blood flow rate in the rat

Biological effects of a magnetic field

DIFFUSION EFFECT

DIFLUORO COMPOUNDS
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DIGESTIVE SYSTEM

NT GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
NT STOMACH
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DISPLAY DEVICES

Selected examples of dispersal of arthropods associated with agricultural crop and animal production

Strategic and tactical use of movement information in pest management

DISPLAY DEVICES

ST APPROACH INDICATORS

ST HEAD-UP DISPLAYS

ST HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS

The robot's eye - Stereo vision system for automated scene analysis

Human factors design criteria for transilluminated displays

Discrimination of density and clustering on four versions of a stochastic display --- human performance of pattern recognition

Lateral orientation and cerebral activation - Considerations for information analysis

Contrast enhancement using local area brightness and gain control --- of airborne CRP display

Investigation of arrangement of multipurpose displays used in tailored control logic in a fighter aircraft cockpit

Refinement of a computer simulation model for evaluating DAS display concepts --- Digital Avionics Information System

Four years of color research for visual displays --- human performance consideration for use in aircraft

Observer performance using a video display --- in simulated air-to-ground target acquisition tasks

Anthropology in Spacelab - Control and display system in Spacelab

Ergonomic problems regarding the interactive touch input via screens in on-board and ground-based flight control

Perception of graphic displays of space

The importance of providing stereoscopic vision in training for nap-of-the-earth/ROE flight

The effects of prediction, quickening, frequency separation, and percent of pursuit in perspective displays for low-visibility landing

An investigation of pictorial and symbolic aircraft displays for landing

Factors that affect display size criteria in a cockpit display system

Pilot performance during flight simulation with peripherally presented visual signals

Human factors considerations in the design and evaluation of a helmet mounted display using a light emitting diode matrix

Perceptual localization, feature identification and ocular motor factors in scanning a visual display

Secondary visual workload capability with primary visual and kinesthetic-tactual displays

Human engineering study of information processing applicable to helmet-mounted displays

Speed and load stress as determinants of performance in a time sharing task

A visual simulator with transformation of the perspective in the raster of television pictures

A German book on pilot training systems

Engineering-psychological study of information imaging systems --- manual control of spaceship docking

A controller's eye view of color

Visual acuity with regard to simultaneous colored contrast on a television screen - Results

Factors controlling the competing sensations produced by a bistable stroboscopic motion display

Recent developments and plans for pilot training devices

A biocular stereoscopic display system for echocardiography

Hyper-resolution in human perception of movement in visual displays

Object, illusion and frame of reference as design criteria for computer-generated displays

Digital image anomalies - Static and dynamic --- rastering and aliasing effects and elimination

Visual system for the Boom Operator Part Task Trainer --- EC-135 aerial refueling tank simulator

Component performance of a 360 deg non-programmed visual display --- laser image flight simulator

A 25-inch precision color display for simulator visual systems

Windshield quality and pilot performance measurement utilizing computer-generated imagery

Training effectiveness versus simulation realism

Extrapolation of pulsed light data in scanned displays --- laser radiation eye exposure limits

The holographic Pancake window --- magnifier for flight simulation display

Application of Fresnel lenses to virtual image display --- for training simulators

A fast-reacting and versatile optokinetic stimulus pattern by computer graphics with application examples

A comparison of kinesthetic-tactual and visual displays via a critical tracking task --- for aircraft control

Visual contrast sensitivity functions obtained with colored and achromatic gratings

Application of computer animation for dynamic display in complex energy systems --- for human operator performance improvement

The development of integrated multidimensional displays

Regression models of search time for color-coded information displays

Dynamics of the eye and head during movement between displays - A qualitative and quantitative guide for designers

Pilot-optimal augmentation of the air-to-air tracking task

Helicopter commands at the touch of a hand

Real-time computerized fluoroscopic cardiac imaging

Pilot performance during simulated approaches and landings made with various computer-generated visual glidepath indicators

Target redundancy in visual search - Repetitions of the target within the display impair processing
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DRONE AIRCRAFT
A head-up display for mid-air drone recovery
DRONE HELICOPTERS
9 DRONE AIRCRAFT
9 HELICOPTERS
DRONE VEHICLES
MT DRONE AIRCRAFT
DROPS (LIQUIDS)
Concentrate drops as a model for precellular structures
Concentrate drops - Primitive forms of precells
DRYPHILA
Reproductive adaptation in Drosophila exposed to oxygen-enriched atmospheres
Effect of hypoxia on the development of Drosophila melanogaster /Meigen/
Biological experiments carried out aboard the biological satellite Cosmos-936
Quantitative analysis of mating behavior in aging male Drosophila melanogaster
Effect of weightlessness on the embryonic development and aging of Drosophila
Materials of the final reports on the joint Soviet-American experiment on the Kosmon-936 biosatellite
(Dry dyspnoea - Primitive forms of precells)

DROPS (LIQUIDS)
Coacervate drops - as a model for precellular structures
Coacervate drops - Primitive forms of precells

DROTRAN GILDS
Effect of prop'thaizine and norprenephrine on the development and aging of Drosophila
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Indomethacin-antihistamine combination for gastric ulceration control

DROTONS WIND SHEAR MECHANISM
G WIND SHEAR
DURATION
DYS TEG
Effect of fiber and dye degradation products /PDF/ on burn wound healing
DYS KINESIS
A porcine bioassay study of the physiological effects of fiber and dye degradation products (PDF) on burn wound healing
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Helicopter, from a study on mannequins
Results for escape systems with the 3 different test methods
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Dynamical characteristics of visual functions
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The effects of participatory mode and task workload on the detection of dynamic system failures
Control of robot manipulators from the modeling of their dynamics --- French thesis
Prosthetic EMG control enhancement through the application of man-machine principles
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The relationship between adult articular cartilage thickness and dynamic loads of a uniaxial joint
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A discrete parameter model of the head and neck with neuromuscular feedback
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Use of a computer model in the understanding of erythropoietic control mechanisms
User's instructions for the cardiovascular Walters model
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Use of platinum electrodes for the electrochemical detection of bacteria p0130 A79-26073
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Influence of Beta-Blockade on asymptomatic ST-T wave changes -- A follow up study p0201 A79-37137
Some electrophysiological concepts of the U wave of ECG p0201 A79-37138
Homomorphic analysis and modeling of ECG signals p0210 A79-39973
The eccocentric spheres model as the basis for a study of the role of geometry and inhomogeneities in electrocardiography p0256 A79-80649
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Microwave apneography p0231 A79-41848
Adjustment of an electronic model for electrocardiogram simulation p0232 A79-42240
The evolutionary pattern of exercise-induced ST segment depression p0251 A79-40946
The electrocardiogram recorded by telemetry during a parachute jump, compared to a trace during stress tests -- A preliminary study of 29 cases p0256 A79-45600
Non-invasive information on the P-R segment of the cardiac cycle -- An assessment of the clinical potential of the electric and magnetic methods p0295 A79-51045
Continuous long-duration recording of the heart rate by means of a noncontact technique p0300 A79-53068
Theoretical foundations of cardiovascular processes -- Book p0304 A79-53531
Fundamentals of electrical processes in the electrophysiology of the heart p0304 A79-53532
Analysis of distribution of sequences of R-R intervals in astronauts: Generalized coordinate method p0015 A79-10707
The significance of I wave abnormalities p0029 A79-11173
Difficulties posed by left axis deviation in the evaluation of fliers, and their relations to the concept of left anterior hemiblock p0029 A79-11174
Left Anterior Hemiblock (LAH): Diagnosis and aeromedical risk p0029 A79-11175
Cardiac conduction and aptitude problem of fliers. The benefits of endocardial recording of the His bundles p0039 A79-11176
Effects of oxides on nitrogen, Carbon monoxide and photochemical oxidants on the ECG during exercise and on cardiopulmonary function [PB-291555/7] p0177 A79-21763
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Use of platinum electrodes for the electrochemical detection of bacteria p0130 A79-26073
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Vigilance and electroencephalography --- human performance in compensatory target tracking

Characteristics of EEG changes in rabbits in response to local cooling or heating of the central thermoregulatory area

Analysis of electroencephalograms during psychomotor performance

Portable device for detection of petit mal epilepsy

Synchronous brain evoked potential correlates of auditory evoked brain stem responses

A computer system for statistical analysis of EEG transients
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A review of the consequences of fluid and electrolyte shifts in weightlessness [IAF PAPER 78-50]

Comparison of hormone and electrolyte circadian rhythms in male and female humans

Thresholds for Na+/ and Ca++ effects on thermoregulation

Effect of water and electrolyte replacement during exercise in the heat on biochemical indices of stress and performance

Circadian rhythm of electrolyte urea in healthy persons

Effects of space flight factors on electrolyte composition of rat skeletal muscles

Fluid and Electrolyte Balance model (FEB)
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Electrolyte composition of rat blood plasma and skeletal muscles after flight aboard the Cosmos-690 biosatellite
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Plasma electrolytes in relation to altitude tolerance in rats
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A simple model of fluid flow and electrolyte balance in the body

Fluid and electrolyte control systems in the human body: A study report

On a basic model of circulatory, fluid, and electrolyte regulation in the human system based upon the model of Guyton
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Electroemagnetic power absorption in cylindrical tissue models excited by a loop antenna

Electromagnetic absorption in a multilayered model of man
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Microwave and RF dosimetry
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Electric field measurements within biological media
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Possible mechanisms of weak electromagnetic field coupling in brain tissue

Classical theory of microwave interactions with biological systems
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Microwave frequencies and the structure of the double helix

The combined effects of pulsed magnetic radiation (diapulse) and chemotherapy on tumor bearing mice. The measurement of rodent palatal explants as a device for measurement of the biologic effects of nonionizing radiation (ENR)

Eld mechanisms for the biological effects of electromagnetic fields

Biological effects of nonionizing electromagnetic radiation. Volume 2, number 6: A digest of current literature

Interdisciplinary and international contributions to research on biological effects of electromagnetic waves - Past performances and future challenges

Control logic design criteria for multifunction switching devices -- in aircraft

The effects of filtering the His-Purkinje system electrocardiogram

EDE studies on different pathological states

Evolution of the man-machine interface in surveillance radar systems

The effect of 1 to 5 keV electrons on the reproductive integrity of microorganisms

Eumagnetostagography

Magnetophoresis

EUMAGNETIC SCATTERING

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE

ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE

ELECTRON TUBES

ELECTRONIC CONTROL

ELECTRONIC FILTERS

ELECTRONIC TRANSMITTERS

ELECTRONIC TRANSDUCERS

ELECTRONIC SWITCHES

ELECTRONIC TRANSDUCERS

ELECTRONIC TRANSMITTERS

ELECTRONICS

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE FILTERS

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION
SUBJECT INDEX

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
Auditory analysis of complex sound --- Russian book
Some electrophysiological concepts of the U wave of ECG
Electrophysiological investigation of sleep during work-shift regime and production-induced emotional stress
Electrophysiological correlates of local muscular fatigue effects upon human visual reaction time
Fundamentals of electrical processes in the electrophysiology of the heart
Electrophysiological determination of retinal sensitivity to color after intense monochromatic light adaptation
The effects of high nitrogen tensions of the properties of neuronal membranes and synaptic transmission
Effects of sleep at altered ambient temperatures on electrophysiological sleep and thermoregulatory mechanisms in human subjects and in the ground squirrel (Citellus lateralis)
The impact of effect acceleration on the electrical activity of the brain

ELECTROPHOTOMETRY
Possibilities and perspectives of tetrapolar transthoracic impedance rheographometry in noninvasive studies of hem- and cardiodynamics

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY
An apparatus for studying electrophotographic responses under conditions of space flight
Private cone sensitivity to flicker during light and dark adaptation as indicated by the foveal local electrophotograms
Reciprocal interaction between the photopic and scotopic systems of the visual analyzer in man

ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE
Investigation of techniques to reduce electrostatic discharge susceptibility of EED's containing plastic plugs

ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS
ER ELECTRIC FIELDS

ELEMENT ABUNDANCE
ER ABUNDANCE

ELEMENTARY EXCITATIONS
ER PLASMONS

ELEMENTARY PARTICLES
ER BETA PARTICLES
ER ELECTRONS
ER FAST NEUTRONS
ER LIGHT BEAMS

EMBOLIC
ER ANEMOBOLISM

EMBRYOLOGY
Killfish development in zero-G on COSMOS 782: Fundulus experiment K-104
Effects of weightlessness on the embryonic development and aging of Drosophila

EMBRYOS
Role of gravity in early development

EMERGENCIES
An illness-injury severity index

EMERGENCY BREATHING TECHNIQUES
Evaluation of assisted positive-pressure breathing on +Gz tolerance

EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS
Evaluation of the helicopter in aero-medical transfers

EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS
The child in coma

EMERGENCY BREATHING TECHNIQUES
Effect of psychophysiological self-regulation on emotional stability of aviation cadets in flight and on effectiveness of assimilation of flight training program

EMERGENCIES
Human operators in adversary tracking encounters

EMOCIONE GLANDS
ER ADRENAL GLAND
ER PARATHYROID GLAND
ER PINEAL GLAND
ER PITUITARY GLAND
ER THYROID GLAND
ER PROSTATE GLAND
ER THYMUS GLAND
ER ADRENAL GLAND
ER PINEAL GLAND
ER PARATHYROID GLAND
ER PITUITARY GLAND
ER THYROID GLAND
ER PROSTATE GLAND
ER THYMUS GLAND

EMOCIONE RECEPTORS
ER ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN (ACTH)
ER ALDOSTERONE
ER HORMONES
ER TESTOSTERONE
ER PITUITARY HORMONES
ER ADRENAL GLAND
ER PINEAL GLAND
ER PARATHYROID GLAND
ER ENDOCRINE SYSTEMS
ER ENDOCRINE GLANDS

EMOCIONE SYSTEMS
A review of the consequences of fluid and electrolyte shifts in weightlessness

EMOCIONE THERAPY
Influence of high-altitude conditions on the metabolism of nucleic acids and proteins and the thyocytes of the rat

ENDOSCOPES
Apparatus for endoscopic examination

ENDOTOXINS
Effects of methylprednisolone sodium succinate on clearance of livine F. coli from peripheral blood of dogs

ENDURANCE
Anaerobic threshold alterations caused by endurance training in middle-aged men

ENERGEnIC PARTICLES
ER ELECTRONS

ENERGY ABSORPTION
ER ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
ER MOLECULAR ABSORPTION
ER THERMALIZATION (ENERGY ABSORPTION)
ER ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION
ER X-RAY ABSORPTION

ENERGY CONVERSION
ER BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
ER ENERGEnE OF BIOTEchnology

ENERGY DISSIPATION
Development of an electrical energy converter for driving left heart assist blood pumps

ENERGY EXCHANGE
ER ENERGEnE TRANSFER

ENERGY LEVELS
ER INTERMEDIATE FORCES
ER ENERGY LOSSES
ER ENERGY DISSIPATION
ER ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

ENERGY SPECTRA
ER NUCLEAR SPECTRA

ENERGY TRANSFER
Energy expenditures of man during long exposure to a periodically changing atmosphere

EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES

Space biology and aerospace medicine, no. 2, 1979
[JPES-73377] p0190 N79-23627
Space biology and aerospace medicine, v. 13, no. 1, 1979
[JPES-73784] p0243 N79-27817
BOSTEX: Biological space experiments, a compendium of life sciences experiments carried onboard US spacecraft
Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, no. 9, 1979
[JPES-76310] p0310 N79-33789

EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES

WT GAS BAGS
WT INFLATABLE STRUCTURES

EXPECTATION

The effect of expectations on slow oculomotor control. I - Periodic target steps. II - Single target displacements
p0225 A79-40185

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Experimental designs for investigating complex human operator/machine systems
p0040 A79-13225
The European life sciences experiments onboard the first Spacelab mission
p0100 A79-22254
Importance of temperature control for REFLEX, a biological experiment for Spacelab 1 --- plant gravitational physiology study
p0230 A79-61716
Design, fabrication and utility of a flight oriented performance test
p0271 A79-49728

Prospective Medicine Opportunities in Aerospace Medicine --- conferences
[AGARD-cc-231] p0026 N79-11692
Early diagnosis for decompression sickness. Changes in the blood found shortly after decompression. Part 2: Experiments on rats
A construct validation of adaptive achievement testing
[AD-A0631488] p0173 N79-20742
Knee flexion design limits: Background, experimentation and design criteria
[AD-A0623841] p0220 N79-25746
Some of the problems involved in planning biological experiments
p0312 N79-33805

EXPERIMENTATION

The redudex experiment: An orbital complex ten weeks in flight
p0169 N79-20714

EXHAUST

Modeling the effect of axial bronchial tension on expiratory flow
p0067 A79-18957
Mechanics of breathing during graded exercise measured with the bodyplethysmograph
p0029 N79-11709
Density dependence of maxinus expiratory flow
p0050 N79-12691

EXPRESSED AIR

Metabolic rate meter and method

EXPLORATION

MT SPACE EXPLORATION
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
Scanning and transmission electron microscopy of the blood-bubble interface in decompressed rats
p0266 A79-47333

EXPLOSIVE ORIFICES

Safety evaluation tests of personal protective equipment for ordnance operations
[AD-A0599875] p0053 N79-12712
Investigation of techniques to reduce electrostatic discharge susceptibility of EED’s containing plastic plugs
[AD-A0599862] p0093 N79-15638
EXPOSURE

Assessment of human exposures to atmospheric benzene
[pB-284203/7] p0051 N79-12701
Developmental and hematological responses to low level continuous exposure of nitrogen dioxide in mice
p0147 N79-19026
Electrophoresis pattern of serum from mice exposed to different concentrations of sulfur dioxide
p0147 N79-19027

SUBJECT INDEX

Radiation protection activities, 1977
[pB-290215/3] p0176 N79-21759
Radiofrequency radiation levels and population exposure in urban areas of the eastern United States
[pB-292855/4] p0241 N79-26779
Direct exposure of annolers of non-human cells to airborne pollutants in a unique culture system
[AD-A069822] p0263 N79-31897
Effects of populations of exposure to low levels of ionizing radiation: Implications for nuclear energy and medical radiation
[LBL-90864] p0316 N79-33833

EXTENSIONS

Concept definition for an extended duration orbiters ECLSS

EXTRAGALACTIC LIGHT

0 EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION
CT GIVE LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
CT SUNLIGHT

EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT

MT JUPITER ATMOSPHERE
MT MARS ENVIRONMENT
MT PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
MT PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS

Development opportunities in the space environment
p0095 N79-15897

EXTRATERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE

The physical appearance of intelligent aliens
p0105 A79-24519
Extraterrestrial intelligence research
[SP-35-155] p0094 N79-15645

EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE

On the reality of extraterrestrial biogenesis
Public health considerations associated with a Mars surface sample return mission
p0045 N79-12510

Biological implications of the Viking mission to Mars
p0045 A79-14595
Lifeclock: The origin of life in the universe --- Book
p0051 A79-17123
The Viking biological investigations - Review and status
p0100 A79-22083
Chemical fingerprints of life in terrestrial soils and their possible use for the detection of life on Mars and other planets
p0136 N79-27929
A review of recent concepts of the probelm of the origin of life
p0221 A79-36041
Solar-driven chemical energy source for a Martian biota
p0258 A79-46644
Some comments on interpretations of Viking biological experiments
p0255 A79-46645
Publications of the planetary biology program for 1978: A special bibliography

EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION
MT GALACTIC RADIATION
MT SOLAR RADIATION
MT SUNLIGHT

Space radiation dosimetry onboard COSMOS 936: US portion of experiment K-206
p0023 N79-16167

EXTRAVASCULAR ACTIVITY

Manual alignment of structural components in space
[AIAA PAPER 79-0535] p0129 A79-25855

Constriction in space - Toward a fresh definition of the man/machine relation
p0187 A79-34985

The biomedical implications of extended duration zero g extravehicular activities
[pAP-PAPER 79-92-06] p0303 A79-53447

Physiologic/physiologic and ergonomic aspects of Salysit 6 components extravehicular activity /VFA/
p0303 A79-53486

Manned maneuvering unit: User's guide
Simulated RFA operation of a remote connector assembly test report

Probability of caisson disease while wearing a space suit when exiting from a spacecraft with
an atmosphere close to that of earth

**EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNITS**

| NT ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING EQUIPMENT
| NT ASTRONAUT LOCOMOTION
| NT Astronaut Manoeuvring Equipment

**EYE (ANATOMY)**

| NT CORNER
| NT PUPILS
| NT RETINA
| NT STAGNUS
| NT OCULONOTOR NERVES
| NT CORNEA

**EYE RANGE (EXTREME)**

| ST Astronaut Maneuvering Equipment
| NT Astronaut locomotion

**EYE DOMINANCE**

| Eye Movements
|-eyed

**EYE MOVEMENTS**

| Light flashes in space --- Cosmic ray interaction with astronaut visual system
| Contributions of the retina and of the eye optical system to the modulation lowering of the aerial image
| Hyper-resolution in human perception of movement in visual displays
| Extrapolation of pulsed light data in scanned displays --- Laser radiation eye exposure limits
| Low level laser light effects --- On vision
| Survey on eye comfort in aircraft. I - Flight attendants
| Deductive derivation of a mathematical model for spectral sensitivity of the human eye of light. I, II
| A bioengineering simulator of the human visual apparatus
| Better definition of eye to aortic valve distance in high acceleration Cockpit /HAC/ seating geometrics
| Nonlinear optical susceptibility of the human eye to In radiation in the 800 to 1355 micron range
| The visual perception of motion in depth
| Nonlinear perception of infrared radiation in the 900-1355 nm range with human eye
| Changes in critical duration during dark-adaptation
| Cosmic ray effects on the eyes of rats flown on COSMOS 782
| Cosmic ray effects on the eyes of stationary and centrifuged rats flown on COSMOS 936, experiment V-207
| Contrast sensitivity of the eye to various display phosphor types
| The physiological significance of light for human beings

**EYE DISEASES**

| NT GLAUCOMA
| NT HYPEROPIA
| NT HYPEROPIA

**EYE DOMINANCE**

| The perceived direction of the binocular image
| A further investigation of visual dominance

**EYE STABILIZATION**

| NT ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY
| Visual acuity of the aging hyperopic eye in the intermediate range
| Correlation of binocular vision test results with synaptophore evaluation
| The use of synchronous demodulation for the measurement of eye movements by means of an ocular magnetic search coil
| Laser Doppler technique for measurement of eye movement
| An analysis of the saccadic system by means of double step stimuli
| The peripheral critical flicker frequency
| Advanced transport operation effects on pilot scan patterns
| Lightweight helmet-mounted eye movement measurement system
| The retinal resolving power measured by laser interference fringes
| Mechanisms of retinal damage from chronic laser radiation: Thresholds and mechanisms

**EYE MOVEMENTS**

| NT ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY
| NT STAGNUS
| NT TACHISTSKOPY

**LATERAL ORIENTATION AND CEREBRAL ACTIVATION**

| Lateral orientation and cerebral activation - Considerations for information display
| Selection and techniques for analysis of indices of visual data reception. II --- Aircraft pilot eye movements
| Effects of information processing requirements on reaction time of the eye
| Visual target acquisition and ocular scanning performance
| Eye movements and symmetry - Foundations for a quantitative analysis of eye movements as they depend on the structure of the perception field

**EYE MOVEMENTS**

| Selection and techniques for analysis of indices for human eye movements
| Linearization and sensitivity analysis of model for human eye movements
| Choice and techniques of analysis of indices for the perception of visual information. III --- by pilots
| Contrast effects on smooth-pursuit eye movement velocity
| Velocity precision in smooth pursuit eye movements
| Visual-vestibular interactions. I - Influence of peripheral vision on suppression of the vestibulo-ocular reflex and visual acuity
| Smooth pursuit eye movements - In perceived motion necessary
| Information transmission during eye movements
| Methodological considerations of visual workloads of helicopter pilots

**EYE MOVEMENTS**

| NASA-Th-68562
| NASA-TM-75507
| NASA-Th-75507
| NASA-Th-75507
| NASA-Th-75507
| NASA-Th-75507

**SUBJECT INDEX**

| Subject Index

**A-75**
The use of synchronous demodulation for the measurement of eye movements by means of an ocular magnetic search coil

The role of perceived motion in smooth pursuit eye movements

The effect of expectations on slow oculomotor control. I - Periodic target steps. II - Single target displacements

The influence of rapid prism adaptation upon fixation disparity

Laser Doppler technique for measurement of eye movement

Eye torsion and visual tilt are mediated by different binocular processes

Spatial summation in human vision - Simple reaction time measurements

Eye movements and visual perception --- Russian book

Forms of oculomotor activity under conditions of positive visual feedback

Lightweight helmet-mounted eye movement measurement system

Optokinetic reactions in man elicited by localized retinal motion stimuli

Eye torsion in response to a tilted visual stimulus

Modeling of visual-vestibular interaction and the fast components of nystagmus

Effects of information processing requirements on reaction time of the eye

Lightweight helmet-mounted eye movement measurement system

A relationship between eye movement patterns and performance in a precognitive tracking task

Dynamic measurement of human cyclofusional eye movements

A method for semi-automatic analysis of eye movements

EYE PROTECTION

Laser eye protection for flight personnel

Test and evaluation in the acquisition process - A look at the PEET goggle

No harmful effects through infrared light emitting diodes

Health and safety hazards associated with solar concentration systems

Thermal effects during the exposure of ocular fundus tissues to laser radiation

Effects of high-LET neon /He-20/ particle radiation on the brain, eyes and other head structures of the pocket mouse - A histological study

Suprathermal retinal damage due to single 6 picosecond 1060 nm laser light pulses

Responses of retinal and visual pathway potentials of the guinea pig to nitrogen and helium at high pressure

Laser eye protection for flight personnel, volume 1

The want and feasibility to temper sunlight for the eyes

Sunglasses for drivers

SUBJECT INDEX

F-4 AIRCRAFT

F-4/N instructional system development: Phase 1

Air-to-air combat skills: Contribution of platforms motion to inertial training

Correlation of mechanism of extremitiy injury and aerodynamic factors in ejections from F-4 aircraft

F-110 AIRCRAFT

F-5 AIRCRAFT

Biodynamic effects of canopy loss in the TP-15 aircraft

F-16 AIRCRAFT

Life cycle costing of simulated vs actual equipment for intermediate maintenance training --- for F-16 avionics

Application of learning curves of aircraft produced at more than one location to the F-16 lightweight fighter

Application of biodynamic models to the analysis of F-16 canopy birdstrike

Application of a structured decision process for proper inclusion of human resources in the design of a power unit support stand

F-18 AIRCRAFT

The application of computer aided evaluative techniques to system test and evaluation --- of fighter aircraft pilot performance

System operability - Concept and measurement in test and evaluation --- man system compatibility indices in F-18 aircraft example

F-104 AIRCRAFT

Oculogravic illusion in response to straight-ahead acceleration of a CF-104 aircraft

F-111 AIRCRAFT

Spinal injuries in the F/PF-111 crew escape system

FABRICATION

Space manufacturing

FABRICS

Development of integrated tubing fabric for liquid conditioning undergarments

Bioassay of thermal protection afforded by candidate flight suit fabrics

Evaluation of four thermally protective fabrics using the USAF bio assay method

FABY-PEFOT LASERS

U-LASEPS

PACE (ANATOMY)

Development of a specialized head/face protective device for test parachuting operations

Field evaluation of experimental crash-crew firefighter's facepiece

FACTOR ANALYSIS

Vigilance and electroencephalogram --- human performance in compensatory target tracking

Analysis of electroencephalograms during psychomotor performance

Time-sharing ability in complex performance: An expanded replication

A study of some of the factors influencing the left ventricular diastolic pressure-volume relationship and myocardial metabolism

A-76
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>FEMUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAILURES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NT SYSTEM FAILURES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The internal model: A study of the relative contribution of proprioception and visual information to failure detection in dynamic systems - sensitivity of operators versus monitors to failures</td>
<td>p0087 W79-15596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAILURES ANALYSIS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and utilization of internal models in dynamic systems: A comparison of monitors and operators as failure detectors</td>
<td>p0282 W79-30942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAIRMILITARY AIRCRAFT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR INFRARED RADIATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millimeter wave and far infrared absorption in biological systems</td>
<td>p0082 W79-15554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computerized clinical electroencephalography in perspective</td>
<td>p0226 A79-40648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAST NEUTRONS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric neutrons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-Ch-3126]</td>
<td>p0211 W79-28631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FATIGUE (BIOLOGY)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NT MUSCULAR FATIGUE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The assessment of rotary wing aviator precision performance during extended helicopter flights</td>
<td>p0090 W79-13221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does the saccadic eye movement controller adapt for pathological states</td>
<td>p0096 W79-19461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiorespiratory assessment of decongestant-antihistamine effects on altitude, Gz, and fatigue tolerances</td>
<td>p0127 A79-24628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccadic velocity characteristics - Intrinsic variability and fatigue</td>
<td>p0165 W79-30663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of somatic and autonomic regulation during work of small muscle groups as a function of loading regime</td>
<td>p0376 W79-50653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NT FLIGHT FATIGUE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honest 1: Personality, heart rate, urinary catecholamine, and subjective fatigue measures related to space flight</td>
<td>p0055 W79-13692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kintemakan missile crew fatigue and 24-hour alerts</td>
<td>p0056 W79-13696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative experiments on performance and fatigue effects on pilots using tracking tests and physiological measurement parameters</td>
<td>p0080 W79-14774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RAE-LTN-TRANS-1971</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of fatigue on human behavior and performance. A bibliography with abstracts</td>
<td>p0177 W79-21762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress and fatigue in the driving environment - physiological and psychological effects of heat and noise experienced inside automobiles</td>
<td>p0211 W79-28629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FATIGUE TESTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical testing of polymers used in circulatory assist devices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[PB-286129/2/1]</td>
<td>p0084 W79-15579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of the Sierra Engineering Company lightweight helmet</td>
<td>p0157 W79-19689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FATS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influences of dietary fats on coronary flow rate and left ventricular work of the isolated rat heart</td>
<td>p0239 W79-26766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of dietary fats on the coronary flow rate and the left ventricular function of the isolated rat heart</td>
<td>p0239 W79-26757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FATTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NT ACETIC ACID</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of dietary fats on atherosclerosis and thrombosis</td>
<td>p0240 W79-26776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FEATABILITY ANALYSIS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A safety margin and flight reference system and display for powered-lift aircraft</td>
<td>p0090 W79-15614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PACIFIC MILITARY AIRCRAFT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAIRCHILD MILITARY AIRCRAFT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR INFRARED RADIATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millimeter wave and far infrared absorption in biological systems</td>
<td>p0082 W79-15554</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FECES**

- Automated blow waste sampling system feces monitoring system
  [NASA-Ch-160301] p0281 W79-30937

**FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY**

- **GERMANY**
  - FEDBACK
    - **NT SENSORY FEEDBACK**
      - A model of human decision making in fault diagnosis tasks that include feedback and redundancy | p0136 W79-10222 |
      - Evaluation of biofeedback [p097 W79-17543]
      - A discrete parameter model of the head and neck with neuromuscular feedback | p0211 W79-24627 |
    - **FEEDBACK CONTROL**
      - Simulation and control of a human temperature regulation system | p0041 W79-13613 |
      - Augmented feedback in adaptive motor skill training | p0062 W79-18208 |
      - Damped stability considerations with vestibular models | p0066 W79-18287 |
      - Transfer of landing skill after training with supplementary visual cues | p0138 W79-28167 |
    - A rationale for human operator pulse control behavior | p006 W79-34520 |
      - Pilot-optimal augmentation of the air-to-air tracking task [8186 79-1784] p0252 W79-45388 |
      - A structural model of the adaptive human pilot [8186 79-1747] p0252 W79-85111 |
      - Closed loop models for analyzing the effects of simulator characteristics --- digital simulation of human operators | p0087 W79-15598 |
      - The effects of closed loop tracking on a subjective tilt threshold in the roll axis | p0090 W79-15620 |
      - The effects of deviate internal representations in the optimal model of the human operator | p0114 W79-17477 |
      - A dual-loop model of the human controller | p0115 W79-17480 |
      - Investigations of respiratory control systems simulation [NASA-Ch-160213] p0090 W79-15620 |

**FEEL**

- **NT SENSORY FEEDBACK**
  - **FEMALES**
    - Response of women mountaineers to maximal exercise during hypoxia | p0234 W79-63201 |
    - Considerations associated with the introduction of female crewmembers in spacecraft and space stations [IAF PAPER 79-A-22] p0303 W79-53424 |
    - Cardiovascular, metabolic, and respiratory responses of sedentary females to equal metabolic workloads on the bicycle ergometer and treadmill | p0024 W79-11601 |
    - A comparison of the physiological responses in young men and women to heat and cold stress [AD-1061024] p0155 W79-19679 |
    - Masculinity, femininity, androgyny. What really works at work [AD-1061177] p0156 W79-19683 |
    - Analysis of body size measurements for US Navy women's clothing and pattern design [AD-1066001] p0290 W79-31939 |
  - Changes in properties of rat feauro as a result of crural excitation and hypoxemia | p0281 W79-30937 |
Investigation of arrangement of multipurpose digital switching and flight control

FLIGHT CREWS

NT SPACECREWS

NASA flight management research

Coordinated crew performance in commercial aircraft operations

Recurrent training/supernumerary system

Air Combat Maneuvering Range /ACMR/ - Has operational performance measurement entered a Golden Age

Conduction difficulties of vagal origin in flight personnel - Significance of intrathoracic data on the bundle of His --- neural activity effects on heart block

Pneumothorax and flight personnel --- incidence, etiology and treatment

Psychosis in air force flight personnel during the last 25 years

The value of measuring ocular tissues as a test for detecting glaucoma in flight personnel

Army Aviation Training - Research now and then

Laser eye protection for flight personnel

Evaluation of four thermally protective fabrics using the USARL biossmy method

FLIGHT COMPUTERS

AIRCRAFT/SPACECRAFT COMPUTERS

PLATE CONTROL

FLIGHT COMPUTERS

FLIGHT CONTROL

FLIGHT CREWS

Survey on eye comfort in aircraft. I - Flight attendants

Evaluation of psychological compatibility of crew members of multi-seat aircraft

Incidence of cardiovascular problems among flying personnel and their evaluation

Ensuring medical fitness on entry and during service in aircraft in TAF

p0038 A79-13205

Refinement of a computer simulation model for evaluating DASS 15 displays concepts --- Digital Avionics Information System

NASA flight management research

Experimental and psychological investigations in aviation and astronautics --- Russian book

Increasing pilot's performance capacity during flight through use of a control element serving as information carrier

ERGONOMIC PROBLEMS REGARDING THE INTERACTIVE TOUCH INPUT VIA SCREENS ON BOARD AND GROUND-BASED FLIGHT CONTROL

Effects of space flight on plasma and glandular concentrations of pituitary hormones --- COSMOS 782 satellite.

Pilot-optimal augmentation synthesis

Pilot decision making in a computer-aided flight management situation

Error rate information in attention allocation pilot models

An adaptive controller which displays human operator limitations for a fighter type aircraft

Multipurpose digital switching and flight control workload

Adaptive estimation of information values in continuous decision making and control of advanced aircraft

USA!' life support equipment costs
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REAL-TIME RECONNAISSANCE SYSTEMS SIMULATOR

DYNAMICS OF AN IMAGE VIEWED THROUGH A ROTATING MIRROR

THE VISUAL PERCEPTION OF MOTION IN DEPTH

TEMPERATURE CHANGES DURING EXERCISE MEASURED BY THERMOGRAPHY

VISUALLY ESTIMATING WORKPIECE POSE IN A ROBOT HAND USING THE FEATURE POINTS METHOD

CURRENT STATUS OF CARDIOVASCULAR IMAGING BY TRANSMISSION COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY

IODINE IMAGING USING SPECTRAL ANALYSIS --- RADIOMETRY FOR VISUALIZATION OF SMALL BLOOD VESSELS

REAL-TIME COMPUTERIZED FLUOROSCOPIC CARDIOGRAPHIC IMAGING

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN ULTRASONIC IMAGING OF THE CHEST AND OTHER BODY ORGANS

COMPENSATION FOR TRANSPORT DELAYS PRODUCED BY COMPUTER IMAGE GENERATION SYSTEMS

DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH-RESOLUTION ULTRASONIC IMAGING TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTIONS AND CLINICAL ASSESSMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE

PATTERN OF HEAT LOSS FROM A SUBJECT WEARING CF TEMPERATE-CLIMATE COMBAT CLOTHING
Aircrew helmet protection against potential cerebral concussion in low-magnitude impacts

A head injury model

Correlation of head injury with mechanical forces based on helmet damage duplication

IMPACT DECELERATION

IMPACT TESTS

Whole body response research program

Methodology

Whole body response research program. Appendix A

Processed data

Photometric methods for the analysis of human kinematic responses to impact environments

Evaluation of research on surrogates for humans in vehicle crashes

Impact tests on crash helmets for motor cyclists

Reliability of determining the cardiac output by telemetering

A safety criterion for human, vertebral, cancellous bone

IMPEDANCE

MT ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE

MT RESPIRATORY IMPEDANCE

IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS

Reliability of determining the cardiac output by the method of quadruple chest impedance

INFLATION

Development of an electrical energy converter for circulatory device

IMPLANTED ELECTRODES (BIOLOGI)

Telemetry of intracranial pressure

An inductively powered telemetry system for temperature, EEG, and activity monitoring

Electric field measurements within biological media

Improved subcutaneous electrode structure

Air aircraft flight simulation of space flight experiment

Aircraft flight simulation of space flight experiment

IN-FLIGHT MONITORING

Instrumentation for controlling and monitoring environmental control and life support systems

Aerosbiomechanics from a fighter aircraft

The electrocardiogram recorded by telemetry during a parachute jump, compared to a trace during stress tests - A preliminary study of 29 cases

In-flight measures of stress reduction due to wearing expandable foam earplugs

Aircrew inflight physiological data acquisition system 2

Space biology and aerospace medicine, vol. 15, no. 6

Dynamic monitoring of flight crews in the course of long-term flights

Investigation of composition of trace contaminants in the air environment of the Soyuz-22 spacecraft

Dynamics of impairment of pilot performance in the presence of hypoxia

Principal results of experiment with mannequins onboard the Kosmos-702 biosatellite

In-flight toxicology of fixed and rotary wing aircraft crew stations

Evaluation of aircrew fatigue during operational helicopter flight mission

Inactivation

Independent variables

Analysis of climactic data and cockpit thermal conditions at a fighter base in North West India

INDICATIONS

MT APPROACH INDICATORS

MT HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS

Arrangement of aircraft flight indicators with the help of optimal theoretical models for man as the controller

INDOLES

MT TYRPTOPHAN

Indomethacin-antihistamine combination for gastric ulceration control

INDUCED FLOW

MT FLUID FLOW

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

MT PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Industrial safety

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

A literature review-problem definition studies on selected toxic chemicals. Volume 2: Occupational health and safety aspects of phosphorus smoke compounds

A literature review-problem definition studies on selected toxic chemicals. Volume 1: Occupational health and safety aspects of diesel fuel and white smoke generated from it

Antiradiation suit and other special clothing at industrial safety exhibition

Radiation protection activities, 1977

Problems related to the assessment of safe exposure levels for radio frequency and microwave radiation

Biological effects of microwaves, volume 2. A bibliography with abstracts

INDUSTRIES

Study of pharmaceutical industrial problems

INSECTICIDES

U RIGID STRUCTURES

INFECTION CASES

U BARE CASES

INERTIA MOMENTS

U MEMBERS OF INERTIA

INFECTION

U MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION

INFECTIOUS DISEASES

U INFECTIOUS DISEASES

INFECTIOUS DISEASES

U CONTACT DERMATITIS

INFECTION CASES

INFECTIOUS DISEASES

U INFECTIOUS DISEASES
developing an impact acceleration injury
prediction model
[AD-A067228] p0220 N79-25741

INFRARED INSTRUMENTS

INFRARED STRUCTURES

MT AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES

MT GAS BAGS
Design considerations for inflatable head/neck restraint systems
p0043 A79-14047
An inflatable restraint system -- for helicopter crash protection
p0044 A79-14048
An assessment of the RAE Type 'B' full pressure suit automatic head enclosure
p0045 A79-14042
Spine immobilization method and apparatus -- rigid bladder
[WASA-CAP-ARC-11167-1] p0279 N79-30921

INFLATING
Development of a solid propellant inflation technique for the subcompact car passenger restraint system, phase 1

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

A preliminary investigation of aural input/output systems for in-flight information retrieval
[AD-A063177] p0178 N79-21770

INFORMATION THEORETICAL

PETRI nets as a modeling tool for discrete concurrent tasks of the human operator -- describing sequential and parallel demands on human operators
p0088 N79-15600
Development of information theory concepts and equations for human mental processing
[AD-A066060] p0260 N79-28677

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION

U DATA TRANSMISSION

INFRARED DETECTORS

MT FLIP DETECTORS

INFRARED INSTRUMENTS

MT FLIP DETECTORS

INFRARED RADIATION
Temperature changes during exercise measured by thermography
p0335 A79-43209

INFRARED SPECTRA

Human and infrared investigations of the nature of intracellular water
[AD-A061254] p0120 N79-17522

INFRONTINO RADIATION (BIOLOGY)

MT DRINKING
Effect of sodium and calcium ingestion on thermoregulation during exercise in man
p0163 A79-30624

INHABITANTS

MT MOUNTAIN INHABITANTS

INHALATION

U RESPIRATORY

INHIBITION (PSYCHOLOGY)
The inhibitory trace effect as a manifestation of the integrative activity of the human brain in performing voluntary motor acts
p0159 A79-28737
Mutual repulsion between moving visual targets
p0275 A79-50473

INHIBITORS
Comparative study of acetylcholinesterase inactivation in warm-blooded animals and insects with substituted vinyl phosphates
p0121 N79-17527

INTRA-CELLULAR WAVELENGTH PROBLEMS

U BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

INJURIES

MT BACK INJURIES

MT KNEE INJURIES

MT BRAIN DAMAGE

MT BURNS (INJURIES)

MT CRASH INJURIES

MT EJECTION INJURIES

MT LESIONS

MT NOISE INJURIES

MT PULMONARY LESIONS

MT RADIATION INJURIES

MT WHIPLASH INJURIES

Accident injuries and flying fitness
An illness-injury severity index
p0182 A79-33189
Knee joint design limits: Background, experimentation and design criteria
[AD-A062384] p0220 N79-25746
Injury mechanisms analysis in aircraft accidents
p0286 N79-31913
Potential relationship between human central nervous system injury and impact forces based on primate studies
p0286 N79-31919
Correlation of head injury with mechanical forces based on helmet damage duplication
p0287 N79-31920

INORGANIC COMPOUNDS

MT HYDROGEN SULFIDE

INSIGNTS

Interaction between inositol hexaphosphate and carboxenzoxy peptide - A model for nucleic acid - Nonhistone chromosomal protein interaction
p0100 A79-22002

INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES

A preliminary investigation of aural input/output systems for in-flight information retrieval
[AD-A063177] p0178 N79-21770

INSECTS

MT DROSOPHILA

Effects of weightlessness on the genetics and aging process of drosophila melanogaster
p0023 N79-11673

Radar, Insect Population Ecology, and Pest Management
[AD-A067207] p0147 N79-19592
The role of insect dispersal and migration in population processes
p0147 N79-19593
Short-range movement of major agricultural pests
p0148 N79-19594
Dispersal of forest insects
p0148 N79-19595
Strategic and tactical use of movement information in pest management
p0148 N79-19597
Capabilities of radar as they might relate to entomological studies
p0148 N79-19598
Possible impact of radar on pest management operations
p0148 N79-19599
LINE SHAPE

The relationship between the apparent vertical and the vertical horopter --- visual perception of luminous line

The tilt illusion - length and luminance changes of induction line and third / disinhibiting/ line

LINEAR EQUATIONS

The human operator in the control system: Linear models --- German book

LINEAR PREDICTION

Linear modelling of attentional resource allocation

Modelling the human operator of slowly responding systems using linear models

LINEAR SYSTEMS

Detection of coloured stimuli by independent linear systems

LINEARITY

Estimation of nerve-bundle conduction

LINEARIZATION

Linearization and sensitivity analysis of model for human eye movements

LINGUISTICS

LI WORDS (LANGUAGE)

LIQUID METABOLISM

Effects of exercise, vitamin E, and ozone on pulmonary function and lipid peroxidation

Energetic aspects of adaptation --- Russian book on metabolic responses to stress

Membranous evolution in the primitive cell

COSMOS 936, experiment K204: The effects of space flight on some liver enzymes concerned with carbohydrate and lipid metabolism in the rat

Changes in amount and composition of phospholipids in rat skeletal muscle microsomal fraction under the influence of a flight aboard the Kosmos-690 biosatellite

Sterols bound with blood plasma proteins and erythrocyte membranes during hypokinesis

Effects on lipid metabolism in man of some factors that simulate space flight conditions

LIQUIDS

LIPOPROTEINS

Temperature-dependent morphological changes in membranes of bacillus stearothermophilus

A biochemical study of the Abu Dhabi algal mats - A simplified ecosystem

Squalene, phytanes and other isoprenoids as major neutral lipids of methanogenic and thermoacidophilic 'archaeabacteria'

The effects of ozone on human erythrocytes and phospholipid vesicles

Blood lipid changes in hypoxic rats

Study of model membrane fusion using correlation spectroscopy --- lipid bilayer phase transition in cell membranes

LIPOPROTEINS

Effect of brief head-down position on parameters of carbohydrate metabolism and beta lipoprotein content of blood

LIQUID COOLING

Development of integrated tubing fabric for liquid conditioning undergarments

LIQUID CRYSTALS

Liquid crystal developments for medicine

LIQUID DROPS

LIQUID MERCURY

LIQUID METALS

LIQUID WATERS

LIQUID-CRYSTALS

LIQUID COOLING

LIQUID MERCURY

LISTS

AFFILIATIONS

SUBJECT INDEX

LIQUID DROPS

U DROPS (LIQUIDS)

LIQUID MERCURY

U MERCURY (METAL)

LIQUID METALS

U MERCURY (METAL)

LIQUID WATERS

U WATER

LIQUID-GAS MIXTURES

LIQUID MERCURY (METAL)

LITHIUM COMPOUNDS

LITERATURE

NT BIOGRAPHY

NT DOCUMENTATION

LITHIUM HYDROXIDES

LIQUIDS

LITIUM METABOIDS

LIQUID METABOLISM

Effects of exercise, vitamin E, and ozone on pulmonary function and lipid peroxidation

Energetic aspects of adaptation --- Russian book on metabolic responses to stress

Membranous evolution in the primitive cell

COSMOS 936, experiment K204: The effects of space flight on some liver enzymes concerned with carbohydrate and lipid metabolism in the rat

Changes in amount and composition of phospholipids in rat skeletal muscle microsomal fraction under the influence of a flight aboard the Kosmos-690 biosatellite

Sterols bound with blood plasma proteins and erythrocyte membranes during hypokinesis

Effects on lipid metabolism in man of some factors that simulate space flight conditions

LIQUIDS

LIPOPROTEINS

Temperature-dependent morphological changes in membranes of bacillus stearothermophilus

A biochemical study of the Abu Dhabi algal mats - A simplified ecosystem

Squalene, phytanes and other isoprenoids as major neutral lipids of methanogenic and thermoacidophilic 'archaeabacteria'

The effects of ozone on human erythrocytes and phospholipid vesicles

Blood lipid changes in hypoxic rats

Study of model membrane fusion using correlation spectroscopy --- lipid bilayer phase transition in cell membranes

LIPOPROTEINS

Effect of brief head-down position on parameters of carbohydrate metabolism and beta lipoprotein content of blood

LIQUID COOLING

Development of integrated tubing fabric for liquid conditioning undergarments

LIQUID CRYSTALS

Liquid crystal developments for medicine

A-116
The effect of Nap-of-the-Earth (ROE) helicopter
judgments during simulated night
velocity and feedback on absolute distance
theory and experiment

Effects of ambient illumination, aircraft
lighting and display altitude on
human factors design criteria for transilluminated
display systems

Overall loudness of steady sounds according to
theory and experiment
[NASA-1001]

The loudness of timbres

The effects of ambient illumination, aircraft
lighting and display altitude on
human factors design criteria for transilluminated
display systems

The facilitating effects of uncertainty in
long-term manual control

The effect of combination of hypoxia and hypercapnia
on survival of Japanese quail

The facilitating effects of uncertainty in
long-term manual control

The tilt illusion - length and length changes
of induction line and third/dissimulating line

On the latency of human visually evoked response
to sinusoidal gratings

Spatial summation in human vision - Simple
reaction time measurements

Contraction sensitivity of the human visual system at
one luminescence level while adapted to a stimulus
at another luminescence level
[AD-A064370]

Contraction sensitivity of the human visual system at
one luminescence level while adapted to a stimulus
at another luminescence level
[AD-A064370]

Frequency response of cardiovascular regulation in
canines to sinusoidal acceleration at
frequencies below 1 Hz (basis for biodynamic
modeling)

Combined effect of hyperoxia, low pressure and
exercise on the rate of methylketone excretion
from the human body

Effects of temperature, salinity, and other
factors on the growth and formation of
UV-absorbing substances by the fungus Aspergillus

Skin temperature changes in paradoxical sleep in
man in the cold

The effects of prediction, quickening, frequency
separation, and percent of pursuit in
perspective displays for low-visibility landing
[USAF PAPER 78-631]

The effect of thermal stimulation of the skin on
activity of lateral crescent interneurons of
lumbar segments
[AD-A064370]
Radiographic comparison of human lung shape during normal gravity and weightlessness

LUNGS

Radiographic comparison of human lung shape during normal gravity and weightlessness

LUNGS

[IAF PAPER 78-51] p0002 A79-11221

Monitoring the state of the human airways by analysis of respiratory sound

[IAF PAPER 78-63] p0003 A79-11227

Improved measurements of shear modulus and pleural membrane tension of the lung

Distribution of regional volumes and ventilation in excised canine lobes

A revised model of gas transport in human lungs

A revised model of gas transport in human lungs

Distribution of regional volumes and ventilation in excised canine lobes

[IAF PAPER 78-52] p0002 A79-11222

MAGNETIC FIELDS

The theory of the magnetocardiogram

Quantitative review of human susceptibility to magnetic fields

Ocular magnetic search coil

The use of synchronous demodulation for the measurement of eye movements by means of an ocular magnetic search coil

MAGNETIC INDUCTION

The use of synchronous demodulation for the measurement of eye movements by means of an ocular magnetic search coil

Effects of electromagnetic field induction on changes in calcium ion activity due to magnetization of solution as the possible mechanism of biological action of magnetic fields

MAGNETIC RESONANCE

Non-invasive information on the P-H segment of the cardiac cycle - An assessment of the clinical potential of the electric and magnetic methods

Theoretical foundations of cardiovascular processes --- Book

The theory of the magnetocardiogram

MAGNETORESTERS

Biomagnetic instrumentation and measurement

Biomagnetic instrumentation and measurement

Clinical magnetocardiography

Clinical magnetocardiography

MAGNETIZATION

The holographic Pancake Window --- magnifier for flight simulation display

Magnitude estimation as a hearing aid selection procedure

The holographic Pancake Window --- magnifier for flight simulation display

MAGNIFICATION

The holographic Pancake Window --- magnifier for flight simulation display

Magnification as a hearing aid selection procedure

A-118
MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORIES

The Meduza experiment: An orbital complex ten weeks in flight [NASA-TM-75394]

MANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS

A-122

MANNED SPACE FLIGHT

[33] A-122

Medical control in prolonged space flights [JAP PAPERS 78-63] p0003 A79-11226

Space medicine - A prognosis for future research [JAP PAPERS 78-ST-17] p0003 A79-11364

Space medicine and medicine p0132 A79-26926

Space biology and aerospace medicine p0226 A79-40734

Closed regenerative life support systems for space travel - Their development poses fundamental questions for ecological science p0228 A79-41702

Closed ecology in space from a bioengineering perspective p0229 A79-41703

Aerospace highlights and potential medical applications --- in manned space flight p0293 A79-51027

Man and machine design for space flight p0300 A79-52696

Thoughts about man-machine interactions in space flights applied to Spacelab missions [JAP PAPERS 79-95] p0302 A79-52995

Prospects of using Japanese guill in biological life support systems p0109 A79-16531

Specialized physiological studies in support of manned space flight [NASA-CR-1519876] p0111 A79-16542

Problems of human adaption to spaceflight p0157 A79-19985

Space biology and aerospace medicine, no. 2, 1979 p0190 A79-23607

Use of a mathematical model of erythropoiesis for evaluation of effects of space flight factors p0192 A79-23630

MANNED SPACECRAFT

MT MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORIES

MT ORBITAL WORKSHOPS

MT SALYUT SPACE STATION

MT SKYLAB 1

MT SOYUZ SPACECRAFT

MT SPACE SHUTTLES

MT SPACE STATIONS

Life sciences experiments in the first Spacelab mission [ASME PAPER 78-WAAS-26] p0008 A79-12575

Engineering-psychological study of information imaging systems --- manual control of spaceship docking p0099 A79-21404

Light and color on a manned spacecraft p0059 A79-13996

MANOMETERS

Analyses for noninvasive monitoring of arterial blood pressure by /1/ phon cuff-arteriosymometry, for discrete measurements and /1/ arterial ultrasonic imaging, for continuous measurements p0294 A79-51037

MANPOWER

MT SCIENTISTS

Teostrength testing in selecting workers for stressful jobs p0262 A79-29790

MANUAL CONTROL

Depth perception and manual control p0038 A79-13207

Multifunction keyboard configurations for single-seat, air-to-ground fighter cockpits p0039 A79-13213

Task functional demands as factors in dual-task performance p0039 A79-13214

Arrangement of aircraft flight indicators with the help of optimal theoretical models for man as the controller [DCLR PAPER 76-194] p0042 A79-14094

Application of control theory to the investigation of roll motion effects on pilot control behavior [AD-A054621] p0046 A79-16972

Digital man-machine control systems - The effects of preview lag p0111 A79-26149

The human operator in the control system: Linear models --- German book p0132 A79-26356

Adaptive estimation schemes for minimizing uncertainty in manual control tasks p0269 A79-44013

Human operators in adversary tracking encounters p0269 A79-48019

A computer augmented manual control of remote manipulators p0269 A79-48020

Helicopter commands at the touch of a hand [AMS 75-13] p0270 A79-49066

Mechanisms of the effects of vibration frequency, level and duration on continuous manual control performance p0299 A79-52327

Development of recommendations to improve controls operability [PB-284433/0] p0053 A79-12717

A formal model of the adaptive and discrete control behaviors of human operators [AD-A059039] p0059 A79-13177


A study of the effect of forcing function characteristics on human operator dynamics in manual control p0086 A79-15590

An extension of the quickened display for manual control p0086 A79-15591

Effects of uncertainty on manual tracking performance --- visual tasks p0086 A79-15592

Modeling the human as a controller in a multitask environment p0087 A79-15595

A comparison of motor submodels in the optimal control model p0087 A79-15597

Flight experience with manually controlled unconventional aircraft motions p0088 A79-15602

The determination of the operating range of a twin-grip control yoke through biomechanical means p0089 A79-15609

Evaluation of display and control concepts for a terminal configured vehicle in flight approaches in a windshear environment p0090 A79-15616


A dual-loop model of the human controller p0115 A79-17480

An approach to the multi-axis problem in manual control --- optimal pilot model p0115 A79-17482

Error rate information in attention allocation pilot models p0115 A79-17483

The facilitating effects of uncertainty in long-term manual control p0115 A79-17485

Multi-attribute subjective evaluations of manual tracking tasks vs. objective performance of the human operator p0116 A79-17486

The effects of participatory mode and task workload on the detection of dynamic system failures p0116 A79-17487

A control theoretic model of driver steering behavior p0116 A79-17491

Modelling the human operator of slowly responding systems using linear models p0117 A79-17492

Driver steering dynamics measured in car simulator under a range of visibility and roadmaking conditions p0117 A79-17493
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Overall loudness of steady sounds according to theory and experiment
(WASA-P-1001)
Some of the problems involved in planning biological experiments
(p0312 N79-33805)

MATHEMATICAL MODELS

MAT ANALOG SIMULATION
MAT DIGITAL SIMULATION
Various modeling approaches in biomechanics --- analog simulation of impact events
Models for automated motor skills training --- computer controlled adaptive instruction
A prediction model of arm push strength in the transverse plane
Simulation and control of a human temperature regulation system

The multiloop concept of the pilot work load as a basis of future experiments and studies
(p000579-12087)
Eapsed stability considerations with vestibular models
Modeling the effect of axial bronchial tension on expiratory flow

Regulation and efficiency of sweating in man
Mathematical modeling/
Modeling heat transfer through human skin subjected to high external temperatures
Linearization and sensitivity analysis of model for human eye movements

A theoretical model to estimate some ergonomic parameters from age, height and weight

A model for predicting human discomfort response to combined noise and vertical vibration

Modeling the human as a controller in a multitask digital simulation human operators

A model for the selection of concurrent tasks of the human operator --- describing sequential and parallel demands on human operators

Discrete-time pilot model --- human dynamics and digital simulation

A model for dynamic allocation of human attention among multiple tasks

A model of human event detection in multiple process monitoring situations

Mathematical simulation of the human circulatory system

Modelling the human operator of slowly responding systems using linear models

A model for the pilot's use of motion cues in roll-axis tracking tasks

Modeling the effects of high-G stress on pilots in a tracking task

AAA gunner model based on observer theory --- predicting a gunner's tracking response

Modelling the human as a controller in a multiskill environment

A comparison of motor submodels in the optimal control model

Prospects of a mathematical theory of human behavior in complex man-machine systems tasks --- time sharing computer analog of automobile driving

Petri nets as a modeling tool for discrete concurrent tasks of the human operator... describing sequential and parallel demands on human operators

Discrete-time pilot model --- human dynamics and digital simulation

A model for dynamic allocation of human attention among multiple tasks

A model of human event detection in multiple process monitoring situations

Mathematical simulation of the human circulatory system

Modelling the human operator of slowly responding systems using linear models

A model for the pilot's use of motion cues in roll-axis tracking tasks

Image processing program completion report

Cell response to chronic irradiation-modeling and simulation studies

A model for predicting human discomfort response to combined noise and vertical vibration

The role of computer technology mathematical models in treatment of patients following heart surgery

Modeling and analysis of man-machine interface information

Some problems involved in using mathematical methods for evaluation of pathophysiological changes in the body

Use of a mathematical model of erythropoiesis for evaluation of effects of space flight factors

A two level model of human steering behavior in a motor vehicle

User's instructions for the erythropoiesis regulatory model

Development of an hypothesis for simulating anti-orthostatic bed rest

Dynamical regulation of erythropoiesis: A computer model of general applicability

A simple model of fluid flow and electrolyte balance in the body

Improvements and validation of the erythropoiesis control model for bed rest simulation

The Development of a whole-body algorithm

User's instructions for the computer cardiovascular model to simulate LBM and tilt experiments, with graphic capabilities

Study report on guidelines and test procedures for investigating stability of nonlinear...
cardiovascular control system models
[NASA-CR-160218] p0219 W70-25739
User's instructions for the whole-body algorithms
[NASA-CR-160231] p0219 W70-25735
The application of systems analysis and mathematical models to the study of erythropoiesis during space flight
[NASA-CR-160218] p0219 W70-25739
Tolerance of the neck to indirect impact
[AD-A066977] W70-25769
A comparison of three models for determining test fairness
[AD-A066586] W70-25751
The application of MINIQAUTI to thermal program boundary and initial value problems
[NASA-CR-160227] p0222 W70-25759
Mathematical models of skin burn induced by simulated postcrash fires in an aide in thermal protective clothing design and selection
[AD-A066596] p0222 W70-25766
Refinement and validation of a mathematical model of the human torso
A stochastic model of muscle fatigue in frequent strenuous work cycles
102B7 W70-27841
Simulation of head and neck response to -G sub x and +G sub z impacts
102B7 W70-39190
A three dimensional discrete element dynamic model of the spine, head and torso
102B5 W70-39190
Mathematical modeling of arterial oxygen saturation and eye-level blood pressure during +G sub x stress
102B6 W70-39196
A head injury model
102B6 W70-39198
The use of mathematical modeling in crashworthy helicopter seating systems
102B7 W70-39123
Estimation of rate constants in the Michaelis-Menten model
[AD-A070360] p0307 W70-32824
A theoretical and experimental analysis of the outside world perception process
[NASA-FC-78020-9] p0305 W70-32835
Analytical modeling of load-deflection behavior of intervertebral discs subjected to axial compression
[AD-A071019] p0316 W70-33030
A general model for the transfer of vapour through clothed skin from liquid on and in clothing
[AD-A071577] p0319 W70-33053
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
ST DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
Evaluation of exercise-respiratory system modifications and integration schemes for physiological systems
MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
Observability of electrical heart activity studied with singular value decomposition
[TH-78-8-R] p0148 W70-18584
MATRIX ANALYSIS
** MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
SIEUING
** GROWTH
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES
Estimation of the operating characteristics of item response categories, 3: The normal approach method and the Pearson system
[AD-A05674] p0145 W70-18587
McDONWLL AIRCRAFT
** N-4 AIRCRAFT
McDONWLL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
** P-4 AIRCRAFT
** F-18 AIRCRAFT
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
** WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS
Nonparametric measures of sensory efficiency for sustained monitoring tasks
1061 W70-29719
Physiological system integrations with emphasis on the respiratory-cardiovascular system
[NASA-CR-160230] p0213 W70-26843
MEASURE THEORY
** MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
** APPROXIMATE INTEGRATORS
** COUNTERS
** DIRECTION METERS
** PROPHETERS
** FLIP DETECTORS
** FLOW METER
** ROTATING AMMETERS
** INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
** INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
** THERMOMETERS
** OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
** PHOTOTRANSISTERS
** PHOTOGRAPHERS
** SATELLITE-BORNE INSTRUMENTS
** STRAIN GAGES
** TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Devices for synchronizing a digital measuring apparatus with biological signals
1016 W70-29271
Review of chest deflection measurement techniques and transducers
[PM-288356/2] p0547 W70-12702
Lightweight helmet-mounted eye movement measurement system
1009 W70-15619
Techniques of measurement
1024 W70-27850
MECHANICAL DEVICES
Development of an electrical energy converter for driving left heart assist blood pumps
[PB-293510/4] p0261 W70-26780
MECHANICAL DRIVES
Visually estimating workpiece pose in a robot hand using the feature points method
1026 W70-80018
MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT
** FLOW MEASUREMENT
** PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
** VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
** VIBRATION MEASUREMENT
A quasi-linear control theory analysis of timesharing skills
1012 W70-17520
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
** ELASTIC PROPERTIES
** MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
** SHAPING STRENGTH
** THERMAL RESISTANCE
The mechanical properties of manipulation systems
1023 W70-20217
Investigation on the effect of mechanical properties of control elements on human control performance under stochastic roll vibrations
[BNVG-FBWT-78-11] p0146 W70-18593
Mechanics of blood flow through normal and stenotic coronary arteries
1014 W70-19676
MECHANICAL SHOCK
Correlation of head injury with mechanical forces based on helset damage duplication
1028 W70-31920
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse assimilation -- A general principle of evolution of planetary surfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A proposal concerning the origin of life on the planet earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photosynthetic carbon reduction by seagrasses exposed to ultraviolet B radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photosynthesis and enzymology of photosynthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications of chlorophyll fluorescence transient measurements to the functional analysis of photosynthetic processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive optimization of exchange of gases in plants in a sealed phytotron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOTOTHERMOTROPISM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOTOCOUPLED OSCILLATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOTODIFFUSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOTOTHERMAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The role of physical examinations and education in prospective medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties posed by left axis deviation in the evaluation of flyers, and their relation to the concept of left anterior hemiblock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carotid conduction and aptitude profiles of flyers. The benefits of endocardial recording of the ECG bundles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The advantages of ultrasonic echocardiography in the cardiological evaluation of flyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospective medicine opportunities in aerospace medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific findings in cardiology and pulmonary function with special emphasis on assessment criteria for flying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL EXERCISE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection of astronaut candidates - Contribution of the exercise ECG and spirometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special tests for astronaut selection - Muscular exercise test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise ventilation correlates positively with ventilatory chemoresponsiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise performance and hemodynamics during dietary potassium depletion in dogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of exercise on collateral development in dogs with normal coronary arteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorylase a in human skeletal muscle during exercise and electrical stimulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

Laser safety bioeffects research - Histopathology of retinal effects
Mechanisms of the effect of oxygen toxicity on the energy metabolism
Conjoint effect of physical stress and noise on information processing performance and cardiac response
Biodynamic effects of canopy loss in the TF-15 aircraft
Spaceflight and bone turnover - Correlation with a new rat model of weightlessness
Cardiac changes during behavioral stress in dogs
Physiological effect of high, sustained +Gz forces on man
Prophylactic effects of intermittent acceleration against physiological deconditioning in simulated weightlessness
Influence of the ambient acceleration field upon acute acceleration tolerance in chickens
The importance of light, postural and social cues in the regulation of the plasma cortisol rhythm
The influence of outdoor exercise on ratings of perceived exertion before and 5,
Onset of fatigue during strenuous work cycles
A stochastic model of muscle fatigue in frequent +Gz acceleration
The effects of carbon monoxide and cyanide on the myocardium and cerebrum
The effects of carbon monoxide and cyanide on the myocardium and cerebrum
The importance of light, postural and social cues in the regulation of the plasma cortisol rhythm
The influence of outdoor exercise on ratings of perceived exertion before and 5,
The effects of carbon monoxide and cyanide on the myocardium and cerebrum
**PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
<th>Page Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protectuve approaches in the moderation of the physiological effects of extreme ambient conditions in helicopter operations</td>
<td>p0109 N79-19618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backache in NH-10 helicopter crews</td>
<td>p0109 N79-19620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of a divisional aviation program to decrease flight crew fatigue</td>
<td>p0150 N79-19624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorientation in Royal Naval helicopter pilots</td>
<td>p0152 N79-19648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human circadian physiology: Internal organization of temperature, sleep-wake and neuroendocrine rhythms monitored in an environment free of time cues</td>
<td>p0158 N79-19670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translations on USSR science and technology: Biomedical and behavioral sciences, no. 55.</td>
<td>p0244 879-27825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of monosodium ion porphyrin on electromyographic field of industrial frequency</td>
<td>p0283 879-29785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease in the functional abilities of the heart as a result of exposure of an organism to an electromagnetic field of industrial frequency</td>
<td>p0312 N79-33800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of oxides on nitrogen, Carbon monoxide and photochemical oxidants on the RCG during exercise and on cardiopulmonary function</td>
<td>p0312 N79-33801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of toxic effects of organic contaminants in recycled water</td>
<td>p0312 N79-33802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some problems involved in using mathematical methods for evaluation of pathophysiological changes in the body</td>
<td>p0312 N79-33805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of a mathematical model of erythropoiesis for evaluation of effects of space flight factors</td>
<td>p0312 N79-33805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The adrenergic sympathetic system in the presence of traumatic shock during simulation of effects of weightlessness on the human body</td>
<td>p0312 N79-23630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac adaptation to endurance training: Determined by echocardiography and electrocardiography</td>
<td>p0319 N79-33852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The effects of active and passive heat acclimatization procedures on the cardiovascular, thermoregulatory, and sweat rate responses to work in the heat in male humans</td>
<td>p0319 N79-33852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival and protection of aircrew in the event of accidental immersion in cold water</td>
<td>p0319 N79-33852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical and mental working environment in a terminal based computer system</td>
<td>p0319 N79-33852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of exercise-respiratory system modification and preliminary respiratory-circulatory system integration schemes</td>
<td>p0312 N79-24633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise ventilation correlates positively with ventilatory chemoresponsiveness</td>
<td>p0312 N79-24633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of heavy metals especially selenium, vanadium and zinc on movement, growth and survival of certain animal aquatic life</td>
<td>p0312 N79-24633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A prioritized list of physiological measurements for future spaceflight experiments</td>
<td>p0312 N79-24633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological effects of a military training program on males and females</td>
<td>p0312 N79-24633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A porcine bioassay study of the physiological effects of fiber and dye degradation products (DOD) on burn wound healing</td>
<td>p0312 N79-24633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological effects of a high soybean protein diet in man</td>
<td>p0312 N79-24633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibilities of preventing adverse reactions in simulating the acute period of adaptation to weightlessness</td>
<td>p0312 N79-24633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biologically active short-chain peptides</td>
<td>p0312 N79-24633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility test of oxygen exposures in the range of 2.2 to 2.8 bar absolute</td>
<td>p0312 N79-24633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of propranolol on Time of Useful Function (TOF) in rats --- tolerance to rapid deceleration</td>
<td>p0312 N79-24633</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
heart valves and vasoconstriction

Physiological system integrations with emphasis on the respiratory-cardiovascular system (NASA CR-160230) p0146 79-18945

The application of sensitivity analysis to models of large scale physiological systems (NASA CR-160228) p0213 79-24663

Study report on interfacing major physiological subsystem models: an approach for developing a whole-body algorithm (NASA CR-160232) p0213 79-24665

Physiological fluid dynamics (VARECTIVE-SERIES-32) p0218 79-25729

Physiological fluid mechanics (NASA CR-162103) p0218 79-25729

Diagnosis of cutaneous thermal burn injuries by multispectral imaging analysis (NASA CR-162103) p0279 79-30922

PHOTOTRONS

Adaptive optimization of exchange of gases in plants in a sealed phytotron p0313 79-33806

PICOSECOND PULSES

Suprathreshold retinal damage due to single 6 pico second 1060 nm laser light pulses p0266 79-47330

PIECES

MY CHLOROPHYLLS
MY CHITINOMES
MY MELANIN
MY VISUAL PIECES

PILOT ERROR

False hypothesis and the pilot -- aircraft accidents due to decision making errors [SAGE PAPER 780528] p0001 79-10399

Application of performance model to assess aviator critical incidence p0063 79-18209

Physiological biochemistry as a correlate of pilot error accidents and incidents p0065 79-18228

Human error accidents - Some case studies --- for aircraft p0183 79-33193

Judgement evaluation and instruction in civil pilot training [AD-A057440] p0019 79-10737

Directional errors of movements and their correction in a discrete tracking task --- pilot reaction time and sensorimotor performance p0086 79-15589

Human Factors Aspects of Aircraft Accidents and Incidents [ACARD-CPR-256] p0290 79-31942

Three decades of USAF efforts to reduce human error accidents, 1947-1977 p0290 79-31943

Analysis of the intervention of the human factor as a principal cause or influence in accidents of Mirage aircraft in the Belgian Air Force p0290 79-31945

Pilot incapacity in flight p0251 79-31950

Geographical disorientation and flight safety p0291 79-31951

PILOT PERFORMANCE

Flight management research utilizing an ocoulometer --- pilot scanning behavior during simulated approach and landing p0001 79-10389

The application of computer aided evaluative techniques to system test and evaluation --- of fighter aircraft pilot performance p0036 79-13190

The effects of ambient illumination, aircraft velocity and feedback on absolute distance judgments during simulated night flight p0038 79-13204

Investigation of arrangement of multipurpose displays and use of tailored control logic in a fighter aircraft cockpit p0038 79-13205

Visual workload of the copilot/navigator during terrain flight p0038 79-13206

Four years of color research for visual displays --- human performance consideration for use in aircraft p0039 79-13210

Response surface methodology as a manipulator of complex task difficulty --- for computer generated aircraft area navigation control-display systems evaluation p0039 79-13211

Multifunction keyboard configurations for single-seat, air-to-ground fighter cockpits p0039 79-13213

The assessment of rotary wing aviator precision performance during extended helicopter flights p0040 79-13221

Development of automated performance measures for introductory air combat maneuvers p0040 79-13223

Experimental and psychological investigations in aviation and astronautics --- Russian book p0041 79-13998

Increasing pilot's performance capacity during flight through use of a control element serving as information carrier [DGLR PAPER 78-152] p0042 79-14097

High 'Q' escape protection --- pilot restraint during high speed ejection p0044 79-14428

The multiloop concept of the pilot work load as a basis of future experiments and studies [ONERA, TP 80.1978-10] p0045 79-14795

Application of control theory to the investigation of roll motion effects on pilot control behavior [AD-A054921] p0046 79-14972

Selection and techniques for analysis of indices of Visual data reception. II --- aircraft pilot eye movements p0047 79-15494

The man-computer division of tasks in the case of the control of complex technical systems --- applied to aircraft p0051 79-17683

Quantifying operator preference during human factors test and evaluation --- in helicopter design p0062 79-18202

Time estimation as a technique to measure workload --- of aircraft pilot in flight simulation p0062 79-18203

AWACS, a research facility for defining flight trainer visual system requirements p0062 79-18207

Augmented feedback in adaptive motor skill training p0062 79-18208

The effects of prediction, quickening, frequency separation, and percent of pursuit perspectives for displays for low-visibility landing p0063 79-18210

An investigation of pictorial and symbolic aircraft displays for landing p0063 79-18211

Pilot performance during flight simulation with peripherally presented visual signals p0063 79-18213

Human factors considerations in the design and evaluation of a helmet mounted display using a light emitting diode matrix p0063 79-18214

Night vision goggles and in-flight evaluation of the inside/outside refocusing problems in a OH-1H helicopter p0063 79-18215

Simulator Training Requirements and Effectiveness Study /STRES/ p0063 79-18215

Air Combat Maneuvering Range /ACMBR/ - Basic operational performance measurement entered a Golden Age p0064 79-18221

On the relationship between pilot rating and pilot dynamics. I - An experimental approach p0066 79-18974

On the relationship between pilot rating and pilot dynamics. II - An analytical approach p0066 79-18975

Human engineering study of information processing applicable to helmet-mounted displays p0068 79-18994

Collision avoidance response stereotypes in pilots and nonpilots p0068 79-18995

Incapacitation time for +Gz-induced loss of consciousness p0069 79-18995
PILOT PERFORMANCE CONTD

Choice and techniques of analysis of indices for the perception of visual information. III --- by pilots

Universal airborne approach to pilot performance assessment

A study of progress in flying performance revealed from daily check sheets in a primary flight training course. III - Comparison of progress between two courses

Current role of alcohol as a factor in civil aircraft accidents

Windshield quality and pilot performance measurement utilizing computer-generated imagery

Short-term memory factors in ground controller/pilot communication

Predictive validity of flight simulators as a function of simulator motion

Frequency analysis of heart rate variability under flight conditions

Concurrent loss of consciousness and sino-atrial block during +/- Gz stress

Visual workload of the copilot/navigator during terrain flight

Analysis of electroencephalogram during psychomotor performance

Measurements of pilot workload during low altitude and high speed maneuvers of F-111 and F-15 fighter

Pilot workload in the aircraft of the future

Tracking-task performance during heat stress in high-performance aircraft

Pilot-optimal augmentation of the air-to-air tracking task

Subject index

Effects of vibration and noise on some indices of efficiency of MI-4 helicopter crews

Experience with periodic aviation medical examinations

A prospective medicine approach to the problem of ischemic vascular disease in the crew

The significance of rhythm disturbances in asymptomatic persons

Cardiovascular diseases as a cause of unfitness for flying service in aircrafts of Italian Air Force: Etiopathogenesis, influence of performance in flight, and prevention

Psychophysiological effects of aging: Developing a functional age index for pilots. 2: Taxonomy of psychological factors

Dynamics of impairment of pilot performance in the presence of hypoxia

A simulator study of the interaction of pilot workload with errors, vigilance, and decisions

Comparative experiments on performance and fatigue effects on pilots using tracking tasks and physiological measurement parameters

The development and evaluation of objective frequency domain based pilot performance measures for a fighter jet

A study of the effect of forcing function characteristics on human operator dynamics in manual control

Modeling the effects of high-G stress on pilots in a tracking task

Discrete-time pilot model --- human dynamics and digital simulation

Pilot-optimal augmentation synthesis

Prediction, evaluation, and specification of flying qualities by means of step target tracking

Analysis of a VTOL hover task with predictor displays using an optimal control model of the human operator

A method motion simulator design based on modeling characteristics of the human operator

Pilot decision making in a computer-aided flight management situation

Pilot workload qualification for avionics design

Training implications

An approach to the multi-axis problem in manual control --- optimal pilot model

Error rate information in attention allocation pilot models

The effects of participatory mode and task workload on the detection of dynamic system failures

Prediction of pilot reserve attention capacity during air-to-air target tracking

Prediction of pilot-aircraft stability boundaries and performance contours

An adaptive controller which displays human The effects of pilot age, lighting, and head-down Read aiming/tracking accuracy in a helicopter Disorientation in Royal Naval helicopter pilots Visual performance/workload of helicopter pilots Aviator visual performance: A comparative study

Characteristics of medically disqualified airman applicants in calendar years 1975 and 1976

Stress factors on pilot performance. A bibliography with abstracts

An evaluation of the effects of a stability augmentation system upon aviator performance/workload during a M6FYAC high hover operation

Changes in the rotary wing aviator's ability to perform an uncommon low altitude rearward hover maneuver as a function of extended flight requirements and aviator fatigue

An analysis of helicopter pilot control behavior and workload during instrument flying tasks

Visual requirements for the helicopter pilot

Oculomotor performance of aviators during an autorotation maneuver in a helicopter simulator

Visual performance/workload of helicopter pilots during instrument flight

Sensory aspects of helicopter operations

Disorientation in Royal Naval helicopter pilots

Head aiming/tracking accuracy in a helicopter environment

Aviator visual performance: A comparative study of a helicopter simulator and the UH-1 helicopter

The effects of pilot age, lighting, and head-down time on visual acclimation

An adaptive controller which displays human operator limitations for a fighter type aircraft

Air Force female pilots program: Initial performance and attitudes

Balance training of the equilibrium organ and its effect on flight strategy

Stress factors on pilot performance. Citations from the International Aerospace Abstracts database

Crew workload assessment. Development of a measure of operator workload

PILOT TRAINING

The application of control theory to the investigation of roll motion effects on human operator performance

The psychologist in aircraft accident investigation --- pilot personality and performance

Pilot performance in simulated aerial refueling as a function of tanker model complexity and visual display field-of-view

Performance and workload analysis of inflight helicopter missions

Undergraduate pilot training: Visual discrimination prestriating for land task

The role of cognitive switching in head-up displays --- to determine pilot ability to accurately extract information from either of two sources

PILOT SELECTION

An Air Combat Effectiveness Study /ACES/ program

Saccade characterization of responses to rotation of persons with different vestibular-vegetative stability

Personality characteristics of pilots on EPQ, MPI and DOSEFU test. II - Comparison among pilots, non-pilot officers and aviation students

The relative effects of multiple factors on target acquisition --- by combat pilots

Medical barofunction testing of aviators with otorhinolaryngologic disease

The impact of coronary vascular risk factors on professional aircrew license loss in the United Kingdom

Stability of circadian system of the body

Assessment of factors possibly contributing to the susceptibility of sickle trait erythrocytes to mild hypoxia. Volume 1: Design considerations and research protocol

A description of the recent neuropsychological selection of pilots for land force light aircraft

PILOT TRAINING

Piloted aircraft simulation - Advantages, disadvantages, and practical problems

A computer-based simulator simulator --- computer-assisted pilot training

Transfer of a computer-assisted instrument procedures trainer to flight

Joint testing of the RAF high altitude protective ensemble

The importance of providing stereoscopic vision in training for map-of-the-earth /MOE/ flight

AWAS, a research facility for defining flight trainer visual system requirements

Augmented feedback in adaptive motor skills training

Application of performance model to assess aviator critical incidence

Simulator Training Requirements and Effectiveness Study /STRES/

A visual simulator with transformation of the perspective in the raster of television pictures --- German book on pilot training systems

Role of autogenic training in psychophysiological conditioning of aviation school students

Naval aviation training - Perspective and prospects

SUBJECT INDEX
PILOTED CENTRIFUGES

Cost analysis of pilot training systems
Recent studies of simulation training effectiveness
Recent developments and plans for pilot training devices
A study of progress in flying performance revealed from daily check sheets in a primary flight training course. III - Comparison of progress between two courses
Transfer of landing skill after training with supplementary visual cues
Aeromedical aspects of flying training with special reference to instructor pupil relationship
Personality characteristics of pilots on EPFS, MPI and DOCEU tests. II - Comparison among pilots, non-pilot officers and aviation students
The relationship between flight simulator motion and training requirements
Soviet civil aviation training programs
Synthetic training and evaluation - Some current issues
Pilot performance during simulated approaches and landings made with various computer-generated visual glidepath indicators
Judgment evaluation and instruction in civil pilot training
Subjective motion discrimination in the simulator for air-to-air combat
The development and evaluation of objective frequency domain based pilot performance measures in ASUPT
Stress and simulation in pilot training
Flight simulator training, volume 2. A bibliography with abstracts
Undergraduate pilot training: Visual discrimination pretraining for land task
PILOTED CENTRIFUGES
PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT
MT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
US Army aviation fatigue-related accidents, 1977-1979
Evaluation of physiological indices during preflight medical examination of pilots - Follow up of 38 cases
Incidence of spinal disability amongst IAP pilots
Trendometry as a method of evaluating the functional state of the nervous system of a pilot
Specific Findings in Cardiology and Pulmonary Function with Special Emphasis on Assessment criteria for Flying
Long term pulmonary function patterns in the aviator: the thousand Aviator study
Coronary atherosclerosis and fitness for flying
Detection of coronary artery disease in apparently healthy, asymptomatic airline crew members using thallium-201 myocardial perfusion scintigraphy
The significance of I wave abnormalities
Left Anterior Hemiblock (LAI): Diagnosis and aeromedical risk

Reproducibility of human cardiovascular responses to orthostatic stress
The effect of Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) helicopter flying on pilot blood and urine biochemcials
Methodology to assess psychological stress and its impact in the air combat environment
Hemispheric asymmetry as related to pilot and radar intercept officer performance

PITUITARY GLAND
Epithysis of rats under the combined action of hypoxia, hypercapnia and cooling

PITCH (INCLINATION)
Estrogenic research into human tolerances for roll and pitch as well as their influence on individual perception and reactions to control parameters

PITUITARY HORMONES
MT ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN (ACTH)
Effects of fenfluramine administration on activity of the pituitary-adrenal system in the rat
Identification of a tripeptidyl aminepeptidase in the anterior pituitary gland - Effect on the chemical and biological properties of rat and bovine growth hormones
Insulin-like effect of bovine growth hormone in vivo as demonstrated by oxidation of C14-U-glucose in diabetic rats
Studies on the bioassayable growth hormone-like activity of plasma
Purification and cultivation of human pituitary growth hormone secreting cells
Purification and cultivation of human pituitary growth hormone secreting cells
Obtaining growth hormone from calf blood

PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
Mars surface sample return mission
Ion-molecule condensation reactions - A mechanism for organic synthesis in ionized reducing atmospheres
Exobiology and the origin of life - organic compounds in planetary atmospheres and interstellar matter

PLANETARY EHOSTEROPHISM
Planetary exploration
Planetary exploration of the outer planets explorers
Planetary quarantine
Public health considerations associated with a Mars surface sample return mission
A study of the mechanism of thigmomorphogenesis in plants.

Microanalytical identification of barium sulphate crystals in statoliths of Chara Rhizoids.

Mechanism of plant virus inactivation in soil plant sludges.

Materials of the final reports on the joint Soviet-American experiment on the Kosmos-936 biosatellite.

Influence of orbital flight conditions on formation of genitals in Muscari racemosum and Anethum graveolens.

Responses to crown gall tissue to the space environment: Glutamine synthetase activity --- COSMOS 782.

Responses to crown gall tissue to the space environment: Residual carbohydrates in supporting tissue --- COSMOS 782.

Responses to crown gall tissue to the space environment: Tumor development and anatomy --- cososs 782.

Responses to crown gall tissue to the space environment: Isozyme patterns --- cososs 782.

The morphogenetic responses of cultured totipotent cells of carrot (Daucus carota L.) at zero gravity --- cososs 782.

The impact of sulfur dioxide on vegetation: A sulfur dioxide-ozone response model.

Pacific Northwest Laboratory report for 1977 to the DOE assistant secretary for environment.

Crawford and Lavoisier on the method of support and place of formation of body heat.

Metal bioelectrode polarization: A frequency and time domain analysis.

Metal bioelectrode polarization: A hypothesis of plasmonic absorption of RF energy by biological objects.

Measures of the efficacy and safety of medical technologies.

In vitro duplication of the primary light-induced charge separation in purple photosynthetic bacteria.

Metal bioelectrode polarization: A frequency and time domain analysis.

Assessing the efficacy and safety of medical technologies.

POLARIZATION (CHARGE SEPARATION)

In vitro duplication of the primary light-induced charge separation in purple photosynthetic bacteria.

Adaptive optimization of exchange of gases in plants in a sealed phytotron.

Distribution of phytoplankton in North Carolina lakes.

Distribution of phytoplankton in Arkansas lakes.

A hypothesis of plasmonic absorption of RF energy by biological objects.

Improvised methods of cancer treatment.

PNEUMOTHORAX

Pneumothorax and flight personnel --- incidence, etiology and treatment.
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A new noninvasive technique for cardiac pressure measurement. II Scattering from encapsulated bubbles

PRESSURE REDUCTION

NT EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESS

Effects on propranolol on the | of Useful Function (TOF) in rats --- tolerance to rapid decompression

Oxygen equipment and rapid decompression studies

PRESSURE SUITS

NT SPACE SUITS

An assessment of the ARF Type B full pressure suit automatic head enclosure

Development of the Air Force S-1030 full pressure suit assembly

Joint testing of the RP high altitude protective ensemble

Evaluation of assisted positive-pressure breathing on Gz tolerance

Evolution of space suit technology

Engineering test and evaluation during high G.

Flight test evaluation of the RP high altitude partial pressure protective assembly

Microbiological evaluation of the mobile biological isolator system

PRESSURIZING

Responses of retinal and visual pathway potentials of the guinea pig to nitrogen and helium at high pressure

PRESTETES

NT Tests

NT PREVENTION

NT ACCIDENT PREVENTION

NT PNEUMOLOGY

The Canadian Forces Life Quality Improvement Programme

PRIMATES

NT CHIMPANZEES

NT HUMAN BEINGS

NT MONKEYS

Two primate biological facility modules in Spacelab

Prototypes of in vivo experiments on the primitive earth

Synthesis of amino acids under primitive earth conditions in the presence of clay
In vivo response of ornithine decarboxylase activity to growth hormone as demonstrated by oxidation of L-ornithine-1-/C-14/ in hypophysectomized rats

Effect of high-altitude conditions on the metabolism of nucleic acids and proteins in the thymocytes of the rat

The effect of plasmoidal slime on the metabolism of haploid cells of Physarum flavicomum and the respiration of isolated sitchondria

Senescent changes in the ribosomes of animal cells in vivo and in vitro

BRC/-Cr-51/- half-life and albumin turnover in growing Beagle dogs during chronic radial acceleration

Biomedical constraints on thermal protective clothing design: A bioengineering analysis

Visual and optical assessment of gas protective face masks

Advanced life support equipment for nitrogen partial pressure protective assembly

Biomedical and behavioral sciences, no. 51 - Nonhistone chromosomal protein interaction carbobenzoxy peptide - A model for nucleic acid biosatellite

Influence of high-altitude conditions on the metabolism of nucleic acids and proteins in the thymocytes of the rat

Inadequacy of prebiotic synthesis as origin of amino acid composition of proteins - A theoretical consideration

Beta-galactosidase and selective neutrality - amino acid composition of proteins - A theoretical consideration

Hyperactivity rates really variable --- in vertebrate protein chemistry

On investigating the statistical properties of the populous path algorithms by computer simulation - Countercconclusions to those of Tateo and We

A-61
Proton beams

Protein fractions and enzymatic activity thereof in the rat myocardium after the flight on Kosmos-690 biosatellite

A technology assessment of vegetable substitutes for animal protein in human food. Volume 1: The study [PB-284681/4]

A technology assessment of vegetable substitutes for animal protein in human food. Volume 2: Appendices [PB-284682/2]

Effect of 95-day flight on parameters of immunological reactivity and protein composition of blood in the crew of Salut-5

Analysis of visible spectra and thermodynamic parameters in hemoprotein systems

Physiological effects of a high soybean protein diet in man

Characteristics of proteins of some unicellular organisms as potential components of ecological life support systems

Effects of gravity on contractile proteins [NASA-CR-160303]

Proton beams

Relationship between proton motive force and potassium ion transport in Halobacterium halobium envelope vesicles

Proto-PLASMiN

Ultrastructural development of the vestibular system under conditions of simulated weightlessness

Protod PROTEIns
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Goal-directed mechanisms of controlled manipulators ---
Russian book
p0275 A79-50447

Stereo 3-D perception for a robot
p0019 A79-10740

General methods to enable robots with vision to acquire, orient, and transport workpieces
[PB-287199/4]
p0113 A79-16556

Advanced industrial robot control systems
[PB-287273/7]
p0113 A79-16558

The development of a six degree-of-constraint
robot performance evaluation test
p0117 A79-17504

Proximity-vision system for protolight
manipulator arm
[NASA-CR-158652]
p0197 A79-24658

ROCKET FLIGHT
Development of space biology experiments for the Space Shuttle - A student's perspective
[AAS PAPER 78-134]
p0099 A79-21252

ROCKET PROPELLED SLIDES
Performance evaluation of test dummies with flesh parts produced with substitute foaming compounds
[PB-289951/6]
p0179 A79-21776

RODENTS
MT NICE
MT RABBITS
MT RATS

RODS
Light adaptation in a normal and a rod monochromat
- Psychophysical and VEP increment threshold
comparisons .
p0232 A79-42238

ROLL
Application of control theory to the investigation of roll motion effects on pilot control behavior
[AD-0589231]
p0064 A79-19722

Psychophysical assessment of angular vibration -
Comparison of vertical and roll vibrations
p0234 A79-43206

The effects of closed loop tracking on a subjective tilt threshold in the roll axis
p0090 A79-15620

Roll tracking effects of G-vector tilt and various
types of motion washout
p0091 A79-15622

A model for the pilot's use of motion cues in
roll-axis tracking tasks
p0118 A79-17512

Ergonomic research into human tolerances for roll
and pitch as well as their influence on individual perception and reactions to control
parameters
[BMC-PERT-78-183]
p0282 A79-3094a

The application of control theory to the
investigation of roll motion effects on human
operator performance
p0288 A79-31931

ROLL CONTROL
U LATERAL CONTROL

RODS
MT CLEAN BOOKS

ROOFS OF EQUATIONS
Bandpass channels, zero-crossings, and early visual information processing
[AD-1062338]
p0170 A79-2072a

ROTARY DRIVES
U MECHANICAL DRIVES

ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
MT HELICOPTERS

SUBJECT INDEX

NY MILITARY HELICOPTERS
NY OH-1 HELICOPTER

ROTOR WINGS
In-flight toxicology of fixed and rotary wing
aircraft crew stations
p0149 A79-19619

ROTATING
U ROTATION

ROTATING BODIES
MT ROTARY WINGS
Computation of rigid-body rotation in
three-dimensional space from body-fixed linear
acceleration measurements
[ASME PAPER 78-MA/AIO-5]
p0069 A79-19759

ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS
Estimated body rotation as a predictor of motion
sickness susceptibility
p0273 A79-49990

ROTATING MIRRORS
Dynamics of an image viewed through a rotating
mirror
p0221 A79-36365

ROTATING VEHICLES
U ROTATING BODIES

ROTATION
MT AUTOROTATION
Quality of retinal image stabilization during small natural and artificial body rotations in man
p0225 A79-10817

Modeling of visual-vestibular interaction and the
fast components of nystagmus
p0050 A79-12692

External respiration and gas exchange reactions of
man during rotation on a short-arm centrifuge
p0313 A79-33812

ROTATIONAL FLOW
U FLUID FLOW

ROTORS
MT ROTARY WINGS

RPV
U REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES

RUBBER
MT ELASTOMERS

RULES
MT INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES

RUNNING
Thermoregulation in swimmers and runners
p0227 A79-41186

S

S BAND
U SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES

SACCHARIDES
SAFETY

SAFETY FACTORS
SACCHAROMYCETES

SAFETY DEVICES

NT AIRCRAFT RESTRAINT DEVICES
NT EJECTION SEATS
NT AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
NT INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
NT FLIGHT SAFETY

SAFETY MANAGEMENT

NT AIRCRAFT SAFETY
NT SPACE SUITS
NT EJECTION SEATS
NT AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
NT HELMETS
NT SPACE SUITS

Design considerations for inflatable head/neck restraint systems
An inflatable restraint system --- for helicopter crash protection
Oral/nasal breathing systems in the year 2000
An overview of helicopter mission specific survival equipment
Current trends in NT military aircrew survival equipment
The fitting of Canadian Forces aircrew helmets - Why the difference
Whole body response research program
Test and evaluation of head restraints, seat backs, and anchorages in vehicles subjected to rear impact collision
Development of a solid propellant inflation technique for the subcompact car passenger restraint system, phase 1
Guidelines for fit testing and evaluation of USAF personal-protective clothing and equipment
A submersible private restraint system

SAFETY FACTORS

Experimental determination of maximum permissible exposure to laser radiation of 1.54-micron wavelength --- corneal damage
High 'Q' escape protection --- pilot restraint during high speed ejection
The helmet protects the aviator’s head - Or does it
Ejection problems and injuries - Their causes, effects, treatments, and suggestions for preventive measures
Evaluation of occupant protection devices and restraint systems
Effects of deceleration and rate of deceleration on live seated human subjects
Evaluation of the risks involved in the application of tritium gas and measures which have to be taken

SAFETY MANAGEMENT

A hazard assessment method for the U.S. Army Microwave Radiation Protection Program
Protection standards for microwave and radiofrequency radiations
Development of recommendations to improve controls operability

SATPLANES

O GLIDERS

SALINITY

The effects of temperature, salinity, and other factors on the growth and formation of 0V-absorbing substances by the fungus Aspergillus

SALMONELLA

Biomedical data validation through an on-line computer system

SALTYS SPACE STATION

Preliminary results of Cytos experiment flows in Salyut VI - Investigations of Paraseichmus aurelia
Physiologico-hydrionic and ergonomic aspects of Salyt 6 cosmonauts extravehicular activity /EVA/
Man in space and on earth (NASA-TM-75602)
Salyt-6-Soyuz-29: Our commentary, the crew and the station
Studies of microbial flora and immunity of Salyt-3 crew
Simulation of fluid-electrolyte metabolism as a means of preventing orthostatic instability in the crew of the second expedition aboard the Salyt-4 station
Studies of venous circulation in the crew of the Salyut-5 orbital station
Fluid-electrolyte metabolism in the crew of Salyut-4
Control of vertical position after flights aboard the Salyut-4 orbital station

SAMPLES

NT RACK SURFACE SAMPLES
SAMPLING

NT AIR SAMPLING
Automated biowaste sampling system feces monitoring system (NASA-CR-160301)

SARCINOA

MO CANCER

SATAN (SENSOR)

O TERTRAN ANALYSIS

SATELLITE ORBITS

The dose rate of cosmic ray radiation received by a biological target in the stratosphere and at altitudes of satellite orbits

SATELLITE SOLAR POWER STATIONS
Health maintenance and health surveillance considerations for an SPS space construction base community

SATELLITE TEMPERATURE
Importance of temperature control for HELEX, a biological experiment for Spacelab 1 --- plant gravitational physiology study

SATELLITE TRACKING
Wildlife monitoring program plan

SATELLITE-BOUNED INSTRUMENTS
Instrumentation for controlling and monitoring environmental control and life support systems

SATURATION

Chromatic border distinctness - Not an index of hue or saturation differences

SCALING LAWS

The measurement and scaling of workload is complex performance

SCANNING

NT RADAR SCANNING
SCATTERING

NT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
NT BACKSCATTERING
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
NT RAYLEIGH SCATTERING
NT X RAY SCATTERING

SCATTERING FUNCTIONS
Accuracy of RGD approximation for computing light
SUBJECT INDEX

scattering properties of diffusing and motile bacteria --- Rayleigh-Gans-Debye p0233 A79-62488

SCREW ANALYSIS
Visual motion perception by intelligent systems p0300 A79-52691

A theoretical and experimental analysis of the outside world perception process p0091 A79-15525

SCREDDRUM
Effects of electromagnetic field induction on development of the green algae, acnedesmus quadricauda (Turpin) Breb. and composition of free amino acids in its biomass and media p0075 A79-14740

SCHEDULING
ST PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Recurrent training/supernumerary system p0041 A79-13283

SCHEMATICS
U CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS

SCIENTISTS

SCOPOLAMINE
U HYOSCINE

SCORING
Development of an objective grading system along with procedures and aids for its effective implementation in flight [AD-A071106] p0318 A79-33846

SCRIBING
U SCORING

SCRIBBERS
Scrabble analysis and test support [NASA-CP-160144] p0318 N79-33849

SEA GRASSES
Photosynthetic carbon reduction by seagrasses exposed to ultraviolet B radiation [NASA-CP-160144] p0175 A79-21742

SEA WATER
Experimental approach to the chemical evolution in the primeval sea. I - Formation of amino acids and amino acid polymers in modified sea media p0203 A79-37935

Experimental approach to the chemical evolution in the primeval sea. II - Formation of protocell-like structures 'marigranules in a modified sea medium p0206 A79-37964

Membranous evolution in the primitive cell p0206 A79-37977

Polymers produced by heating an amino acid mixture in sea water enriched with transition elements p0256 A79-46461

SEA AT PROGRAM
Aerospace highlights and potential medical applications --- in manned space flight p0293 A79-51027

SEATS
ST EJECTION SEATS
Effects of deceleration and rate of deceleration on live seated human subjects [PB-284653/3] p0057 A79-13702

The use of mathematical modeling in crashworthy helicopter seating systems p0287 A79-31923

SCIENTISTs
ST ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN (ACTH) p0236 A79-62231

ST MELATONIN
ST INSULIN
ST PINEAL HORMONES
ST SWEAT

The influence of SERF electromagnetic fields on the secretory function of the stomach p0173 A79-20740

SECULAR PERORATION
ST LONG TERM EFFECTS

SEDIMENTS
Bacteria in a North Carolina salt marsh. Standing crop and importance in the decomposition of Spartina alterniflora [PB-268816/2] p0153 A79-19668

SEGREGATION
ST SEPARATION

SEISMICHEOGRAPHY
Possibility of quantitative evaluation of the heart's mechanical activity from seismocardiograms p0276 A79-50658

SELECTION
ST PERSONNEL SELECTION
ST PILOT SELECTION

Visual information processing p0076 A79-14747

Magnitude estimation as a hearing aid selection procedure p0246 A79-27838

SELENIUM
Effects of heavy metals especially selenium, vanadium and zirconium on movement, growth and survival of certain animal aquatic life [PB-292563/4] p0197 A79-25706

SELF DEPLOYING SPACE STATIONS
ST SPACE STATIONS

SELF REGULATING
ST AUTOMATIC CONTROL

SELF STIMULATION
Effect of psychophysiological self-regulation on emotional stability of aviation cadets in flight and on effectiveness of assimilation of flight training program p0074 A79-14735

SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
Results of tests of the equilibrium organ of candidates for payload expert for the first Spacelab mission [DGLR PAPER 78-134] p0042 A79-14084

Biped stability considerations with vestibular models p0056 A79-18287

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
ST LIGHT EMITTING DIODES

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
ST LIGHT EMITTING DIODES

SENSE ORGANS
ST CHEMORECEPTORS
ST COCHLEA
ST CORPUS
ST EAR
ST EYE (ANATOMY)
ST ГЕНЕРИСТРATORS
ST GRAVIRECEPTORS
ST LABYRINTH
ST MIDDLE EAR
ST OCTOLITH ORGANS
ST PHOTORECEPTORS
ST PROPRIORECEPTORS
ST PUPILS
ST RETINA
ST SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
ST THERMORECEPTORS
ST TASTE

SENSIBLE
ST SENSORY PERCEPTION
ST SENSITIVITY
ST SENSITIVITY

SENSING
ST DETECTION

SENSITIVITY
ST LIGHT ADAPTATION
ST PHOTORECEPTIVITY
ST RADIATION TOLERANCE
ST SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY

THE internal model: A study of the relative contribution of proprioception and visual information to failure detection in dynamic systems --- sensitivity of operators versus monitors to failures p0231 A79-62231

SENSE ORGANS
ST ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN (ACTH)

The effects of stimulus onset and image motion on contrast sensitivity p0287 A79-31923

The internal model: A study of the relative contribution of proprioception and visual information to failure detection in dynamic systems --- sensitivity of operators versus monitors to failures p0231 A79-62231

The internal model: A study of the relative contribution of proprioception and visual information to failure detection in dynamic systems --- sensitivity of operators versus monitors to failures p0231 A79-62231

The internal model: A study of the relative contribution of proprioception and visual information to failure detection in dynamic systems --- sensitivity of operators versus monitors to failures p0231 A79-62231
SENSORY DEPRIVATION

Effect of alcohol and marijuana on eye movements
Correlation of choice reaction time performance
with biologic rhythmic criticality and cycle phase
Comparative evaluation of the effectiveness of
tactile and visual tracking of a sinusoidal signal
The effects of carbon monoxide on dual-task
performance
Eye movements and visual perception
Electrophysiological correlates of local muscular
fatigue effects upon human visual reaction time
Directional errors of movements and their
correction in a discrete tracking task - pilot
reaction time and sensorimotor performance
Comparison of motor submodels in the optimal
control model
Vestibular influences on other sensory and motor
processes - human performance in flight
sensation
A theoretical and experimental analysis of the
outside world perception process
The visual cortex of normal and deprived monkeys
SENSORY DISCRIMINATION
MT BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION
MT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
MT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
Nonparametric measures of sensory efficiency for
sustained monitoring tasks
SENSORY FEEDBACK
Forms of ocular motor activity under conditions of
positive visual feedback
Sensorial aspects of helicopter operations
SENSORY PERCEPTION
MT AUDITORY PERCEPTION
MT CONSCIOUSNESS
MT CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
MT KINESTHESIA
MT PAIN
MT PROPRIOCETION
MT SPACE PERCEPTION
MT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
MT TASTE
MT VERTICAL PERCEPTION
MT VIBRATION PERCEPTION
MT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
MT VISUAL PERCEPTION
The responses of frogs to vestibular and visual
stimulation in weightlessness
Changes in apparent body orientation and sensory
localization induced by vibration of postural
muscles - Vibratory asynthetic illusions
Sensory illusions - The ophthalmologist's point of
view
Sensory illusions of vestibular origin
The physiologist's view of sensory illusions
Development of techniques to enhance man/machine
communication
Sensory mechanism modeling
Evoked potential correlates of display image quality
Cosa recovery
Vestibular influences on other sensory and motor
processes --- human performance in flight
simulation studies
Multi-channel stimulation of peripheral nerve trunks
A study of the mechanism of thigmomorphogenesis in
plants, with special reference to the role of
ethylene and its significance to research with
plants in space
[NASA-CR-150865]
SENSORY STIMULATION
Evoked potential correlates of display image quality
SENSORY PERCEPTION
MT ADAPTIVE PERCEPTION
MT CONSCIOUSNESS
MT CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
MT KINESTHESIA
MT PAIN
MT PROPRIOCETION
MT SPACE PERCEPTION
MT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
MT TASTE
MT VERTICAL PERCEPTION
MT VIBRATION PERCEPTION
MT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
MT VISUAL PERCEPTION
The responses of frogs to vestibular and visual
stimulation in weightlessness
Changes in apparent body orientation and sensory
localization induced by vibration of postural
muscles - Vibratory a synthetic illusions
Sensory illusions - The ophthalmologist's point of
view
Sensory illusions of vestibular origin
The physiologist's view of sensory illusions
Development of techniques to enhance man/machine
communication
Sensory mechanism modeling
Evoked potential correlates of display image quality
Cosa recovery
Vestibular influences on other sensory and motor
processes --- human performance in flight
simulation studies
Multi-channel stimulation of peripheral nerve trunks
A study of the mechanism of thigmomorphogenesis in
plants, with special reference to the role of
ethylene and its significance to research with
plants in space
[NASA-CR-150865]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>SIMULATORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHIELDING</td>
<td>SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIATION</td>
<td>Factors that affect display size criteria in a cockpit display system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHELVING</td>
<td>Nonparametric model for the detection of signals observed by a human operator on a CRT screen on a noise background --- cathode-ray tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>SIGNAL TRANSMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIELING</td>
<td>NT BIOTELEMETRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARPENTRY</td>
<td>NT DATA TRANSMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOCK</td>
<td>NT RADIO TELEMETRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSIOLOGY</td>
<td>NT RADIO TRANSMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFFECT OF</td>
<td>NT TELEMETRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPILEPTIC</td>
<td>An extension of the quickened display for manual control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOCK RESISTANCE</td>
<td>SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODELS AND</td>
<td>NT BRADYCARDIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANALOGUES FOR</td>
<td>NT VERTIGO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE EVALUATION</td>
<td>Sustained operations and sleep deprivation - Effects on indices of stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF HUMAN</td>
<td>Characteristics of serious carbon monoxide poisoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIODYNAMIC</td>
<td>Hyperventilation in aircrew - A review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESPONSE</td>
<td>New inventory for the assessment of symptoms occurrence and severity at high altitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERформANCE</td>
<td>An illness-injury severity index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND PROTECTION</td>
<td>SIMULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT ACOUSTIC SIMULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT ALTITUDE SIMULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT ANALOG SIMULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT CONTROL SIMULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT DIGITAL SIMULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT FLIGHT SIMULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT LANDING SIMULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>Visual simulation and image realism; Proceedings of the Seminar, San Diego, Calif., August 30, 31, 1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNS AND</td>
<td>SIMULATORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMPTOMS</td>
<td>SIMULATOR TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>NT COCKPIT SIMULATORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIELING</td>
<td>NT CONTROL SIMULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMULATION</td>
<td>NT FLIGHT SIMULATORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT MOTION SIMULATORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT TARGET SIMULATORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT TRAINING SIMULATORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>NT VIBRATION SIMULATORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>Closed loop models for analyzing the effects of simulator characteristics --- digital simulation of human operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>Simulated simulations of the SAMS in SIM Pac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>The driving simulator developed by the Institute for Perception EMO. A validation study in straight road driving (IPF-1978-25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>The use of bion stereometry in helicopter cockpit design --- using a simulator and analytic geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNAL</td>
<td>SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESSING</td>
<td>Factors that affect display size criteria in a cockpit display system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLASSICAL CENTERS OF THE AUDITORY TRACT AND CERTAIN &quot;NONSPECIFIC&quot; BRAIN STRUCTURES IN THE ORGANIZATION OF THE AUDITORY FUNCTION IN ANIMALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT INDEX</td>
<td>SOUND GENERATORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM 22</td>
<td>SOFTWARE (COMPUTERS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM ISOTOPES</td>
<td>U COMPUTER PROGRAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM COMPOUNDS</td>
<td>SOIL MOISTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM CHLORIDES</td>
<td>Meteorological limits on the growth and development of screwworm populations [NASA-CR-151873]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLEEP DEPRIVATION</td>
<td>SOIL SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLEEVES</td>
<td>Attachment to autoclaved soil of bacterial cells from pure cultures of soil isolates [P0297 A79-51701]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMOKE</td>
<td>SOILS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLEEVES</td>
<td>NT LUNAR SOIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMOKE</td>
<td>Chemical fingerprints of life in terrestrial soils and their possible use for the detection of life on Mars and other planets [P0136 A79-27929]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMOKE</td>
<td>SOLAR RADIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLEEVES</td>
<td>Solar-driven chemical energy source for a Martian biota [P0258 A79-46464]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLEEVES</td>
<td>SOLID PROPELLANTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMOKE</td>
<td>Development of a solid propellant inflation technique for the subcompact car passenger restraint system, phase I [PR-290328/A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM</td>
<td>SOLID ROTATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SODIUM ISOtopes</td>
<td>U Rotating Bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SODIUM</td>
<td>SOLID STATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SODIUM 22</td>
<td>Modeling and analysis of man-machine interface information [AD-0063515]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SODIUM ISOtopes</td>
<td>SOLUTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SODIUM</td>
<td>MT AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SODIUM CHLORIDES</td>
<td>MT GAS MIXTURES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM CHLORIDES</td>
<td>SORBAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM</td>
<td>The use of artificial signals during SOAR-watch [ISF-1978-25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM</td>
<td>SONIC BOOMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM 22</td>
<td>Startle reactions to simulated sonic booms - Influence of habituation, boos level and background noise [P0097 A79-20562]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM</td>
<td>Aircraft sonic boom: Biological effects. A bibliography with abstracts [MT/S9-79/0190/3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM 22</td>
<td>SORBENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM</td>
<td>MT ABSORBENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM COMPOUNDS</td>
<td>SORPTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT SODIUM CHLORIDES</td>
<td>MT ADSORPTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM ISOtopes</td>
<td>MT CHEMISORPTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SODIUM 22</td>
<td>SORTEX CAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM</td>
<td>U SPACELAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM ISOtopes</td>
<td>SORTEX LAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SODIUM 22</td>
<td>U SPACELAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM</td>
<td>SOUND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM</td>
<td>U ACOUSTICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM CHLORIDES</td>
<td>SOUND GENERATORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODIUM</td>
<td>Lung mechanics: Dynamic response, acoustic generation, and flow limitation [P0017 A79-10727]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A-181
A prioritized set of physiological measurements for future spaceflight experiments

The combined effects of space flight factors and radiation on rat skeletal muscles

Catecholamines and enzymes of metabolism thereof in the rat hypothalamus after flight aboard Cosmos-762 biosatellite

Tissue morphology in mixed type fibers of rat skeletal muscles after flight aboard Cosmos-690 biosatellite

Immunological reactivity of rats flown aboard Cosmos-665 and Cosmos-690 biosatellites

Possibilities of preventing adverse reactions in simulating the acute period of adaptation to weightlessness

Morphological distinctions of the rat thyroid and parathyroid following long-term space flights

SPACE FLIGHT FEEDING

Food packages for Space Shuttle

Caloric and exercise requirements of space flight

Food and waste management biotechnology for the space shuttle

SPACE FLIGHT STRESS

Prolonged weightlessness and calcium loss in man

On the man's adaptation to the operator's work under stressful conditions of space flight

Space medicine - A prognosis for future research

Laryngeal problems in space travel

Results of tests of the equilibrium organ of candidates for payload expert for the first Spacelab mission

Continuous metabolic and cardiovascular measurements on a monkey subject during a simulated 6-day Spacelab mission

Influence of orbital flight conditions on formation of genitals in Muscari racemosum and Anethum graveolens

Kyphrotropic effects of space flight

Ultrasound investigations of the soleus muscle after space flight on the Biosputnik 936

Determination of muscle mass changes in legs from K-40 measurements

Effect of microwave radiation on the resistance of rats to transverse acceleration loading

Some neurochemical characteristics of rats after space flight in the Cosmos-936 satellite

Psychological training - One of the most important factors of enhancing the safety of space flights
Recovery of hemopoiesis in rats exposed to radiation during space flight

Radiation lesion to liver DNA of rats exposed to radiation during flight aboard the Kosmos-690 biosatellite

Histological and histochemical studies of the liver of rats flown aboard Kosmos-690 biosatellite

State of spermatogenesis in rats flown aboard Kosmos-690 biosatellite

Rat behavior in maze after flight aboard Kosmos-690 biosatellite

Analysis of distribution of sequences of R-R intervals in astronauts: Generalized coordinate method

Effect of space flight on cell-mediated immunity

---, COSMOS 782 satellite

Histological studies on tibial bone of rats in the 1975 COSMOS-782 flight. Part 1: Endochondral osteogenesis; medullary bone turnover

Histological studies on tibial bone of rats in the 1975 COSMOS-782 flight. Part 2: Microradiographic study of cortical bone

Effect of weightlessness and centrifugation (LEG) on erythrocyte survival in rats subjected to prolonged space flight

COSMOS 936, experiment K204: The effects of space flight on some liver enzymes concerned with carbohydrate and lipid metabolism in the rat

Quantitative analysis of selected bone parameters

Cosmic ray effects on the eyes of stationary and centrifuged rats flown on COSMOS 936, experiment K-207

COSMOS 936, experiment K-208: Spaceflight effects on muscle fibers

Space biology and aerospace medicine, vol. 12, no. 6 (JPR-72947)

Principal results of experiment with animals onboard the Kosmos-782 biosatellite

DNA content of animal organs during space flight on Kosmos-690 satellite

Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 13, no. 1, 1979 (JPR-72826)

Effect of 49-day space flight on parameters of immunological reactivity and protein composition of blood in the crew of Salut-5

Effects of space flight on course of radiation lesions in rat lymphoid organs

Morphological study of adrenals of rats irradiated during flight aboard Kosmos-690 satellite

Changes in metabolism of soleus muscle tissue in rats following the flight aboard the Kosmos-690 biosatellite

Changes in amount and composition of phospholipids in rat skeletal muscle microsomal fraction under the influence of a flight aboard the Kosmos-690 biosatellite

Antistressotoxic hypokinesia as an approximate model of weightlessness

Bioelectrical activity of the brain during 49-day antistressotoxic hypokinesia in individuals with early signs of vegetovascular dysfunctions

Changes in properties of rat fur as a result of crucial exertion and hypokinesia

Blood clotting factors of the vascular wall and myocardium of hypokinetic rabbits

Effect of hypokinesia on animal resistance to chemical agents

Effects of prolonged unidirectional shift of sleeping-walking cycle on physiological functions, mental productivity and sleep of man

Effects of space flight factors on electrolyte composition of rat skeletal muscles

Effects of LMP on catecholamines and adrenal cortex

Rehabilitation measures used to restore physical fitness of men after long-term restriction of movement

Problems of human adaptation to spaceflight

Space biology and aerospace medicine, no. 2, 1979 (JPR-73177)

Biochemical study of proteins of gastric and intestinal mucosa of rats flown aboard the Kosmos-690 biosatellite --- effects of space flight stress

Increased hemoglobin and content of red blood serum as a result of decreased resistance of erythrocyte membranes to hyperbaric oxygenation, and the protective effect of urea

Effect of combination of hypoxia and hypercapnia on survival of Japanese quail

Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, no. 4, 1979 (JPR-74133)

Studies of venous circulation in the crew of the Salut-5 orbital station

Effects on lipid metabolism in man of some factors that simulate space flight conditions

Intensity of DNA synthesis in animal organs after flight aboard the Cosmos-782 biosatellite

SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING

From the laboratory to the Spacelab: Training program for Spacelab payload experts [ASME PAPER 78-145]
[IAA PAPER 79-7430]

Jiun Chiropollia on board of Salut 6

Space maintenance

Test evaluation of space station ECLSS maintenance concepts --- Environmental Control and Life Support System [ASME PAPER 78-2056]

Health maintenance and health surveillance considerations for an SPS space construction base community [ASAE PAPER 78-176]

Space Manufacturing

Construction in space -- Toward a fresh definition of the man/machine relation

Space Missions

Life sciences experiments mission development test program [ASME PAPER 78-2056]

Survey of the use of robots in space missions [DGLR PAPER 78-182]

Concept definition for an extended duration orbiter ECLSS [NASA-CB-160164]

Space Perception

The effects of ambient illumination, aircraft velocity and feedback on absolute distance judgments during simulated flight

A-183
map-of-the-earth flight  p0038 A79-13204
Depth perception and manual control  p0038 A79-13207
Significance of motor activity for spatial hearing  p0043 A79-14372
Perception of graphic displays of space  p0062 A79-18205
The importance of providing stereoscopic vision in training for map-of-the-earth/NOE-flight  p0062 A79-18206
Eye movements and asymmetry - Foundations for a quantitative analysis of eye movements as they depend on the structure of the perception field --- German thesis  p0098 A79-20756
The common occurrence of errors of perceived distance  p0100 A79-22775
Digital color image compression in a perceptual space  p0136 A79-28013
Perception of depth - Processing of simple positional disparity as a function of viewing distance  p0139 A79-28197
Axiomatic summary and deductions from Hering's principles of visual direction  p0228 A79-41421
A comparison of oculomotor and motion parallax cues of egocentric distance  p0305 A79-54253

SPACE PROBES

SPACE VIKING MARS PROGRAM

SPACE PROCESSING

Spacelab and beyond - Bioscience problems in the use of space  p0041 A79-14081
The growth of single crystals from proteins in gravity-free space  p0069 A79-19665

SPACE PROGRAMS

MT U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM

SPACE RADIATION

3 EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION

SPACE RATIONS

Food packages for Space Shuttle  p0007 A79-12562

SPACE SCIENCES

0 AEROSPACE SCIENCES

SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS

Animal life support transporters for Shuttle/Spacelab  p0006 A79-12559
Extended duration orbiter life support system options  p0008 A79-12580
Extended duration orbiter life support system definition  p0009 A79-12588
Prevention and treatment of space sickness in Shuttle-Orbiter missions  p0128 A79-24639

Food and waste management biotechnology for the space shuttle  p0302 A79-53294
Selection, training, and health care of working specialists for Shuttle/Spacelab and future space station missions  p0303 A79-53297
Multi-axis hand controller for the shuttle remote manipulator system  p0117 A79-17503
Advanced life support equipment for nitrogen tetoxide environments  p0169 A79-20432
Concept definition for an extended duration orbiter ECLSS  p0197 A79-23666

SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOAD

MT SPACEBORNE EXPERIMENTS

MT SPACELAB

Life sciences in the Shuttle era  p0008 A79-12582
Life support systems for biological specimens in the Shuttle/Spacelab  p0009 A79-12585
Development of space biology experiments for the Space Shuttle - A student's perspective  p0099 A79-21252

SPACE SHUTTLES

Food packages for Space Shuttle  p0007 A79-12562
Microbolometric Valve for Space Shuttle  p0008 A79-12576
Manned maneuvering unit: User's guide  p0113 A79-16553
Simple models for the shuttle remote manipulator system  p0113 A79-16556
Human factors in Space vehicles and space stations  p0189 A79-22135
Biomedical application in space, pilot program in the southern California region  p0195 A79-23653
A system for sterilizing objects --- such as water systems on the space shuttle using ethylene oxide  p0318 A79-33048

SPACE STATIONS

MT LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY

MT ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS

MT SPACE SHUTTLES

SPACE VEHICLES

SPACE VEHICLE CONTROL

SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PROGRAM

SPACE VEHICLES ON SPACECRAFT

SPACEBORNE ASTRONOMY

Advanced teleoperators --- remote manipulation system  p0187 A79-34982

SPACEBORNE EXPERIMENTS

Experiment Chloraless 1 on board of Salut 6  p0003 A79-11223
Biological specimens holding facilities for Spacelab experiments  p0007 A79-12562
Two private biological facility module in Spacelab  p0009 A79-12579
An apparatus for studying electrophotographic responses under conditions of space flight  p0006 A79-12517
Radiobiological investigations in Cosmos 782 space flight /Biobloc SF1 experiment/  p0006 A79-12518
Biological study of tobacco seeds flown in the joint Apollo-Soyuz test-project  p0006 A79-12518
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SUBJECT INDEX</strong></th>
<th><strong>SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertibular Function Research aboard Spacelab</td>
<td>p006 A79-12519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASME PAPER 78-EMAS-25]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life sciences experiments in the first Spacelab mission</td>
<td>p006 A79-12574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASME PAPER 78-EMAS-26]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life sciences in the Shuttle era</td>
<td>p008 A79-12575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASME PAPER 78-EMAS-34]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support system considerations for STS biological investigations</td>
<td>p008 A79-12582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASME PAPER 78-EMAS-37]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life support systems for biological specimens in the Shuttle/Spacelab</td>
<td>p008 A79-12584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASME PAPER 78-EMAS-38]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation of red cells and blood viscosity as models of materials experimentation in the space environment</td>
<td>p009 A79-12585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 79-030]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiences of a payload specialist involved with the simulated Spacelab mission ASSIST II</td>
<td>p009 A79-19664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[DGLR PAPER 78-183]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of space biology experiments for the Space Shuttle - A student’s perspective</td>
<td>p009 A79-21522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NAS PAPER 78-134]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The European life sciences experiments onboard the first Spacelab mission</td>
<td>p100 A79-22254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some comments on interpretations of Viking biological experiments</td>
<td>p025 A79-66465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US experiments flown on the Soviet Satellite Cosmos 782</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US experiments flown on Cosmos 782</td>
<td>p020 A79-11652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment K-002: Results of histological examination of inguinal lymph nodes, supplementary report --- Cosmos 782 satellite</td>
<td>p020 A79-11662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of space flight on plasma and glandular concentrations of pituitary hormones --- Cosmos 782 satellite</td>
<td>p020 A79-11664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineralization in teeth and jaws, as judged radiographically, in rats of the Cosmos-7820 experiment</td>
<td>p022 A79-11667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US experiments flown on the Soviet satellite Cosmos 936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TR-78526]</td>
<td>p023 A79-11671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cosmos 936 mission</td>
<td>p023 A79-11672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIODEXP: Biological space experiments, a compendium of life sciences experiments carried on US spacecraft</td>
<td>p026 A79-29784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TR-58217]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPACECRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Spacelab flight unit environmental control/life support system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASME PAPER 78-EMAS-14]</td>
<td>p007 A79-12563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical characteristics of the Spacelab life support system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[DGLR PAPER 78-130]</td>
<td>p008 A79-16402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of bacterial aerosol in airtight rooms occupied by humans</td>
<td>p009 A79-10715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of composition of trace contaminants</td>
<td>p016 A79-10715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the air environment of the Soyuz-22 spacecraft</td>
<td>p0072 A79-14720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight prototype CO2 and humidity control system</td>
<td>p022 A79-25760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TR-160224]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># SERVICE MODULES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># SPACECRAFT MODULES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in and on interplanetary space vehicle components</td>
<td>p0197 A79-25705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-156627]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public health considerations associated with a Mars surface sample return mission</td>
<td>p005 A79-12510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planetary protection guidelines for Outer Planet missions</td>
<td>p005 A79-12511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbial Check Valve for Shuttle</td>
<td>p005 A79-12514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASME PAPER 78-EMAS-27]</td>
<td>p006 A79-12576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal resistance of naturally occurring airborne bacterial spores --- Viking spacecraft dry heat decontamination simulation</td>
<td>p006 A79-13984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-KSC-11057-1]</td>
<td>p0318 A79-33849</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPACECRAFT DESIGN**

| C | ECSS definition for a low cost space construction base --- Environmental Control Life Support Systems | p0214 A79-24653 |
| C | Support system considerations for STS biological investigations | p007 A79-12565 |
| C | Engineering-psychological study of information imaging systems --- manual control of space ship docking | p009 A79-21401 |
| C | Man and machine design for space flight | p030 A79-52696 |
| C | Anthroposcopy source book. Volume 1: Anthroposcopy for designers | p032 A79-11734 |

**SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTS**

| Some advances in astronaut radiation dosimetry | p003 A79-12128 |
| A thermoelastic integrated membrane evaporation system | p007 A79-12568 |
| [ASME PAPER 78-EMAS-15] | |
| Extended duration Orbiter life support definition | p009 A79-12598 |
| [ASME PAPER 78-EMAS-42] | |
| Spacelab and beyond - Bioscience problems in the use of space | p009 A79-14081 |
| [DLR PAPER 78-129] | |
| Waste treatment options for use in closed systems --- in space colonies | p0187 A79-34843 |
| [AIAA PAPER 79-1409] | |
| US experiments flown on the Soviet Satellite Cosmos 782 | |
| US experiments flown on Cosmos 782 | p020 A79-11652 |
| Effects of space flight on plasma and glandular concentrations of pituitary hormones --- Cosmos 782 satellite | p020 A79-11664 |
| A prioritized set of physiological measurements for future spaceflight experiments | p021 A79-25719 |
| [NASA-CR-16202] | |
| Space biology and aerospace medicine, v. 13, no. 3, 1979 | p023 A79-27817 |
| [JEPS-7384] | |
| The combined effect of space flight factors and radiation on rat skeletal muscles | p024 A79-27821 |
| Catecholamines and enzymes of metabolism thereof in the rat hypothalamus after flight aboard Cosmos-782 biosatellite | p024 A79-27821 |
| Tissue metabolism in mixed type fibers of rat skeletal muscles after flight aboard Cosmos-690 biosatellite | p024 A79-27821 |
| Immunological reactivity of rats flown aboard Cosmos-605 and Cosmos-690 biosatellites | p024 A79-27824 |
| Technology advances of an oxygen generation subsystem | p025 A79-27824 |
| [NASA-NO-155257] | p026 A79-28883 |

**SPACECRAFT ORBITAL ASSEMBLY**

| O | ORBITAL ASSEMBLY | p027 A79-50334 |
| O | SPACECRAFT ORBITS | p003 A79-11229 |
| O | SPACECRAFT BURAN ORBITS | |
| O | SPACECRAFT PRELAUNCH TESTS | p028 A79-27824 |
| O | SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION | |
| A system for sterilizing objects --- such as water systems on the space shuttle using ethylene oxide | p0318 A79-33848 |
Noninvasive estimation of bilirubin and hemoglobin oxygen saturation in the skin by reflection spectrophotometry

SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
Study of model membrane fusion using photon correlation spectroscopy --- lipid bilayer phase transition in cell membranes

SPECTROSCOPY
NT ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
NT MASS SPECTROSCOPY
NT BARIUM SPECTROSCOPY
NT SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
NT SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
NT ULTRASONIC SPECTROSCOPY
development and application of resistive pulse spectroscopy: Studies on the size, form and deformability of red blood cells

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
NT CRYSTAL ANALYSIS
todline imaging using spectral analysis --- radiography for visualization of small blood vessels

Analysis of visible spectra and thermodynamic parameters in heme protein systems

SPEECH
NT WORDS (LANGUAGE)
Voice communication in artificial atmospheres --- Russian book

Relationship between the reproduction tactic and the major indices of speech retention-reproduction processes

Speech quality measurement (AD-A056272)

SPEECH DISRECOGNITION
NT SPEECH RECOGNITION
Speech recognition

Effects of phase manipulation on speech intelligibility through communication headsets --- light aircraft radio communication

Automatic recognition of spoken words using a functional model of the auditory system

Human factors. Speech communication [PS-5/78]

Speech as a pilot input medium

A preliminary investigation of aural input/output systems for in-flight information retrieval (AD-1063176)

Speech as a pilot input medium (AD-A056272)

SPEED INDICATORS
NT HD-FILM ANEMOMETERS
Spermatogenesis
State of spermatogenesis in rats flown aboard Kosmos-692 biosatellite

Spermatogenesis in dogs during many years of chronic exposure to gamma radiation and in the aftereffect period

SPHEROIDS
NT PROLATE SPHEROIDS
SPHINCTEROGRAF
Analyses for noninvasive monitoring of arterial blood pressure by /I/ phono cuff-sphygmomanometry, for discrete measurements and /II/ arterial ultrasonic imaging, for continuous measurements

SPINAL CORD
NT SPINE
Dynamic response of vertebral elements related to Gz impact (AD-A059849)

Tolerance of the neck to indirect impact (AD-1066977)

Simulation of head and neck response to G sub z and 4G sub z impacts

A three-dimensional mathematical analogue of the spine structure: A comprehensive approach
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STEREOGRAPHY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The robot's eyes - Stereo vision system for automated scene analysis</td>
<td>p0004 A79-12006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of body form using biostereometrics (NASA-CR-160173)</td>
<td>p0195 A79-23654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The importance of providing stereoscopic vision in training for nap-of-the-earth /NOE/ flight</td>
<td>p0062 A79-19206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The visual perception of motion in depth</td>
<td>p0270 A79-29087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The relationship between the apparent vertical and the vertical horopter -- visual perception of luminous line</td>
<td>p0225 A79-80186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texture contours can facilitate stereopsis by initiating vergence eye movements</td>
<td>p0270 A79-48816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereopsis in monkeys using random dot stereograms -- The effect of viewing duration</td>
<td>p0271 A79-49981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo 3-D perception for a robot</td>
<td>p0019 A79-10740</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEREOGRAPHY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT STEREORELATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT A binocular stereoscopic display system for echocardiography</td>
<td>p0130 A79-26072</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEREOGRAPHY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT STEREOGRAPHY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT STEREOTELEVISION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT A computer system for statistical analysis of EEG transients</td>
<td>p0216 A79-25707</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATISTICAL ANALYSIS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT FACTOR ANALYSIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT PEASAN DISTRIBUTIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT STATISTICAL TESTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental designs for investigating complex human operator/machine systems</td>
<td>p0040 A79-13225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimating percentiles of nonnormal anthropometric populations -- final report</td>
<td>p0065 A79-18226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical studies of animal response data from 3DP toxicity screening test method</td>
<td>p0066 A79-18305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are evolutionary rates really variable -- in vertebrate protein chemistry</td>
<td>p0232 A79-42273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical considerations in man-machine designs</td>
<td>p0033 A79-11743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The distribution of cadmium and other metals in human tissues (PB-285220/2)</td>
<td>p0057 A79-13703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determination of a generalized output index of a biological experiment after multiple tests</td>
<td>p0076 A79-18744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A computer system for statistical analysis of EEG transients</td>
<td>p0216 A79-25707</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT PEASAN DISTRIBUTIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimating percentiles of nonnormal anthropometric populations (AD-4061511)</td>
<td>p0122 A79-17535</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATISTICAL TESTS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparing a new model for determining test</td>
<td>p0216 A79-25707</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STIMULATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SPERILIZATION EFFECTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT CHEMICAL EFFECTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT DECONTAMINATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT THERMAL DEGRADATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Department of the Army's food irradiation program: Is it worth continuing (PB-286399/1)</td>
<td>p0096 A79-15644</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEROIDS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT ALDOSEONE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT CHOLESTEROL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT CORTICOSTEROIDS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT CHOLESTEROL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT PULSED LASERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STIFF STRUCTURES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT RIGID STRUCTURES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT STEREOGRAPHY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT STEREOGRAPHY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT STEREOGRAPHY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT STEREOGRAPHY</td>
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<td>Discredence of density and clustering on four versions of a stochastic display -- human performance of pattern recognition</td>
<td>p0306 A79-13192</td>
</tr>
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<td>Are evolutionary rates really variable -- in vertebrate protein chemistry</td>
<td>p0322 A79-42273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation on the effect of mechanical properties of control elements on human control performance under stochastic roll vibrations (ENV-3278-78-11)</td>
<td>p0146 A79-18593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A stochastic model of muscle fatigue in frequent strenuous work cycles</td>
<td>p0261 A79-29789</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MEDICAL Qualification procedures for hazardous-duty aeroord research

[AD-A0578242] [p0056 W79-11695]

Gastro exchange under environmental stress

[AD-A0582471] [p0056 W79-13697]

Stress factors on pilot performance: A bibliogrophy with abstracts

[MTIS/PS-79/1289/3] [p0145 W79-18589]

Effects of stress and performance.

[mt/ps-79/0071/5] [p0177 W79-21762]

Cardiac adaptation to endurance training:

Determined by echocardiography and electrocardiography

[mt/ps-79/23649] [p0194 W79-23649]

Stress and fatigue in the driving environment ---

Physiological and psychological effects of heat and noise experienced inside automobile

[mt/ps-79/24629] [p0211 W79-24629]

Design specification for the whole-body algorithms

[ACR-160026] [p0212 W79-24641]

Stress and simulation in pilot training

[AD-A066670] [p0222 W79-25757]

Effects of vibration on the human organisme

[mt/ps-79/27862] [p0249 W79-27862]

Stress management: A comparison of educational,

aerobic and autosuggestive approaches

[mt/ps-79-28875] [p0260 W79-28875]

Stress factors on pilot performance. Citations from the International aerospace abstracts data base

[mt/ps-79/0506/0] [p0260 W79-28878]

Medical and operational factors of accidents in advanced fighter aircraft

[mt/ps-79-31944] [p0290 W79-28878]

The causes of decreases in aircrow performance

Physiological changes produced by vibration and other environmental stresses and response of the cardiovascular system to vibration and combined stress

[AD-A069052] [p0318 W79-33845]

STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY)

MENTAL Work and emotions --- Russian book

[mt/ps-79/10847] [p0002 W79-10847]

Sustained operations and sleep deprivation -

Effects on indices of stress

[mt/ps-79-12859] [p0009 W79-12859]

Functional changes in the cardiovascular system of

Machine-tool operators under physical and

neurologically stressful loads

[mt/ps-79-29270] [p0160 W79-29270]

Conjoint effect of physical stress and noise

Stress on information processing performance and cardiac response

[mt/ps-79-29715] [p0161 W79-29715]

Cardiac response to whole-body heating

[mt/ps-79-30661] [p0165 W79-30661]

Energetic aspects of adaptation --- Russian book on

metabolic response to stress

[mt/ps-79-31906] [p0167 W79-31906]

Predicting coronary artery disease with treadmill stress testing changes in r-wave amplitude

Compared with ST segment depression

[mt/ps-79-32884] [p0186 W79-32884]

Pathophysiology of overloads: Bibliography of Soviet publications --- Russian book

[mt/ps-79-36385] [p0200 W79-36385]

Predictive accuracy of Q-X/Y0-T ratio, Tc.

Interval, S-T depression and R wave amplitude

During stress testing --- Heart pathology

[mt/ps-79-40664] [p0225 W79-40664]

Response of women mountaineers to maximal exercise

During hypoxia

[mt/ps-79-43201] [p0234 W79-43201]

Inhibition of the pituitary-adrenal response to

Stress during deprivation-induced feeding

[mt/ps-79-43505] [p0235 W79-43505]

Comparative study of hypoxia and other

Non-invasive stress tests for evaluation of ischemic heart disease

[mt/ps-79-49731] [p0272 W79-49731]

Electrophysiological investigation of sleep during

Work-shift regime and production-induced emotional stress

[mt/ps-79-50655] [p0276 W79-50655]
SURVEILLANCE RADAR
Evolution of the man-machine interface in surveillance radar systems p0001 A79-10322

SYNCHRONIZERS
Devices for synchronizing a digital measuring apparatus with biological signals p0160 A79-29271

SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
Tentative estimation of the injuries likely to occur during the crash of a SA 341 Gazelle helicopter, from a study on mannequins p0267 A79-31925
Minimum sea surface temperatures and associated survival times [AD-A070162] p0315 A79-33824

SURVIVAL
An overview of helicopter mission specific survival equipment p0183 A79-33625
Current trends in UK military aircrew survival equipment p0183 A79-33633
Cold water survival suits for aircrew p0298 A79-52282
Cold water survival suits for aircrew [AFRL/STE-NOTE-56] p0261 A79-28882

SWAMPS
U MARSHLANDS
SWING
Theroregulation in swimmers and runners p0227 A79-41186

SYNCHRONIZERS
Switching devices --- in aircraft p0064 A79-18223

SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
The role of the neurohormone system of the hypothalamus in physiology and pathology --- Russian book p0251 A79-43835

SYNTHETIC RESINS
Acrylic resins NT ELASTONERS NT WORDS (LANGUAGE) U SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS NT BLACKOUT (PHYSIOLOGY) U SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS U ADRENERGICS NT BODIES OF REVOLUTION NT SWITCHING CIRCUITS U PERSPIRATION NT MARSHLANDS

SWAT TEAM
Target acquisition in realistic terrain p0209 A79-38221

SWEAT
Sweating responses during heat acclimation and moderate conditioning p0105 A79-33803
Effect of rate of change in skin temperature on local sweating rate p0268 A79-47853
The effects of active and passive heat acclimatization procedures on the cardiovascular, thermoregulatory, and sweat rate responses to work in the heat in male humans p0195 A79-23651

SWIMMING
Theroregulation in swimmers and runners p0227 A79-41186

SWIMMING
Swimming p0278 A79-47608

SYMPATHOMIMETICS
U ADRENERGICS

SWITCHING ELEMENTS
U SWITCHING CIRCUITS

SYNTHETIC FUELS
Synthetic fuels --- mutagenic components of alternate energy sources [CONF-760636-8] p0260 A79-30923

SYNTHETIC RESINS
Acrylic resins NT ELASTONERS NT WORDS (LANGUAGE) U SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS NT BLACKOUT (PHYSIOLOGY) U SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS U ADRENERGICS NT BODIES OF REVOLUTION NT SWITCHING CIRCUITS U PERSPIRATION NT MARSHLANDS

SWITCHING CIRCUITS
Control logic design criteria for multifunction switching devices --- in aircraft p0064 A79-18223

SYNTHETICAPERTURE RADAR
Synthetic aperture radar operator tactical target acquisition research p0037 A79-13202
SYSTEM FAILURES

Simulator Training Requirements and Effectiveness
Study /STRES/  p0063 A79-18216
Recent studies of simulation training effectiveness
[SAREP PAPER 79-1806]  p0130 A79-25888
The impact of a Learn-Forget-Learn (LFL) curve and
learning curves on a system effectiveness model
[AD-1061622]  p0124 N79-17550

SYSTEM FAILURES
The effects of participatory mode and task
workload on the detection of dynamic system
failures  p0098 A79-21156
The effects of participatory mode and task
workload on the detection of dynamic system
failures  p0116 N79-17467

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Modeling and analysis using SAINT - A combined
discrete/continuous simulation language
--- Systems Analysis of Integrated Network of
Tasks for RPV  p0004 A79-11650
Control theory and biosystems: Analysis of
homeostatic properties --- Russian book  p0186 A79-34506
Some properties of conservative systems ---
walking robot model  p0221 A79-35942
The conception of the systems analytic approach to
planning and organization of medical scientific
research  p0278 N79-14764
The systems analytic approach to the problems of
classification of scientific medical research
p0078 N79-14766
Use of the systems analytic approach for
organization and coordination of complex
biomedical research  p0079 N79-14776
Earth orbital teleoperator systems evaluation
[NASA-CR-1609121]  p0112 N78-16552
The application of sensitivity analysis to models
of large scale physiological systems
User's instructions for the Cayton circulatory
dynamics model using the Univac 1110 batch and
demand processing (with graphic capabilities)
The application of systems analysis and
mathematical models to the study of
tyrophonics during space flight
Flight prototype CO2 and humidity control system
[NASA-CR-160226a]  p0222 N79-25760
Analytical methods for biotechnological design of
man machine systems: Work on system ergonomics
[78-28]  p0247 N79-26787
The systemic principles of building a man-machine
control staff --- functional analysis
p0249 N79-27861
Development and utilization of internal models in
dynamic systems: A comparison of monitors and
operators as failure detectors
[AD-10659730]  p0282 N79-30942
SAINT: A combined simulation language for
modeling man-machine systems  p0317 N79-33842

SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY
Piloted aircraft simulation - Advantages,
disadvantages, and practical problems
[SAREP PAPER 79-1806]  p0011 A79-10407
Systems operability - Concept and measurement in
test and evaluation --- man system compatibility
indices in F-18 aircraft example  p0062 A79-18208

SYSTEMS DESIGN
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
MT COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN
Systems integration in the development of
controlled ecological life support systems
[AIA PAPER 79-1806]  p0187 A79-34842
Pilot-optimal augmentation synthesis systems
p0088 N79-15603
Optimization of pilot capability and avionic
system design  p0113 N79-16560

SUBJECT INDEX
Optimisation of pilot capability and avionic
system design, introduction  p0113 N79-16561
System design  p0114 A79-16563
A wide aperture focussed ultrasound system for
detection of breast carcinomas by ultrasonic
attenuation  p0142 A79-19577
Human factors evaluations of today's
as an aid to future systems design
helicopters  p0150 N79-19627
Application of a structured decision process for
proper inclusion of human resources in the
design of a power unit support stand
[AD-1069978]  p0309 N79-32840

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
A model of the human supervisor
p0117 N79-17495

SYSTEMS STABILITY
Stabilized stability considerations with vestibular
models  p0066 A79-18208
Study report on guidelines and test procedures for
investigating stability of nonlinear
cardiovascular control system models

SYSTOLE
Systolic time intervals during combined hand
cooling and head-up tilt  p0135 A79-27554
Measuring systolic time intervals at rest and
under stress by external methods. Advantages in
the evaluation of fliers  p0030 N79-11717

TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
Evaluation of kinesthetic-tactual displays using a
critical tracking task  p0119 N79-17516

TAGGING
U MARKING
TALKING
MT WORDS (LANGUAGE)
TANKER AIRCRAFT

TANKS (CONTAINERS)
MT STORAGE TANKS
TAKE (DATA REDUCTION)
DATA REDUCTION
TARGET ACQUISITION

Synthetic aperture radar operator tactical target
acquisition research  p0037 A79-13202
Target acquisition in realistic terrain
p0037 A79-13203
Observer performance using a video display --- in
simulated air to ground target acquisition tasks
p0065 A79-18225
Effects of target motion and image on AAA tracking
--- Anti-Aircraft Artillery
p0066 A79-19469
Target-terrain classification and detection
performance --- to assess aerial photos for tanks
p0068 A79-18997
Line criteria in target acquisition with television
visibility of target image on TV screens
p0069 A79-19000
Visual target acquisition and ocular scanning
performance

Real-time reconnaissance systems simulator
p0139 A79-28175
The role of perceived motion in smooth pursuit eye
movements  p0225 A79-60184
The effect of expectations on slow saccadic
control. I - Periodic target steps. II - Single
target displacements
p0225 A79-60185
The relative effects of multiple factors on target
acquisition --- by combat pilots
p0267 A79-47765
A behavioral model of target acquisition in
realistic terrain

A-192
TARGET RECOGNITION

TARGETS

TARGET SIMULATORS

TARGETS

TASK COMPLEXITY

Tasks functional demands as factors in dual-task performance

The man-computer division of tasks in the case of the control of complex technical systems --- applied to aircraft

An algorithm to ascertain critical regions of human tracking ability

Measurement and scaling of workload in complex performance

A preliminary study of the air traffic controller's picture

Visual search for complex targets

Pilot workload in the aircraft of the future

Pilot workload during final approach in congested airspace

Modeling the human as a controller in a multitask environment

Prospects of a mathematical theory of human behavior in complex man-machine systems tasks --- time sharing computer analogy of automobile driving

Petri nets as a modeling tool for discrete concurrent tasks of the human operator --- describing sequential and parallel demands on human operators

A model for dynamic allocation of human attention among multiple tasks

A model of human event detection in multiple process monitoring situations

A quasi-linear control theory analysis of timesharing skills

Two measures of performance in a peg-in-hole manipulation task with force feedback

Task complexity and 24-hr performance patterns in morning and evening active subjects

Time-sharing ability in complex performance: An expanded replication

Simulated BV operation of a remote connector assembly test report

Task complexity and 24-hr performance patterns in morning and evening active subjects

Performance and workload analysis of inflight helicopter missions
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### SUBJECT INDEX

**TELECOMMUNICATION**

- Gel-electrophoresis studies for the taxonomic characterization of soil microorganisms  
  [NYN/CNR-77-1924]  p0039 A79-13212

**TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION**

- Development of techniques to enhance man/machine communication  

**TEACHING**

- Team performance - A model for research  p0065 A79-18227

**TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING**

- Regional program for acquisition of medical technologies  p0027 A79-50550

**TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT**

- Infection and control of the man/machine relation  p0085 N79-15580

**TECHNOLOGIES**

- Space suit technology  p0039 A79-15444

**TELEMECHANICS**

- Experiment on sudden changes of quantity and local  p0243 N79-27817

**TELEMETRY**

- Radiation biological effects of the solar electromagnetic field  p0146 N79-12006

**TELEVISION CAMERAS**

- Telemedicine: An expanding new science on land and sea  p0146 N79-19020

**TELEPHICOS**

- Importance of temperature control for REFLEX, a German book on pilot training systems  p0095 A79-19375

**TELEPROTECTORS**

- Computer augmented manual control of remote manipulators  p0147 N79-19022

**TELETYPEWRITERS**

- Telemedicine: An expanding new science on land and sea  p0046 A79-14987

**TELEVISION EQUIPMENT**

- Telehealth handbook: A guide to telecommunication technology for rural health care  p0241 N79-26778

**TELEVISION SYSTEMS**

- Telemedicine: An expanding new science on land and sea  p0230 A79-41716

**TELEVISION TECHNOLOGY**

- Very-large-scale integration - What it means for technical systems and humans  p0269 A79-48019

**TELEVISION TRANSMISSION**

- Very-large-scale integration - What it means for technical systems and humans  p0319 A79-12577

**TEMPERATURE CONTROL**

- Temperature control  p0273 A79-49985

**TEMPERATURE REGIONS**

- Deconditioning-induced exercise responses as influenced by heat acclimation  p0253 A79-19020

**TEMPERATURES**

- Importance of temperature control for REFLEX, a biological experiment for Spacelab 1 --- plant gravitational physiology study  p0230 A79-41716

**TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS**

- Temperature control  p0241 A79-13613
Distribution of internal heat production

Apparatus for supplying conditioned air at a substantially constant temperature and humidity [NASA-CASR-ESC-1291-1]

Temperature effects
A composite view of task performance in hot environments

Temperature effect of muscular work in the white rat during hypoxia

Discrimination, temperature, and time of day --- human performance variances

Characteristics of EEG changes in rabbits in response to local cooling or heating of the central thermosensory area

Thermal activation of the visual transduction mechanism in retinal rods

Separation of the effects of raised skin and core temperature on performance of a pursuit rotor task

Relationship between thermogenic drinking and plasma resin activity in the rat

Tracking-task performance during heat stress simulating cockpit conditions in high-performance aircraft

Temperature effects on shape and function of human granulocytes

[AD-A063750]

Effects of sleep at altered ambient temperatures on electrophysiological sleep and thermoregulatory mechanisms in human subjects and in the ground squirrel (Citellus lateralis)

Temperature fields
U TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

Temperature gradients
Effect of cockpit temperature gradients on the validity of single-point measurements
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Temperature instruments
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Temperature inversions
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Temperature measurement
Core temperature measurement in man

Measurement of skin temperatures of active subjects by wireless telemetry

Effect of cockpit temperature gradients on the validity of single-point measurements
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Instrumentation and techniques for the measurement of muscular strength and endurance in the human body [AD-A061023]
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P0261 N79-29788 

THERMAL PROTECTION 

Heat transfer principles in personal protection 

applications 

Development of integrated tubing fabric for liquid 

conditioning garments 

P0043 A79-14005 

Bioassay of thermal protection afforded by 

candidate flight suit fabrics 

P0298 A79-52280 

Biomedical constraints on thermal protective 

flight design: A bioengineering analysis 

P0153 N79-19662 

THERMAL RADIATION 

Thermally induced retinal injury due to high 

doses of optical radiation 

P0278 A79-50974 

THERMAL RESISTANCE 

Thermal resistance of naturally occurring airborne 

bacterial spores --- Viking spacecraft dry heat 

decontamination simulation 

P0131 A79-26147 

Development of the CWU-48/P high temperature 

radiation resistant aramid knit flyer's coverall 

P0059 N79-13716 

THERMAL RESOURCES 

MT GEOEGENAL RESOURCES 

THERMAL STABILITY 

Structure-stability relationship of thermophile 

UHMA - A model for biological adaptation and 

limit of life at high temperature 

Temperature uniformity in hyperthermal tumor therapy 

P0206 A79-37976 

P0018 N79-10750 

THERMAL STRESSES 

Computer simulation of thermoregulatory responses 

to heat stress – A future work design and 

training tool 

P0037 A79-13196 

Cardiac response to whole-body heating 

P0165 A79-30661 

Analysis of climatic data and cockpit thermal 

conditions at a fighter base in North West India 

P0201 A79-37135 

The effect of thermal stimulation of the skin on 

activity of lateral crescent interneurons of 

lumbar segments 

P0208 A79-38187 

A comparison of the physiological responses in 

young men and women to heat and cold stress 

P0155 N79-19679 

Fighter index of thermal stress: Relation to 

weather conditions at ATC and TAC bases 

P0174 A79-20748 

THERMALIZATION (ENERGY ABSORPTION) 

Classical theory of microwave interactions with 

biological systems 

P0082 N79-15556 

THERMOBIOLOGISTS 

MT PYHOLOGISTS 

THERMAL PROPERTIES 

MT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 

MT THERMAL STABILITY 

THERMOBIOLOGY 

Thermodynamic studies on the oxygenation and 

subunit association of human hemoglobin 

P0142 N79-18576 

Analysis of visible spectra and thermodynamic 
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Immunobiological reactivity of the body under hyperbaric and hypobaric conditions

Studies of venous circulation in the crew of the Salyut-5 orbital station

Fluid-electrolyte metabolism in the crew of Salyut-4

Control of vertical position after flights aboard the Salyut-4 orbital station

Effects on lipid metabolism in man of some factors that simulate space flight conditions

Electrolyte composition of rat blood plasma and skeletal muscles after flight aboard the Cosmos-690 biosatellite

Intensity of DNA synthesis in animal organs after flight aboard the Cosmos-762 biosatellite

Effect of brief head-down position on parameters of carbohydrate metabolism and beta lipoprotein content of blood

Influence of pressure chamber conditions on adenocortical function in man (according to results of assaying blood plasma 11-hydroxy corticosteroids)

Energy expenditures of man during long exposure to a periodically changing atmosphere

Distinctions of influence of the reticular formation of the midbrain on the heart and respiration with exposure to centrifugal accelerations

Significance of the vibration component to the deleterious effect of impact accelerations

Effect of restricted activity on vestibular function

Effect of rocking on absorption of some group B vitamins and ascorbic acid in the small intestine of dogs

Ultrastructure of lymph nodes of dogs exposed to long-term external gamma radiation

C-15
Corporation Source Index

Some of the problems involved in planning biological experiments p0312 N79-33805
Adaptive optimization of exchange of gases in plants in a sealed phytotron p0313 N79-33806
Quality of water reclamation from urine as related to pH of initial product p0313 N79-33807
Evaluation of oxidizability of air in closed areas p0313 N79-33808
Effect of dehydration on orthostatic stability and physical fitness of man during 60-day antidiuretic hypokinesia p0313 N79-33809
Vertical orientation of man during 5-day antidiuretic hypokinesia (–5, –8, and –12 deg head down position) p0313 N79-33810
Effect of impact accelerations on chemical resistance of rat erythrocytes p0313 N79-33811
External respiration and gas exchange reactions of man during rotation on a short-arm centrifuge p0313 N79-33812
Blood coagulation and tissular factors of blood clotting in heparinized rabbits submitted to hypokinesia p0313 N79-33813
Third Symposium on Motion Sickness p0313 N79-33814

Kansas State Univ., Manhattan
Kansas Univ., Lawrence
The effect of hypoxia on cerebral blood flow in the unanesthetized posy p0107 N79-16511
A study of the effects of six light conditions on caloric induced hypokinesis p0195 N79-23652
Kansas Water Resources Research Inst., Manhattan
Effects of heavy metals especially selenium, vanadium and zirconium on movement, growth and survival of certain animal aquatic life [PB-295243/7] p0197 N79-25706
Kennesaw State Coll., Kennesaw
Gametotic adaptation in broodopha exposed to oxygen-enriched atmospheres p0164 A79-30657
Kennesaw State Univ., Atlanta
Dynamic response of vertebral elements related to BSAF in PHY [AD-005940] p0071 N79-14713
Frequency response of cardiovascular regulation in canines to sinusoidal acceleration at frequencies below 1 Hz (basis for biodynamic modeling) p0205 N79-31915
The causes of decrements in airflow production physiological changes produced by vibration and other environmental stresses and response of the cardiovascular system to vibration and combined stress [AD-A069952] p0318 N79-33845

Laboratoire de Medicine Aerospatiale, Bertigny-sur-Oise (France)
Vertebral pain in helicopter pilots p0153 N79-19656
Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, PA
Mathematical studies of oxygen transport to tissue p0170 N79-27023
Letterman Army Inst. of Research, San Francisco, Calif.
Round 1: Personality, heart rate, urinary catecholamine, and subjective fatigue measures related to night nap-of-the-earth flying [AD-0056884] p0055 N79-13692
Life Systems, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio
Instrumentation for controlling and monitoring environmental control and life support systems [ASME Paper 78-SNAP-40] p0009 N79-12597
Linus Pauling Inst. for Science and Medicine, Emory Park, Calif.
Orthomolecular enhancement of human development p0095 N79-15995
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Sunnyvale, Calif.
Ventricular Function Research (VFR) experiment. Phase B: Design definition study p0024 N79-11603
Spacecraft scrubber analysis and test support [NASA-CR-161309] p0138 N79-33849
Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.
Estimating percentiles of nonnormal anthropometric populations [AD-A051451] p0122 N79-17535
Los Angeles State and County Arboretum, Arcadia, Calif.
Mechanism of plant virus inactivation in soil injected with municipal wastewater and treatment plant sludges [PB-287012/9] p0107 N79-16513
Louisiana State Univ., Shreveport
Biomedical constraints on thermal protective flight clothing design: A bioengineering analysis p0153 N79-19662
Louisiana State Univ. and Air Coll., Baton Rouge
The influence of various physiological responses on ratings of perceived exertion before and after training p0190 N79-23649
Louisville Univ., KY.
Millifish development in zero-G on Cosmos 782: Fundusium experiment K-104 p0021 N79-11659
Mechanisms of retinal damage from chronic laser radiation: Thresholds and mechanisms [AD-A054809] p0056 N79-13698
Loveland Foundation for Medical Education and Research, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Effects of regional hemocencentration during LBNP on plasma volume determinations p0065 N79-47326
Specialized physiological studies in support of manned space flight [NASA-CR-151078] p0111 N79-16542

Mallory (Kenneth) and Associates, Inc., Vienna, Va.
Man Factors, Inc., San Diego, Calif.
Development of recommendations to improve controls operability [PB-284433/0] p0053 N79-12714
Marquette Univ., Milwaukee, Wis.
Density dependence of maximum expiratory flow p0059 N79-12591
Noninvasive techniques in the evaluation of the peripheral circulation p0154 N79-19675
Martin Marietta Aerospace, Bethesda, Md.
Computer aided control of a mechanical arm p0275 N79-50304
Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver, Colo.
Solar-driven chemical energy source for a Martian biota p0254 N79-46464
Martin Marietta Corp., Denver, Colo.
Spacecraft utensil/hand cleansing fixture, addendum
Utilization of the wastes of vital activity
[NASA-TN-75410] p0177 A79-21768
Publications of the planetary biology program for 1977: A special bibliography
Medical science in Siberia: Oxygen exchange in the far North
Investigations about the quantitative changes of carbon dioxide production in humans. Report 21: Carbon dioxide production during fever and its relationship with heat production
Obtaining growth hormone from calf blood
Experimental and theoretical investigations concerning a frequency filter behavior of the human retina regarding electric pulse currents
Contribution to the theory of photopic vision: Retinal phenomena
Publications of the planetary biology program for 1978: A special bibliography
RATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
Coupling of aspartate and serine transport to the transmembrane electrochemical gradient for sodium ions in Halobacterium halobium - Translocation stoichiometries and apparent cooperativity
p0002 A79-10425
In-vivo bone strain telemetry in monkeys /m./
Neurosci/ p0002 A79-10608
Biological specimen holding facilities for Spacelab experiments
[TAP PAPER 78-56] p0003 A79-11224
Comparison of circadian rhythms in male and female humans
p0004 A79-11947
Comparison of hormones and electrolyte circadian rhythms in male and female humans
p0004 A79-11948
Characterization of a novel extremely alkalophilic bacterium
p0004 A79-11950
A study of axonal degeneration in the optic nerves of aging mice
p0005 A79-12123
In vivo response of ornithine decarboxylase activity to growth hormone as demonstrated by oxidation of L-ornithine-1/C-14/ in hypophysectomized rats
p0005 A79-12400
Effects of fenfluramine administration on activity of the pituitary-adrenal system in the rat
p0005 A79-12474
Temperature-dependent morphological changes in synaptosomes of Bacillus stearothermophilus
p0005 A79-12475
Planetary protection guidelines for Outer Planet missions
p0005 A79-12511
Animal life support transporters for Shuttle/Spacelab
[ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-10] p0006 A79-12559
Vestibular Function Research aboard Spacelab
[ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-26] p0007 A79-12574
Support system considerations for SST biological investigations
[ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-37] p0008 A79-12584
Studies on the erythrocyte and ferrokinetic responses in beagles adapted to hypergravity
p0010 A79-12869
Coordinated crew performance in commercial aircraft operations
p0040 A79-13219
Identification of a tripeptidyl aminopeptidase in the anterior pituitary gland - Effect on the chemical and biological properties of rat and bovine growth hormones
p0069 A79-19449
The Viking biological investigations - Review and status
p0100 A79-22083
Cardiovascular regulatory response to lower body negative pressure following blood volume loss
p0101 A79-23470
The use of hybrid integrated circuit techniques in biotelemetry applications
p0104 A79-26145
Senescent changes in the ribosomes of animal cells in vivo and in vitro
p0138 A79-27226
NEC/Cr-51/ half-life and albinism turnover in growing beagle dogs during chronic radial acceleration
p0135 A79-27553
The response of selected terrestrial organisms to the Martian environment - A modeling study
p0136 A79-27928
Plasma volume and electrolyte shifts with heavy exercise in sitting and supine positions
p0161 A79-29336
Probiotic nucleotide oligosaccharides in a fluctuating environment - Effects of kaolinite and cyanamide
p0162 A79-29938
Effects of aeration on formation and localization of the acetyl coenzyme A synthetases of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
p0162 A79-30125
Effect of sodium and calcium ingestion on thermoregulation during exercise in man
p0163 A79-30624
Spaceflight and bone turnover - Correlation with a new rat model of weightlessness
p0182 A79-33089
The joint US-SSBS biological satellite program
p0182 A79-33050
Sweating responses during heat acclimation and moderate conditioning
p0185 A79-33803
A rationale for human operator pulsive control behavior
p0186 A79-34520
Motion sickness in cats - A symptom rating scale used in laboratory and flight tests
p0202 A79-37711
An approach to the origin of self-replicating system - I. Inter-molecular interactions
p0206 A79-37948
Relationship between proton motive force and potassium ion transport in Halobacterium halobium envelope vesicles
p0227 A79-40775
Telemetry of intracranial pressure
p0227 A79-41600
An inductively powered telemetry system for temperature, EKG, and activity monitoring
p0228 A79-41824
Continuous metabolic and cardiovascular measurements on a monkey subject during a simulated 6-day Spacelab mission
p0229 A79-41713
Analysis of population mortality kinetics with application to the longevity followup of the Navy's '1,000 aviators'
p0229 A79-41500
Inhibition of the pituitary-adrenal response to stress during deprivation-induced feeding
p0235 A79-43208
Inhibition of the pituitary-adrenal response to stress during deprivation-induced feeding
p0235 A79-43605
Computer design synthesis of a below-knee-tyse prosthesis
p0251 A79-44300
Hypothermia and exercise
p0252 A79-44775
Insulin-like effect of bovine growth hormone in vivo as demonstrated by oxidation of C14/l-C-glucose in diabetic rats
p0252 A79-44797
Effects of high-LET neon /Ne-20/ particle radiation on the brain, eye and other head structures of the pocket mouse - A histological study
p0252 A79-44798
Quantitative analysis of aging behavior in aging male Drosophila melanogaster
p0252 A79-44799
A structural model of the adaptive human pilot
[AIKA 79-1784] p0252 A79-45411
The dependence of the CO2 removal efficiency of life sciences experiments in the first Spacelab mission
[ASME PAPER 78-EWAS-13]
Life sciences experiments in the first Spacelab mission
[ASME PAPER 78-EWAS-26]  
Microbial Check Valve for Shuttle [ASME PAPER 78-EWAS-27]
Life sciences experiments mission development test program
[ASME PAPER 78-EWAS-36]  
Extended duration Orbiter life support definition
[ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-5]
Test evaluation of space station ECLSS
[ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-42]
Tissue gas and blood analyses of human subjects breathing 80% argon and 20% oxygen
Man and machine design for space flight
[ASME PAPER 79-93]
Food and waste management biotechnology for the space shuttle
[IAP PAPER 79-A-22]
Anthropometric changes in weightlessness
[ASME PAPER 79-32]
Metabolic rate meter and method
[NASA-CASE-MSC-12239-1]
Urinary collection apparatus
[NASA-CASE-MSC-16381-1]
Operator performance and localized muscle fatigue in a simulated space vehicle control task
[NASA-TR-58220]
Bio-fluid biological space experiments, a compendium of life sciences experiments carried on US spacecraft
[ASME PAPER 79-27984]
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA.
Prosthesis coupling
[NASA-CASE-KSC-11069-1]
A system for sterilizing objects
[NASA-CASE-KSC-11005-1]
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, LEAGUEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
Flight management research utilizing an oculometer
[ASME PAPER 79-10389]
Monitoring the state of the human airways by analysis of respiratory sound
[IAP PAPER 79-66]
Use of platinum electrodes for the electrochemical detection of bacteria
[p0023 P.79-48251]
Particle deposition due to turbulent diffusion in the upper respiratory system
[p00270 P.79-48251]
Advanced transport operation effects on pilot scan patterns
[p00295 P.79-51098]
Hypothermia as an Antineoplastic Treatment
[p0004 P.79-11544]
Study of the use of a nonlinear, rate limited, filter on pilot control signals
[p0019 P.79-15590]
Analysis of visual estimation of system state from arbitrary displays
[p0008 P.79-27984]
Development of the CWU-48/P high temperature resistant aramid knit flyer's coverall
[AD-A059128] p0059 N79-13716

Environmental test and evaluation of a molecular sieve on-board oxygen generation system
[AD-A061531] p0125 N79-17559

Protective approaches in the moderation of the physiological effects of extreme ambient conditions in helicopter operations
[AD-A0189 N79-19618

Human factor engineering test and evaluation of the US Navy LAMPS helicopter system
[AD-A0151 N79-19632

US Navy development of an On-Board Oxygen Generation (OBG) system
[AD-A06358] p0197 N79-26556

Thermal conduction effects in human skin. 1: Experimental data acquisition
[AD-A0087] p0259 N79-28771

Thermal conduction effects in human skin. 3: Influence of epidermal thickness and exposure time
[AD-A06888] p0259 N79-28782

A human body and crew station modelling system for motion studies
[AD-A0114 N79-31922

Some human responses to repeated .4 g Hz 2 pulses
[AD-A0268 N79-31928

NAVAL AIR TEST CENTER, PATUXENT RIVER, MD.

Aircrew personnel restraint subsystems: Definition of deficiencies and improvements
[AD-A058995] p0053 N79-12711

A naval civil engineering lab., port hueneme, Calif.

A head injury model
[AD-A0286 N79-31918

NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTEREY, CALIF.

Human factors evaluation of the M-079-21 display console
[AD-A056381] p0020 N79-10743

A preliminary investigation of aural input/output systems for in-flight information retrieval
[AD-A0178 N79-21770

Development of information theory concepts and equations for human mental processing
[AD-A068506] p0260 N79-28877

Effects on A-6E bombardier/navigator flight training with the introduction of device 2P11A, A-6E weapon system trainer
[AD-A066807] p0289 N79-31933

NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Capabilities of radar as they might relate to entomological studies
[AD-A0188 N79-19598

NAVAL SURFACE WEAPONS CENTER, WHITE OAK, MD.

Investigation of techniques to reduce electrostatic discharge susceptibility of REO's containing plastic plugs
[AD-A059982] p0093 N79-15638

NAVAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT CENTER, ORLANDO, FLA.

Compensation for transport delays produced by computer image generation systems
[AD-A056720] p0019 N79-10738

NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA LAKE, CALIF.

Safety evaluation tests of personal protective equipment for ordnance operations
[AD-A058987] p0053 N79-12712

NAVY CLOTHING AND TEXTILE RESEARCH FACILITY, NATICK, MASS.

Aluminized firefighters' crash-rescue protective hood: Facepiece-visor redesign study
[AD-A066962] p0223 N79-25764

Field evaluation of experimental crash-crew firefighters' facepiece
[AD-A066584] p0223 N79-25765

Aluminized firemen's (fire proximity) handwear: Redesign of experimental prototype
[AD-A068985] p0290 N79-31940

NAVY CLOTHING AND TEXTILE RESEARCH UNIT, NATICK, MASS.

Insulated firefighters' crash-crew rescue boots and components: Field and laboratory evaluation
[AD-A068264] p0052 N79-29705

NAVY PERSONNEL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER, SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

Relating performance in basic electricity and electronics and A schools
[AD-A060914] p0085 N79-15584

Hemispheric asymmetry as related to pilot and radar intercept officer performance
[AD-A068087] p0289 N79-31935

NEBRASKA UNIV., LINCOLN.

The prototype wrist joint assembly TACPAW (Triple Axis Common Pivot Arm Wrist), phase 2
[AD-NAS06-18085] p0093 N79-15635

NEDERLANDS INSTITUUT VOOR预防性的その後のMENDELEEW, LEIDEN.

Reduced mental capacity and behavior of a rider of a bicycle simulator under alcohol stress or under dual task load
[AD-A068801] p0116 N79-17489

NEVADA UNIV., LAS VEGAS.

Distribution of phytoplankton in North Carolina lakes
[PB-286387/6] p0084 N79-15573

NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITALS, BOSTON, MASS.

Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities on infected urinary isolated
[AD-A089-1246-1] p0076 N79-17450

NEW MEXICO UNIV., ALBUQUERQUE.

Stress factors on pilot performance. Citations from the International Aerospace Abstracts data base
[NTIS/PB-79/056/0] p0260 N79-28878

NEW YORK UNIV., N.Y.

Atmospheric neutrons
[AD-A0-CR-3126] p0211 N79-24631

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIV. AT RALEIGH.

A model for predicting human discomfort response to combined noise and vertical vibration
[AD-A056720] p0156 N79-19668

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIV., RALEIGH.

The role of insect dispersal and migration in population processes
[AD-A087 N79-19593

Bacteria in a North Carolina salt marsh. Standing crop and importance in the decomposition of Spartina alterniflora
[PB-288816/2] p0153 N79-19668

NORTH DAKOTA UNIV., GRAND FORKS.

A model for predicting human discomfort response to combined noise and vertical vibration
[AD-A056720] p0156 N79-19668

NORTH DAKOTA UNIV., GRAND FORKS.

Applied analysis of computer simulated decompression profiles
[AD-A017 N79-10722

NORTHROP CORP., HAWTHORNE, CALIF.

Prediction, evaluation, and specification of flying qualities by means of step target tracking
[AD-A088 N79-15604

Error rate information in attention allocation pilot models
[AD-A011 N79-17483

Prediction of pilot reserve attention capacity during air-to-air target tracking
[AD-A016 N79-17488

NORTHERN IRELAND, LÉGEND.

Biological and other biological systems
[AD-A081 N79-18559

Dynamic measurement of human cyclofusional eye movements
[AD-A082 N79-18575

A three dimensional discrete element dynamic model of the spine, head and torso
[AD-A085 N79-31910

NOTRE DAME UNIV., IND.

Application of numerical methods to physiological flows
[AD-A0146 N79-18945

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LAB., TENN.

Emergence of biotechnology
[TID-28083] p0211 N79-24626

Dose-rate conversion factors for external exposure to photon and electron radiation from radionuclides occurring in routine releases from nuclear fuel cycle facilities
[NRC-CONF-094] p0259 N79-28873

Metallic components of alternate energy sources
[CONF-780636-8] p0280 N79-30923

OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALES, PARIS (FRANCE).
Discrete-time model pilot behavior p0088 789-17501
Discrete time modeling of heavy transport plane p0118 789-17508

Office of Radiation Programs, Las Vegas, Nev.
Measurements of radiofrequency field intensity in buildings with close proximity to broadcast stations [PB-29094/4?] 789-25750

Office of Radiation Programs, Silver Spring, Md.
Radiofrequency radiation levels and population exposure in urban areas of the eastern United States [PB-29285/4?] 789-26779

Office of Radiation Programs, Washington, D. C.
Radiation protection activities, 1977 [PB-29021/5?] 789-21759

Office of Science and Technology, Washington, D. C.
A technical review of the biological effects of non-ionizing radiation [PB-29016/6?] 789-20728

Office of Technology Assessment, Washington, D. C.
Assessing the efficacy and safety of medical technologies [PR-28652/5?] 789-15580

Ohio State Univ., Columbus.
Secondary visual workload capability with primary visual and kinesiesthetic-tactual displays p0064 789-18220
A comparison of kinesiesthetic-tactual and visual displays via a critical tracking task p0162 789-29720
Evaluation of kinesiesthetic-tactual displays using a critical tracking task p0119 789-17516
An investigation of the pulse-scatter imaging technique for medical ultrasonic imaging and tissue characterization p0211 789-26628
Techniques of cumulative quantitative characterization of the thorax using ultrasonic methods p0240 789-26769
Combined discrete network-continuous control modeling of man-machine systems p0260 789-28879
Estimation of rate constants in the Michaelis-Menten model [AD-A070360] 789-32084

Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation, Columbus.
A formal model of the adaptive and discrete control behaviors of human operators [AD-A059039] 789-13717

Ohio Univ., Athens.
Evidence for the neural regulation of respiration during low intensity exercise in man p0144 789-18578
A study of the mechanism of thigmomorphogenesis in plants, with special reference to the role of ethylene and its significance to research with plants in space [NASA-CR-158506] 789-23625

Oklahoma Univ. Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City.
Effects of methylprednisolone sodium succinate on clearance of livine E. coll from peripheral blood of dogs [AD-A0621233] 789-20717

Oregon State Univ., Corvallis.
The development and evaluation of objective frequency-domain based pilot performance measures in ASSEP [AD-A059477] 789-14776
Metabolism of hydrazine [AD-A052251] 789-20716

Oregon Univ., Eugene.
Time-sharing is not a unitary ability [AD-A056532] 789-10739

Oregon Diagnostics, El Monte, Calif.
Water system virus detection [NASA-CR-16099-1] 789-10693

Oxford Orthopaedic Engineering Centre (England).
Caloric and exercise requirements of space flight - Biostereometric results from Skylab p0128 789-24637

Workload and the certification of helicopters for D.C. operation [AD-A072758] 789-33850

Paris IV Univ. (France).
The use of biostereometry in helicopter cockpit design p0150 789-19629

Paris-Val de Marne Univ., Creteil (France).
Abundance of organochlorine compounds photochemically produced in the atmospheres of the Outer Planets p0210 789-39075

Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park.
Effects of magnesium, calcium, and sodium on reversal of stable L-forms p0131 789-26140

Misuse tubular forms in soil p0297 789-51698
Attachment to autoclaved soil of bacterial cells from pure cultures of soil isolates p0297 789-51701

Purification and cultivation of human pituitary growth hormone secreting cells [NASA-CR-151853] 789-12697
Evaluation of biofeedback [PB-287777/7] 789-17543
Evaluation of clinical biofeedback [PB-287776/9] 789-17544
A comparison of sweating responses in men and women before and after acclimation to humid heat p0175 789-21752
X-ray backscatter imaging p0176 789-21754

Purification and cultivation of human pituitary growth hormone secreting cells [NASA-CR-160242] 789-25736

Sperdigious solution to the problem of cultivating Arabidopsis plants in sealed containers for spaceflights of long duration p0230 789-41704

Importance of temperature control for REPLEX, a biological experiment for Spacelab I p0117 789-10723
Analysis of inert gas exchange in the middle ear [NASA-CR-151853] 789-12697
Analysis and validation of human biomechanical models [AD-A059011] 789-13714
Classical theory of microwave interactions with biological systems p0082 789-15556

Metal bioelectrode polarization: A frequency and time domain analysis p0176 789-21755

Oxygen delivery in the hypoxic perfused heart: Relation to functional and metabolic changes p0307 789-32825

Perceptronics, Inc., Woodland Hills, Calif.
Adaptive estimation of information values in continuous decision making and control of advanced aircraft [AD-A069741] 789-24630

Pittsburgh Univ., Pa.
Effect of optical magnification on the perception of displayed orientation [AD-A056949] 789-23660

Planning Research Corp., Kennedy Space Center, Fla.
Advanced life support equipment for nitrogen tetroxide environments p0169 789-20432

Politecnico Inst. of New York.
Acoustic attitude orientation p0314 789-31816

Pneum Medics Lab, Two, Rijswijk (Netherlands).

Professional Staff Association of the San Jose Hospital, Inc., Downey, Calif.
Effects of oxides on nitrogen, Carbon monoxide and photochemical oxidants on the EEC during exercise and on cardiolapmonary function [PB-291595/7] 789-21763

Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind.
An illness-injury severity index p0018 789-31816
Microwave frequencies and the structure of the double helix...
level
(HAB-LIB-TRANS-1980)
Habitation factors evaluations of today's helicopters as an aid to future systems design
(p0084 N79-15578)
Habitation factors evaluations of today's helicopters as an aid to future systems design
(p0150 N79-19627)
Habitation factors evaluations of today's helicopters as an aid to future systems design
(p0279 N79-30920)
The use of spiral anlage to compare human tolerance of repeated shocks with tolerance of vibration, part 1
(p0288 N79-31926)
Habitation factors evaluations of today's helicopters as an aid to future systems design
(p0151 N79-19635)
Habitation factors evaluations of today's helicopters as an aid to future systems design
(p0113 N79-16555)
Habitation factors evaluations of today's helicopters as an aid to future systems design
(p0086 N79-15589)
Habitation factors evaluations of today's helicopters as an aid to future systems design
(p0120 N79-17520)
Habitation factors evaluations of today's helicopters as an aid to future systems design
(p0107 N79-16510)
Habitation factors evaluations of today's helicopters as an aid to future systems design
(p0190 N79-23624)
S
Saint Louis Univ., Mo.
Libs blood flow - Rest and heavy exercise in sitting and supine positions in man
(p0235 N79-43208)
San Francisco Univ., Calif.
Statistical studies of animal response data from USF toxicity screening test method
(p0066 N79-18307)
San Francisco Univ., Calif.
Two-week studies of survivors from exposures to pyrosis gases
(p0066 N79-18307)
San Francisco Univ., Calif.
Weight control and restraint of laboratory rats
(p0123 N79-26584)
San Francisco Univ., Calif.
Effects of high-LET neutron /MeV-20/ particle radiation on the brain, eyes and other head structures of the pocket mouse - A histological study
(p0252 N79-44758)
San Francisco Univ., Calif.
Space radiation dosimetry onboard COSBOS 936: OS portion of experiment X-296
(p0023 N79-11677)
San Francisco Univ., Calif.
Perceptual factors involved in performance of air traffic controllers using a microwave landing system
(p0092 N79-15628)
San Francisco Univ., Calif.
Vestibular influences on other sensory and motor systems
(p0094 N79-15893)
San Francisco Univ., Calif.
The role of cognitive switching in head-up displays
(p0130 N79-23177)
San Francisco Univ., Calif.
The role of cognitive switching in head-up displays
(p0318 N79-33851)
Sandoz Labs., AARONQUOG, N. Y.
Effect of impermeable clothing and respirator on work performance. Part 1: Laboratory studies
(SAND-77-2112/2)
(p0034 N79-11748)
School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.
Influence of the ambient acceleration field upon acute acceleration tolerance in chickens
(p0230 N79-41715)
School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.
A prospective medicine approach to the problem of ischemic vascular disease in the USAF
(p0027 N79-11697)
SRI INTERNATIONAL CORP., MENLO PARK, CALIF.

Assessment of human exposures to atmospheric benzene
(PB-284203/7)
p0051 N79-12701

Development of high-resolution ultrasonic imaging techniques for detection and clinical assessment of cardiovascular disease
(PB-284686/3)
p0052 N79-12703

Development of high-resolution ultrasonic imaging techniques for detection and clinical assessment of cardiovascular disease
(PB-286636/9)
N79-15581

Two measures of performance in a peg-in-hole manipulation task with force feedback
p0118 N79-17506

STANFORD RESEARCH INST., MENLO PARK, CALIF.

Study of modeling and evaluation of remote manipulation tasks with force feedback

STANFORD UNIV., CALIF.

Study of pharmaceutical industrial problems
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